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Chapter No. 1
1.1 INTRODUCTION
Poverty is a universal phenomenon. The poor serve the nation for their livelihood and the rich to
enhance their socio-political gaining and to have more in their own interests. The circumstances
of poverty are not mere scarcity of available capital or income rather its roots are in
demographic, medical, socio-politico-economic values, and ethnicity of the people. It lies in
developing and developed nations in different forms, shapes and intensity. In a society it can stay
for a long time or it can be for a short spell of time. It is reflection of insufficiency and
deprivation of available resources to meet needs. “These deprivations are often downplayed on
the grounds that the European system of social security tends to make up for the loss of income
of the unemployed”. (sen, 1999: 20,21). A safety-net named Benazir income support program
has provisions of monthly financial assistance for poor, who cannot have food for two times a
day, in Pakistan.
It is the exquisiteness of social and economic inter-play within a society and societies to
go on to have interaction and develop relations through exchange of their products, human
resource. In limited form it generates fresh activities, for those who are surviving at the executed
means of living. On having opportunities, they struggle for further achievements. The difference
between conditions of the affluence, that posses‟ resources beyond their requirements and those
who are surviving on meager resources become eminent. The poor has to meet their daily needs
at the cost of consistent physical hard work. The faces are index of mind of the community
personal, which is reflected from the faces of affluent and the poor apparently. No sooner did the
gap widens between rich and poor, it create worries , as the rich start living lavishly, whereas the
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poor cannot feed

balanced diet to their children. It affects their presents, also, future. The

conditions of poverty that continues generation after generation creates a „culture of poverty‟. In
a society, social classes exists contradicting each other, or contrasting hard realities of social
living.
exploit.

Presence of one class challenges the presence of other class or accepts each other to
In such circumstances the individuals of different classes work together in the same

environment, having different abilities, capabilities and approaches to meet the both ends to go
with the troubles of societal life.
It is an age old phenomenon, as old as human history or even older than that. The reason
is that two persons do not possess equal caliber, level of education, relations with others,
available resources, opportunities for development etc. it is such, even their temperaments are
not same. It is also noteworthy that the nature and intensity of poverty is different in different
arena of time, age and society. Present day array of poverty is the product of modern age‟s
technological advancements, poor management and lethargic labor force. The global economic
institutions have played a vital role in making it more intensive in a society, less equipped with
technology. The technology brought a change in human relationships and divided them into
classes as Karl Marx expressed. One class works very hard to fulfill their daily needs and the
other does not work hard, become lethargic. He may be educated to save from its hard earned
income and invest this saving to generate further income; this class attains mobility with the
enhanced status of “investor”. The other category fails to save and invest, such individuals have
to utilize mental and physical faculties to earn daily livelihood; they become “labor”. The labor
always face imbalance in income and fulfillment of required needs, some needs remain unsatiated. This deficiency causes the poor to have imbalanced relationships with other human
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beings.

Poverty can be economic, political and social. Those who does not have opportunities

for development; from labor class and are kept away from the market and they lag behind
contribute to enhance poverty. Exclusion from market causes seclusion and reduces the
individual

to, mere, socio-politico-economic entity that leads to geographical exclusion from

social performances. Poverty in a society can be relative or absolute. Relative poverty exists in
every society, even in developed nations. Absolute poverty is the characteristic of societies
where resources are not used for development.
“Being relatively poor in such (developed) country can be a great
capability handicapped, even when one‟s absolute income is high in
terms of world standards. In a generally opulent country, more income is
needed to buy enough commodities to achieve the same social
functioning” (Sen, 1999: 89)

The technological developments stretched the limits of capitalism. The opportunities to work,
earn and gain dignity (established in political participation) are expanded to the public at large.
This brings changes in human intention, “mutual respect” to “self interest” in human and
economic terms. Technology‟s forceful occupation of land strengthened the Land-Lords to
multiply their assets at the cost of poor and landless. Dr. E. D. Setty interprets it, keeping history
of nations, communities and of families in view as:
“A section of families or population all over the world were contented and
contained with the minimum needs of day to day existence and the
communities were all the time exploring and acquiring land and technologies
to enhance their production and reach higher level of earnings and attain the
status of influencing other communities and at the same time increased their
wealth and extent of property enjoyed by them.” (Shetty, 2007: 1)
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Lack of education decreases access to opportunities and pushes the individuals
away from facilities like information, health, and employment etc. It declines the utilization of
mental and physical potentials; it also conversely affects utilization of abilities and capabilities.
Such individuals play poor role in society, create problems, multiply these, and ultimately pull
and push factor play their role in the society to suffer. Poverty is not a simple concept; it is
complex consisting of many dimensions. It makes the things complex, tedious and spreads in
society like a viral disease. It gets transferred from generation to generation and creates its own
culture. Such a poverty ridden culture pushes the individuals into darkness. This aggravates the
circumstances prevailing in the society by pushing the poor into diverse conditions. To make the
society free of poverty or at least to reduce the level of poverty it is required to breakdown the
synchronized clutches of „culture of Poverty‟. An individual having free thinking, liberal attitude
and believing in democracy, look forward to exploit available physical resources for the wellbeing of his / herself and that of society. He joins hands with others and starts working for the
betterment of his family, group, tribe and community at large. Every individual and every
country has the capacity to make its priorities adjustable and formulate policies that work under
the modern concept of global economy that is run by the multinationals that are the richest and
own huge part of available capital in the world. Kerbo says on it,
“There is a widespread belief that when rich corporations from the
outside move into a poor country these corporations enrich only
the elites of the poor nations, leaving the masses of people worse
off than before. Profits made from the labor of poor in sweat shops
are sent home to corporate headquarters to enrich managers and
stockholders; multinational corporations work with government in
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poor countries to suppress the wages of the poor, prevent labor
unions, and evade international laws protecting the environment,
all keeping multinational corporations and the wealthy in poor
nations happy”. (Kerbo, 2006: 65)
Keeping in view the above changes leveled by the anti-globalization protests, the proglobalization leaders invite for more open markets and free trade, with investment made by the
multinational corporation. They believe it a solution to fight against the global poverty. World
Bank and IMF both international organizations are functioning under the dominance of rich
nations. They think that poor nations can get rid of poverty through provision of debts by these
institutions. At the same time the poor nations and the social scientists believe that these
institutions are used as tools for money making for the capitalistic rich nations and these
organizations protect their interests. Status of the poor is deteriorating day by day. The poverty
had handcuffed individuals for generations and had no hope to get rid of this menace. Poverty
always intensifies poverty and the people fallen prey to it become downtrodden. Dr. E. D. Setty
looks at it as;
“In view of long suffering in poverty and deprivation and poor
images of themselves and very little of expectations and scope of
redemption, a large number of people who have been suffering
with a large number of limitations with just physical existence
have come down to limited aspirations and expectations.”

(Kerbo,

2006: 1)

This creates social distance between haves and have not‟s.

Technology and mechanical life

decreases the intensity of passionate attachment of human being to each other, inviting attention,
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towards those who feel bonded through blood relationship or otherwise. This aloofness and
seclusion leads to political, social, economic and geographical exclusion. Poor usually are
uneducated or less educated, so they cannot have full utility of their potentials, abilities and
capabilities. This widens the gap between individual and society, at the same time it increases
individual‟s dependency on society. This ultimately reduces the individual‟s level of thinking to
lowest level in the hierarchy of human dignity and well-being.

1.2 POVERTY IN PAKISTAN
It is globally accepted that male is the breadwinner and female‟s responsibilities are otherwise. It
is a stereotype that “It is men who carry the major burden of economic work on this planet. They
are the breadwinners. Women‟s work carries no economic value. Such work may be essential but
banish the thought that it should ever enter national income accounts, or even surface in separate
satellite accounts.” (2013, February 17, The Dawn: 9) (Haq 2010) This reduces the women to
economic nonentities. As regards constitution of Pakistan women has an equal right to that of
men, practically prevailing situation is altogether different and unsatisfying. Poverty ratio in
female/ male is 3:1 as per different studies including Dr. Mehbub-ul-Haq‟s poverty of
opportunity Index, 1990. Women has to face multiple dimensions of deprivations, like hunger,
malnutrition/under

nutrition,

bad-health,

illiteracy,

unemployment,

unremunerated

labor,

unsheltered and absence of basic needs makes the human behavior aggressive and violent creates
injustice,

social exclusion,

all these help

in generating a situation of powerlessness.

Consequently women‟s involvements in economic activities remain unacknowledged. This
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becomes unnatural in democratic system. Democracy gives equal weight to all the members of
society irrespective of gender, creed, caste, religion, sect and ethnicity.
Dignity is a social virtue. Many thoughts provoke whirlpool around the concept of dignity. This
study demands to dig out a relationship between dignity, democracy and poverty. All three
concepts are socially accepted, applied and defined. Dignity is a conceptual term which is
commonly used in the society. The scholars of language, keeping in view the development of
language, say that „dignity‟ is a modern concept. “The dignity is associated with the hierarchical
order in society. Honor is a concept that has its validity in the society and it is direct expression
of status, a source of social solidarity among socially equals and draws a demarcation line
against social inferiors” (Berger, 1983:174).
Every individual in society possess a status, this can be by birth or it can be through hard
work and achievements. The dignity of human is equal which does not make a difference among
human beings. This makes the entire human being equal without having discrimination in black
and white, small and big, eastern and western, young and old, or the basis of professions, Lord
and slave etc. Man is dignified to all other creatures; it is the best of all creatures ever created on
the universe. It is responsibility of every other human being to respect the “dignity” of every
individual. For the purpose there is need to establish a system for the retention of human dignity,
it can be democracy, where everyone can express himself remaining within the framework of
ethics (a moral philosophy of good.) and law. “Man does not exist because of law but rather the
law exists for the good of man. Democracy is human existence, while in the other political forms
man has only a legal existence”. (Karl Marx, 1970:30).
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It is requirement of the day to honor and acknowledge the dignity of every human being in web
of social relations in society also, among societies. This web of social relations always changes
in nature of social relations and also, in intensity. For the determination of nature and intensity of
these relations social, political, legal and economic systems promulgated in different societies
play an important role. Such articulated systems assist in establishing global system. In the past
the world was divided in two major ideologies, under the control of powerful states i.e. America
and USSR. These states were having aggressive attitude toward each other‟s, systems of
governance and ideologies. To retain a balance in relationships of two states and also at global
level among all the global powers big or small strategy of cold war adopted. With the dissolution
of USSR to Russia cold war came to an end. The end of cold war means end of dictatorship and
beginning of democracy. In today‟s life all societies consider democracy better choice to solve
societal and social even individual problems, as every individual has its own voice, which can be
heard, weighted. In representative democracy it is difficult to achieve as for individuals it is not
easy to have access to public representative, on the other representatives have fewer resources to
resolve problems. In third world countries there are poor education and health facilities available,
which makes the prevailing socio-economic and political issues complex, which crushes the
social value system that works as social defense mechanism. This creates an environment of
mistrust and disharmony and rivalries‟ behaviors in social set up of a civil society.
“With Hegelian philosophy, the abstract notion of civil society
takes on its true meaning: civil society is bourgeois. Civil Society
cannot be its own end. Torn by its internal contradictions, it cannot
accede to liberty, nor unity. The antagonism of wealth and poverty
is the primary contradiction which divides it. (Abensour, 2011:
xxxvii).
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The development and establishment of democracy is a historic process. It started centuries ago,
passed through many stages of development; finally it adopted different forms and shapes,
suitable to particular culture, desires of people, and also having utility for those who are in search
of democracy to satisfy their lust for power, the politics. First wave for freedom and
democratization started in a struggle at the end of 1st world war. Two decades later the 2 nd world
war a wave of democratization started and the European empires let a free hand to colonized
people and land. Due to spread of Soviet Union, in 1960, an anti-democracy wave started and
this took the newly independence gained states into its clutches. These states got independence
from democratic states with democratic political structures and converted to authoritarian state of
affairs. Daniel P. Moynihan, 1975 observed that American democracy inclined to the settings of
monarchy of nineteenth century. A form of government that continues in secluded places, it also
serves better for explicit settings.
After 1980 democracy again started spreading and it downfallen authoritarian regimes in
Portugal, Spain and Greece. Democracy again started as a wave for change and accepted by
almost all the big countries of world as a system of governance.
In the beginning of twentieth century the stifling democracies shifted to non-democratic states
under the Shanghai cooperation Organization that brought closer the China, Russia and other
Central Asia States and new clan of communists and anti-Americanism came into existence.
Democracy and economic development go side by side. Both are indispensable.
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“It is arguable that “authoritarian regimes” do better in economic
development, is based on highly selective evidence. Weighing all
the statistical evidence, there seems to be no clear relationship
between democracies and economic growth, and there is no
theoretical reason to assume that democracy inhibits the economic
and social policies that promote growth. In fact democracy has
some distracted

advantages, such as preventing famine and

fostering transparency.” (Diamond & Plattner, 2009: xxviii) “It is
a word( democrat) that resonate in people‟s minds and springs
from their lips as they struggle for freedom and better way of life;
it is word whose meaning we must discern if it is to be of any use
in guiding political analysis and practice”.( Diamond & Plattner
2009: 03)

1.3 Democracy can be defined as:
It is a system that organizes relationship between rulers and ruled. There exist rules, procedures
and arrangements necessary for democracy. Principles discussed that make democracy work. All
democracies does not have “same kind of institutions, there are many kinds of democracies, and
divers practices produce a similarly varied effects".(Diamond&Plattner, 2009:04)
According to Cambridge Encyclopedia (1992: 349) demos is a Greek word meaning „people‟
and „karatia‟ means „authority‟, hence

it is put in as people‟s authority or rule by
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people…..democracy. The Greeks introduced „demokratia‟ in city states of fifth century B.C; by
that time there were disagreements on elements of democracy. The adult members of society
(citizens of state) were composing (direct) democracy. With the increase in size of people there
was shift from direct to indirect i.e. electoral democracy. As the people are scattered thy join
together in assemblies and in this respect decision making handed over to small group of people
called “representatives”. This gave birth to politics and elections give an opportunity to choose
diverse groups of representatives offering various dogmas and party programmed, now, became
essential to democracy, they are the leaders, fore-runners, light bearers, having party based line
of action for socio-political and economic development. Other conditions, necessary, of legal
parity of inhabitants and unrestricted movement of information to conform, that the inhabitants
are in an equally dignified and conversant position to select and hold answerable their
representatives. The radical elements of society argue that economic equality is also necessary
for healthy, popular and acceptable democracy. It is an observation that moves toward economic
equality is limited
Specific type of democracy is contingent upon a country‟s socio-economic and political
conditions as well as its embedded state and policy practices. In modern age the democracy is
based actually on politics as a structure of governance where rules are answerable for their
activities before the inhabitants, while performing in struggle and cooperation of elected
representative. Democracy works through a system of elements and necessary requisites which
are (a) system of democracy (b) public jurisdiction (c) citizenship (d) competition (e) election (f)
majority rule (g) cooperation, the civil society cooperate for common causes (h) representatives.
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Robert Dahl, 1982 is an authority on theory of democracy. He mentioned the following
procedural minimal as conditions of democracy.
1- Control over governmental decisions‟ constitution vested in elected officials.
2- Members are elected through fair and free election without any coercion.
3- Only the adults possess the right to vote.
4- Elected members have the right to be chosen for office.
5- Elected members possess the right of expression to the citizens.
6- The elected members possess the right for provision of alternate sources of information to
citizens.
7- The people have the right to make associations and organizations, including political parties and
interest groups.
8- Elected members stand able to their office and exercise powers conferred by the constitution, law
of the country. The democracy falls in jeopardy when the civil servants, military officers or
managers of state retain or achieve capacity to work independently of civilians or veto their
decisions.
9- For democracy there is need of self-governing polity. It must be able to face, the constraints
imposed by other political systems. This in fact formally makes a nation‟s start sovereign.
Formation of blocks, alliances, spheres of influence and other neo-colonial arrangements
delineate the autonomy and indicate inability of elected political leaders to have binding
decisions without the approval of out-side political forces.
As a governing system with the capacity to accommodate most of the people, it honors the
consent of people and the contingent of politicians acting under conditions of bounded
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uncertainty.to abide by these conditions certain principles are laid down to make the confronting
forces accommodative and run the game and competition between political parties health and
viable for the development of society.
The winner and losers both render respect for each other‟s mandate. The winner adopts policies
that are not contradictory or damaging to the opposition and in lieu of this the losers act not to
jeopardize the decisions of winner. An atmosphere of competition, mutual workability and the
public interests protection is approved, sanctioned and prevailed.
There is “democratic bargain” (Dahl, 1970: 102). This generates a process of social change in a
society and it has different level of pace of implementation in different societies, depending upon
“social cleavage” (Diamond & Plattner, 1990:10) and certain subjective factors as mutual trust,
standard of fairness with willingness to compromise.
Change of regime or electoral is the beauty of democracy and collective action of public opens
new vistas for transformation. The elected members meet together for the implementation of
policies. During the process of social change previously established rules are respected and
followed. This indicates change, not to hamper the system of society rather it carries on the
process of advancement.
The political uncertainty remains limited under democratically institutionalized norms. The
limits of such norms vary under various democracies, formulated under the competition among
certain interest groups and cooperation, there in, the civil society. In brief it works under the rule
of contingent consent. The above mentioned rules of prudence once get rooted in society, these
ingrain the behaviors of tolerance, balance, mutual respect, fair play, readiness to compromise,
also, enhance trust in public authorities. These habits inhibit in society slowly and after paving
the way in day to day living of civil society make it normal, acceptable and more democratic.
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Societies

differ

in

democracies,

consensus,

participation,

access,

representativeness,

parliamentary sovereignty, party politics, pluralism, federalism, presidentialism, and by the rule
of check and balance. Adoption of democracy in a society helps to resolve political, social,
economic, administrative and cultural problems. It is note-worthy here that all the “good” do not
move equally and at the same time.
1- In certain societies process of democracy make the economic activities slow and sluggish. Rates
of collective growth, savings and that of investment fall, especially in transitional economies.
With the passage of time aggregate growth, demand, education, productivity and creativity get in
order which improves economic and social performance that ultimately alleviate poverty.
2- Usually the democracies function administratively slow and decision making is slower. The cost
of things done is high and the state of „payoffs‟ is low. The

public satisfaction as compared to

previous government is greater with the new government‟s performance due to necessary
compromises without pleasing some one completely.
3- The democracies, usually, in the aftermath of autonomies do not appear orderly, consensual,
stable and governable. It is a byproduct of freedom of thought and expression on the opposite; it
is disagreement on the new rules and institution. The event of compromising looks awkward,
ambiguous and un-certain in effect, till the actors learn to use it. All this is achieved after a
rigorous struggle, having high ideas behind it. In changed new environment public, groups and
individuals start protesting against fresh rules of newly born democracy forcing the government
to negotiate and renegotiate for their part bargain. In this respect there exists an anti-system of
parties that made to look some times that the democracy is getting derailed. Governability is a
challenge for all regimes for all the times. After fall of autocratic government there is the only
system of governance „democracy‟ that possibly works to govern expectedly, effectively and
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legitimately. It is in experience that sometimes democracies lose the ability to control and
govern.
“The most critical moment comes once the politicians begin to settle into the more
predictable roles and relations of a consolidated democracy. Many will find their expectations
frustrated; some will discover that the new rules of competition put them at disadvantage; a few
many even feel that their vital interests are threatened by popular majorities.”( Diamond&
Plattner,1990:14)
4- Democracies open societies more along with politics therein those autocratic societies. They may
keep economies not so open as society and politics.


“The most successful and well established democracies have historically restored to
protectionism and closed borders and have relied extensively upon public institution to
promote economic development. While the long term compatibility between democracy
and capitalism does not seem to be in doubt, despite their continuous tension,….the
promotion of such liberal economic goals as the right of individuals to own property and
retain profits, the clearing functions of markets, the private settlement of disputes, the
freedom to produce without government regulation, or privatization of state owned
enterprises do need to levy taxes and regulate certain transactions, especially where
private monopolies and oligopolies exists……In short, notions of economic liberty that
currently put forward in neo-liberal economic models are not synonymous with political
freedom….and may even impede it”.( Schmitter and Terry,1991: 75-88)

Electioneering is a tool to achieve objectives of democracy. In present age as the population is
large therefore, representation through political parties becomes a need.
It is method to measure public opinion and elect leadership to run the business of government
according to will of people. In election there are prerequisites, every political party designs its
„manifesto‟. The public took notice of every party‟s motto. On the basis of their personal
priorities, liking and disliking, and choices they vote for candidates contesting election on behalf
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of political party or as an independent contesting candidate. It has been observed that in formally
colonized countries polling produce distorted results, for the constitution of democratic
transition. In this respect, “the poll itself has become the focus of attention, acquiring an
importance that has no basis in either in democratic theory or practical politics.” (Sorensen,1993:
105).
The continuity and regularity of election process is a pre-requisite for democracy. Mere election
is meaningless with the conception free and fair. Free means freedom of movement, speech,
assembly, association, freedom from fear of election or electoral campaign, absence of
impediments, hurdles standing before election. There should be equal and universal suffrage for
all candidates. On the Election Day public and candidate may have the opportunity to participate.
After election complaints and disputes may be resolved under law of country. In the beginning
some problem regarding implementation of law can raise head. After a certain period of time the
decision makers and the judges learn to implement law in accordance with the real spirit of law
and honoring the public opinion, which become mature to establish dignity of democracy.
Reflective of free and fair elections are as given by Diamond:1. Transparency in the Electoral Process
2. No special Privileged to individual party or social group
3. No hindrances to inclusion and registration as electoral candidate or voter
4. Impartial and independent Election Commission
5. Impartiality of Police, Army, Court and Administration
6. Equivalent prospects for independent candidates and Political Parties to participate in elections
and electoral process
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7. Voters to be educated to keep impartiality and secrecy of their vote.
8. During election campaigns the code of conduct and norms of the election be strictly followed.
9. Provision of Public funds equally if applicable.
10. Avoidance from misusing Government machinery to benefit one party or other.

On the poling day all the candidates may have equal opportunity to participate in
the election. On the fair side of election; the political parties have access to all the polling
stations through their representatives. The media endorsed election observers have opportunity to
access any polling station for observation and accreditation of elections. Secrecy of ballots be
maintained in all circumstances. The ballot papers have effective designs; ballot boxes may have
proper shape, volume made of look through material, placed at such a place where the voters and
election staff may have a view of it.
The poling staff must act impartially and they also provide impartial guidance to the voters. The
ballot may be treated under the policy; the void ballot paper may be cancelled. The transportation
of election material from Head Quarter to Poling Station should be risk free and vice versa.
There should be a proper technique for counting the votes this technique may be acceptable to all
the representatives of political parties. For the purpose after opening the ballot box each vote
casted should be checked carefully, keeping in view the process/procedure laid down for the
purpose. Later on the ballots casted in favor of one candidate may be pilled in this respect
number of piles will be equal to the number of candidates or less than the number of candidates
in case some candidates fail to receive even a single vote. Similarly all the vote/ballots that have
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been wasted due to one or other reason may be kept separately in the form of a pile theses will be
counted to tally the balance of ballot papers issued and used. In worlds of Guillermo O ‟Donell
“I believe that we must focus upon various long-term historical factors, as well as the degree of
severity of socio-economic problems that newly installed democratic government inherits.”
( Donnell, 1994:58-59)
Successful establishment of Democracy through the process of free and fair election
become acceptable to the society and public at large. The elected candidates take their position in
government at this stage the democracy has to play the following functions for the society
1. The elected government opens the ways for second transition after election.
2. The democratic, institutionalized ways are adopted for second transition to consolidate
democracy.
3. The newly born democracies are feeble and fall in uncertain situation.
4. The transfer of power after election sets the norms to flow political power from one government
to the next.
5. The role of political leadership is of great importance in strengthening the democratic political
institutions. Institutions formed in this way, made it easy, to resolve and solve the socioeconomic problems of society and reduced level of poverty.
6. It is in observation of researcher that delegative democracy do not achieve the institutional
progress and it also does not made the government effective so it fails to resolve the socioeconomic and political crisis of society.
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Democracy bring to society economic growth, social space, administrative efficiency, political
harmony, free market and the national ideology, as it makes the history of nation, society,
government, politics and above all the state. For democracy appearance and establishment of
political institution is basic and fundamental as it competes to form government, influence public
policy; these two channelize social and economic interest‟s conflicts through continuous regular
procedures. These have link with civil society through representation of constituencies that
adjoin them for collective action. “Some types of democracies, especially in developing
countries, have been unable to fulfill this promise, perhaps due to circumstances of their
transition from authoritative rule”( Karl, 1990:1-23).
The personnel pledged for democracy once become active and become successful to establish a
regime and start persisting even in the confining conditions; they expand their influence beyond
limits. These influential persons start protecting their own interests by penetrating in decision
making and leave a negative impact on public interests. This creates a panic in public and forces
the public to stick with their own interests, leaving behind poverty in general and terrorism in
particular. Continuity of this leads to authoritarianism. The political leaders may avoid this and
their decisions may protect interests of public. The democracy has ability, capacity and capacity
to modify the rules in accordance with the changed atmosphere. They continue their struggle for
betterment goodness in society. Democracy has system of electioneering, political parties, and
independent institutions to conduct election within framework of laws, rules and policies made
there upon. Those who participate in election may have qualities of head and heart to deal with
the public also resolves their anguishes‟. It is ultimate responsibility of politician and a part of
democratized process that every member of society may honor to retain his dignity. For the
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purpose society possess a system of check and balances, social sanctions, values, and social
norms, this helps in improving social control. Social institutions are linked with each other
through an unforeseen force create discipline in society. “A society without discipline is well on
the way to decay.”(The DAWN, 2013, Feb.17:09)
The present age‟s choice is no less than democracy. All the international organizations,
and countries of the world adopting system of democracy as better choice to educate public,
provide better facilities of health and opportunities of advancement, promotion, also industrialize
society to enhance trade, economic activities, which ultimately helps in improving standard of
living. Without any prejudice it is said that democracy is a complicated system of governance
giving liberties of choice to the individuals and societies at large, and is better in compared to
dictator ship. Democracy generate circumstances of common good, a group of individuals called
stakeholders that dig out ways of promotion and projection of certain group‟s interests. This
interest works as beacon of development. Different professions flourish in societies; cluster
individuals of same interest start a process of snow ball, and generate activities, involve more
individuals, dilute authoritarianism and enhance democracy. Authoritarianism and democracy
cannot go together in the same society, at the same time.
“…democracy and authoritarianism are reflective of ongoing
struggle between dominance and resistance. Without blurring the
distinction between them it is important to acknowledge that they
may frequently overlap irrespective of the formal designation of
polities and states as democratic or authoritarian. It seems more apt
to view democracy and authoritarianism as both antithetical and
interdependent historical processes, co-existing in tension while at
the same time each informing and transforming the other. The
pairing of two concepts commonly regarded as polar opposites,
aims at a more probing historical analysis of the structures of
21

dominance and
Jalal,1994:3-4).

resistance

in

subcontinent

South

Asia”

(

It is further contented that all members of society do not have honor. “For some to have honor in
this sense, it is essential that not everyone have it.” (Taylor, 1992: 27) In modern times the
concept of honor best survive in the hierarchical view point of society, like nobility, military men
and professionals as in medicine and law. This concept is in practice in all areas of Pakistan with
special emphasis in rural areas that are located at far of away from the urban areas and is applied
as „honor killing‟, „honor lost‟ and „broken nose‟ etc. the meaning and sense of these concept is
deep rooted in the culture of society in relevance to locality or area. Honor relates to position of
an individual in locality or society.
Dignity is a veracious term, it has been observed that this notion is not old, it is modern. It
has different sense and cultural orientation deeper than the concept of honor. The dignity lies in
the system of social values and norms of a particular society. “Dignity always relates to inherent
humanity deprived of all socially imposed roles or norms. It pertains to the individuals regardless
of his position in society.” (Berger, 1983:176) It has also been outline in the preamble to the
declaration of the Human Rights of United Nations. All those who possess high position have
honor. On the other everyone who is the member of society possesses dignity. From this
discussion it is clear that honor is hierarchical and the dignity is egalitarian and personal. An
individual searches out his true dignity in his social roles, from here starts the emancipation from
the prevailing imposed social roles; it is the first step forward in the world of dignity. Taylor
(1992 : 27) reiterated that “this concept of dignity is the only one compatible with the
democracy.”
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“Human dignity is a recognition that is achieved through participation in political system.
Poor peasants….can be recruited by landlords to take up arms and form death squads,
because they can be manipulated relatively easily on the basis of their immediate needs
and are accustomed to obeying traditional sources of authority. It is much more difficult to
persuade educated, middle-class professionals to obey the authority of a leader simply
because he is wearing a uniform.” (Fukuyama, 1995:20-33)
1. In this regard the introduction of democracy impairs the system of ascribed hierarchy in
the social system of society.
2. According to the theories regarding nationalism and ethnicity, the ethnic movements can
be visualized in two ways
a. Movements led by dominant groups are the movements of exclusion.
b. Movements led by subordinate (subaltern) groups are resistance movements.
In this regard the former possess the idea of honor and resistance for the endeavor to achieve
equality and the later realizes on the concept of dignity, it defies socially, culturally established
hierarchy and tries to seek equality and egalitarianism, it has earnest habit to have the system of
democracy. In social life every human being poses dignity. The roots of human rights, a ladder
for democracy lie in human dignity; it is inherent and is for all human members of society. The
foundations of human rights appeal to dignity of human individual. The concept of human
dignity lies in the socio-political legitimacy that rests on the reality of moral worth and dignity,
irrespective of social groups to which they belong and social roles they perform. The human
rights are derivative of natural dignity of the human person. “In principal, a great variety of
social practices other than human rights might provide the basis for politically implementing
foundational egalitarian values. In practice human rights have become the preferred option.”
(Donnelly,2005:41)
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“With the beginning of technological development, individuals started economic and social
achievements to gain further political and economic benefits, along with pursuits of happiness.
This made the working class politically viable and it initiated political struggle with new
potentials of understanding and the conditions necessary for human dignity. “They (moral)
principles emerged instead from beings their socio-political struggles to defend or realize their
dignity” (Donnelly, 2005:58)
The realization of human dignity can only be better understood in environment of democracy and
egalitarian circumstances, recognizing rights of all members of society at the same intensity and
depth of being hood. It makes the provision for free thinking, liberty and independence viable
which promotes and projects democracy, democratic institutions, values, norms.
1.3.1 PHYSIOGNOMIES OF DEMOCRACY
1-Sovereignty
2- Relationship between individuals of the Society
3- Self- Constitution of the people and Politics
4- Relations between Democracy and State.
In modern times democracy is a way to run the system of government and involve major chunk
of society in the arrangement just to resolve social problems at the gross root level and provide
access to almost every member of society to be part of control system directly or indirectly. A
provision for representation of public is met through the system of election, as allowed in the
constitution of that particular society.

In a democratic system every adult votes for a candidate

of his own choice. All adults irrespective of creed, caste, color, race and sex participate as legal
and political equals, with a view to broadened state of affairs, enhanced social and economic
opportunities with extended political liberties; some societies keep it within the limits of
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religious frame work and others do have with in newly formulated ethical frame work of the
society. Political struggle brings a change in understanding the concept of human dignity.
“The vision of human dignity they reflect and seek to implement is accepted by almost all states
as authoritative whatever their deviations from those norms in practice” (Donnelly, 2005:01)
Islam has acknowledged and recognized the dignity of human beings. It continually invited the
attention of the believers to respect others (irrespective of creed, caste and religion) with dignity.
This job is done by the preachers of Islam through traditions and by the leaders and common
believers “They are enjoined, in the strongest possible terms, to pursue both personal well-being
and social justice” (Donnelly, 2005:73).
The precepts automatically call to the values of universal declarations of human rights, with the
commands of duties of humanity from Allah, where all the human beings are equal.
Thinkers of Islam like Majid Khadduri1946, Mahmood Monshipuri (1998) and Shaheen Sardar
Ali (2000) look eminently clear that human rights in Islam are obligatory and privileges of Allah.
“Human Rights in Islam are privileges of Allah, because authority ultimately
belongs to Him…… Human rights in Islam as prescribed by the divine law are
the privileges only of persons of full legal status. A person with full legal
capacity is a living human being of mature age and of Muslim faith”(Khadduri
1946 :79) (Donnelly, 2005:73).
It is not a generous philosophy to protect one‟s own interests by delaying the benefits to the
others. Delay in provision of benefits stops immediately the gratification one gets from the work
or job done. This makes the individual psychologically imbalanced in person, in home and even
in the society. It also denies the sanctity of hard work as a value to meet the daily needs and live
a gratified sober life. The individual avoids hard work as a value and fall in a situation of
lethargy, this negates the value of high achievement and keep the individual away from availing
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the opportunities of advancement to flourish with full zeal and spirit. In such lethargic situations
even if the individual works hard with devotion and involvement he fails to fulfill all the basic
needs and start to keep pending his needs and gratifications from there upon, this accumulates his
grievances. Even after hard work he cannot save for future, this reduces the savings of the nation,
reducing the level of investment in society and keeping the status quo. It is therefore said, that
the culture of poverty intensifies poverty, aloofness, seclusion and assist the production of
factors that work against the poor and prevailing conditions of poverty in society. For the
breakage of culture of poverty there is needed to engineer new ethics, morals and norms of
financial, economic and political values. It means society needs a change in its value system and
attitudes, with upholding the basic principle of dignity and equality that can contribute to avoid
and perpetuate poverty.
“It is fatalism and a focus on the present that makes people less
able to delay present satisfactions, with hard work and save for
future. Likewise, modernization theory and it focus on culture has
been used to explain why many nations of East and South East
Asia have become richer because of Asian values”. (Kerbo, 2006:
92)
Democracy is a way to govern society. Individual is an important element in democracy, society
and government. It is individual that functions as a building unit (block) of society. Relationship
among individuals creates a network of relations, a web of mutual dependency, interdependency
and this web in its extended form, let, a society to come into existence. An Urdu language poet
and philosopher Dr. Mohammad Iqbal narrated this in an Urdu verse:Fard qaim rabt-e-millat say hay tanha kuch nahin
Mauj hay darya main aur bairoon-e-darya kuch nahin (Iqbal, 1982: 190)
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It means existence of an individual is in line with and attached to Millat (society) just like
a wave of water exists in river and it has no chances of existence out of river. Here society is
interconnectivity

of social relationships

of individuals

inviting

further complex activities

generated to protect the rights, duties, responsibilities of individuals through the social
institutions. There is a relationship between society and individual, both depend upon each other.
Both of these provide energy and strength to each other. Poverty and democracy in South Asia
are going side by side. Individual in society attains social identity being a social actor. Members
of a society have
priority over

meaningful

action relative to cultural attributes, to which individuals give

possible alternatives, in other words, they affect the identity of individual, It

determines their self-esteem, capacity for social organization and political mobilization. In
democracy meeting the individual‟s rights and alleviation of poverty both are interconnected and
part of the same process.
Amartya, Sen, (1999) discussed democracy, pro and against arguments, with its uses as
instrumental and real. He argued in favor of real use that promote and project actual face of
democracy and function to generate activity, provide opportunities that helps in reducing
poverty, individual get involved in the process of development, through active participation,
discussions, elaborate association formation and such other. Electioneering is fundamental
instrument of democracy, ensuring the public participation in decision making. More the number
of voters participates in elections stronger will be the system of democracy more pragmatic will
be the decision and consequences thereafter. Less number of participants in the process of voting
indicates social lethargy and people‟s indifferent attitude towards democracy.

A nation may not

be in a position to get maximum benefits of democracy in the earlier form. So no sooner did the
system get polished with the passage of time. Opportunities generated by democracy give an
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impetus to work impetuosity inculcating development of human resource. Time taken by a
society to move forward from opportunity to human resource development is variable in
different societies, it is also known as a period of transition. This period is full of difficulties; it
can hamper or derail the system once or more. The nation or people of society have to work in
this period patiently focusing their eyes on the long run objectives. Voting,

counting

and

participation invigorate the individuals to achieve education, maintain health and do the business.
All these make the economic activity possible. Human resource get developed, activated,
motivated and oriented diligently to social, political and economic circumstances to generate
inter-connectivity among public. The more an individual become potent and powerful in society,
the more political and economic importance he gains/ attains. Democratic system of governance,
in real sense, possesses a liberal approach of election by participation of individuals using vote in
favor or against. The process of Democratization escalates pillars of power in society. People use
their prerogative of voting to elect leaders, who in this way are authorized to make a sense of
people‟s feelings, social needs and requirements and they are supposed to materialize people‟s
whim, needs and demands, by making new laws or introducing changes in the existing laws.
History eminently tells us about the cause of poverty: main causes are colonialism, slavery, war
and conquest as mentioned by Phil Bartle (Bartle, 1978: 28). Now the five factors are
maintaining the conditions of poverty, causes of poverty especially 1 st and 2nd world war forced
the people to live on handouts and charity. They lived at the lowest ladder of life without
availability of amenities of life, surviving at the charity level. It took decades for Europe to raise
the income to attain the status of modern prosperous people/nation. The other nations who
became prey to colonialism remained least developed even they get aid in billions of dollars
from the guest, colonial powers. These dollars were used without eradicating the factors of
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poverty. There is need of serious efforts to attack the causes and factors of poverty. Nothing can
be done with the factors of poverty i.e. colonization, slavery and war that actively generated
poverty pushing the society backward and one cannot run the history in reverse gear or alter the
past. Therefore, causes of poverty, ignorance, disease, apathy, dishonesty and dependency are
conditions that are to be removed to alleviate poverty from community or nation. The economic
indicators like GDP function to raise the income of a nation. This does not affect the factor
causing poverty. For the purpose a deep dive in the Social, Economic and political restructuring
of society is necessary. By doing this five secondary elements looks working as factor of
poverty; lack of market, poor infrastructure, poor leadership, bad governance, underemployment,
lack of skills, absenteeism, lack of available capital and such others. Every factor works as a
social problem, contribute to perpetuate the level of poverty.
The backwardness of society germinated the factors like bad governance, underemployment, and
lack of skill, access to market, capital deficiency, absenteeism, poor socio-economic and political
infrastructure and poor leadership. The leaders prioritize their own personal interests, neglecting
the national interests. The economies of the countries are so adjusted that concepts like disease,
apathy, ignorance, dishonesty and dependency looks effective in societies, causing conditions of
social pathology in the society. Poor societies have low standards of living and poverty of one
kind create poverty with many dimensions. Once a group of people falls in the grip of poverty,
he/she cannot get rid of it easily. The causes and factors of poverty can be expressed as in the
following diagram.
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Reflective Model

POVERTY
Factors

Causes
Poor
Leadership

Disease
Apathy

Poor Infrstructure
Lack of Access to
Market

Ignorance

Lack of
Capital

Absentism

Dishonesty
Dependency

Lack of
Skills
Under
Employment
Bad
Governance
1.4 POVERTY
Poverty, to an extent, is a compulsory condition for socio-Politico-economic survival of a
society. The impotent poor are compulsory part of society; the reason of it can be physical
impairment or any other reason of incapability of having employment. It is concluded from here
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that poverty is not invariably a consequence of laziness, it lies in the conditions beyond the
control of an individual, it is in the socio-cultural structure of that society and it may be due to
politico-economic policies of a particular society. Before, beginning of industrialization the
social life was smooth, homogeneous, egalitarian and humanitarian. It was Karl Marx (18181883) who argued that roots of poverty lies in industrialization as it provided opportunities to the
capitalists and industrialists to increase their wealth with leaps and bound, in this way the poor
were forced to become poorer at the cost of their income generated through physical hard work
and it was too less than the income of industrialist. It means the capitalist class exploited the
masses; this exploitation widened the gap between both classes based on uneven distribution of
wealth. In this regard a minority of persons became very rich at the cost of a vast majority, who
became victim of miserable poverty in a state of comparison, as relatively few individuals gained
a lot of wealth, deepened the poverty of many who failed to generate a huge volume of wealth.
“In a sense, one might define the contemporary poor….as those who, for reasons beyond their
control, cannot help themselves….They are born going downward, and most of them stay
down.”(Harrington, 1963: 22) An increase in poor individuals in a society breaks the equilibrium
of social system. Aggravation of situation pulls the poor to aloofness, away from social network,
make him/her lethargic and consequently one possess little political power, in a democracy with
majority rule that can bring a change in society and the voiceless people can be heard.
“The poor are politically invisible. It is one of the cruelest ironies of social
life …that the dispossessed at the bottom of society are unable to speak for
them. The people … do no, by far and large, belong to unions, to fraternal
organizations, or to political parties. They are without lobbies of their own;
they put forward no legislative program. As a group, they are atomized. They
have no face; they have no voice.” (Harrington, 1963:13)
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The state of India was known as the Golden Sparrow before the capturing of by the Britain,
under the shadow of colonialism. Colonial forces gave the gift of poverty to India and took away
all the valuables to their own country, leaving behind the hunger, quarrel and all other ills related
to it.

The present is the age of technology. The developed countries have monopolized
manufacturing of latest goods to sale these to the developing and underdeveloped
countries to enhance volume of trade. The poor nations have to barter these purchases
with agriculture products.

“Poverty produces poverty and wealth reproduces wealth. The poor caught up
in circle of poverty, the rich invest to capitalize their financial gains. Poverty
begets backwardness….south Asia is not an exception to the world. It is
highly populated poverty ridden area…concentration of bulk of world‟s poor
has made this region vulnerably backward.”(Harrington, 1963:13)

The socio-political and economic change was followed, as that of Europe, in
the region whereas the regional leadership was without a vision, of its
development, having

clashing situation prevailing in the region, between

countries separated from the same mother land with a lot of commonalities in
their cultures, with a feeling of hatred.
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1.5 Poverty Democracy Nexus in Colonial Era.

The region of South Asia consists of India in the center and periphery states are Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Seri Lanka, Maldives, Bhutan, Nepal and Afghanistan. This region was a „golden
Sparrow‟ before the colonial powers took over the charge of the land. The colonial forces
grabbed and took away its treasure just to develop and enrich their own country and to
camouflage all their wrong doings they established systems of education, health, railways and
that of administration in India. Philosophy of education was not to make people and state great
and strong, it was to produce clerks to run the business their government. It is eminently visible
from creation of state of Pakistan that started from trash, as all heritages from the mother country
were denied. The Indian writers think that Pakistan is not able to pick the burden of Islam, it is
worthy to express here that Indian enmity costs a lot. Pakistan being a neighbor and historically
part of India failed to develop relations with India based on trade and mutual interests. This
affected Pakistan‟s internal affairs, created security problems for newly born country. National
Institutes have developed an attitude of non-cooperation with each other in resolving problems.
To build a nation there is need of cooperation and work for common national goals, which were
fixed, there were gaps in theory and practice that blocked the national institutions to make
collective efforts to achieve these objectives. This created a political cleavage; nation was
divided before its formation and separated one wing from the other, also created a distance in
provinces based on language, race and other such factors that blocked the process of mutual
dependency, created prejudices. This inactivated Islam as a joining-force causing terrorism that
served better the enemies of Pakistan.
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The influence of colonial past of India and Pakistan has already undermined socio-politico and
economic status of the state and people living therein. Pakistan and India, during colonial era
were having middle range lower income; the status of Bangladesh was that of a poor country
with low-

income. After 9/11 Pakistan indulged in war against terrorism of Islamic

fundamentalists under US pressure. Circumstances rapidly changed US war on terrorism was
shifted to Pakistan, who was forced to consider it as it‟s indigenous, a war against its people.
This lowered investment in the country, increased expenditures and multiplied the load of loans
on state; consequently there was rise in taxes, devaluation, price hike in utility bills and items of
daily use that furthered public hardship.

The colonial powers snatched the power from Muslims in India with the help of Hindus and
Sikhs. So, they left no space in undermining Muslims in India, through social-structural changes,
the status of Hindus was raised and land lordship of Muslims was diminished. Structures of
government established by Mughals was transformed from aristocrats to modernized well
equipped with the tactics of administration, bureaucrats, who were educated, trained and loyal to
colonists. They were highly paid. The colonists established education system in India just to train
local people, designed an education policy by Macaulay in 1835 to produce clerks. The Persian,
Mughals court language, was shifted to the Urdu, a mixed language of Persian, Arabic, and
Sanskrit with words from Turkish. The Sanskrit was replaced by Hindi with Sanskrit script. They
projected Hindus and their allies, the Muslims as believers were discouraged. “Control of India
was a key element in the world power structure, in terms of geography, logistics and military
manpower.” ( Maddison, 1971 :1) The British developed India to protect their own interests. The
beneficiaries of regime were capitalists and professionals and the Hindus of upper class. The
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Mughal period Muslim aristocrats were gone underdog. The British retained the village structure,
established civil lines and cantonments for English civil military bureaucrats in cities and
promoted western culture in India.

They paid higher salaries to Britain bureaucrats and allowed them free- leave with pay. They
used India as market and sold Britain products here in the best interests of their own country.
They also transferred heavy amounts from India to British logically. Very thin layer of British
rulers and bureaucrats were enjoying five percent of national income. The Indian currency was
attached with sterling and was devalued, such decisions were made taking into consideration of
British needs. This generated an income gap even in the classes of India and increased poverty in
rural areas. The rural people due to extreme poverty had very limited access to industrial
products. In brief, British exploited resources in their interests, provided education facilities to
only twenty percent population. De-industrialized country, which is the main cause of poverty in
India. There was population increase from 170 million in 1757 to 420 million in 1947. Structural
changes were not introduced according to an increase in population. A major set back to
economy, politics, social and development. The area given to Pakistan was not industrialized and
it was also refused due share of inheritance on one or other base. The Indian Act of 1935
provided guide line for the provision of democracy and formulation of constitution for both new
born countries.

Conclusively Pakistan in 1947 started from trash with colonial trained civil and military
bureaucracies, loyal to English and pretended to be ruler of new born country lazy to serve the
nation. The new nation started with poor literacy rate, higher education without a vision of nation
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building, literature with-out a scientific base, enjoying sensitivities and pleasures. The country
started development under military rule without civic approval, created cleavage among the
masses of two provinces established having a distance of 1500 KMs between them. Political
emancipation stretched the gap, leading to a civil war. The Indian democratic forces (that
expressed anger socially on division of motherland into Hindu India and Muslim India and
accepted the division politically) took the advantage of situation in connivance with USSR and
separated both wings from each other. It hampered the economy of Pakistan; stressed pressure
for survival, at the same time, India became nuclear, forced Pakistan to become nuclear for
survival, neglecting the poverty of nation. American war against USSR involved Pakistani public
as Jihadists and later on at the end of war truncated their status from Jihadi to Terrorist, created a
political space and a situation of turmoil affected economy and traumatized the society. It
increased poverty, devalued the money and political space generated demand for democracy.

The nation forced military rulers to establish democracy in the country with the help of civil
society. Elections were held in 2002, the Chief of Army Staff as president of Pakistan
(transitional phase) and after elections of 2008 civil president took over the charge and let
democracy to work in the best interest of nation at large, political parties were activated, they
also put in new spirit after adopting reconciliation and rejecting politics of hatred and self
appraisal with a spirit of compromising to carry on the process of democratization and nation
building. First time in history of Pakistan transfer of power has been made from one elected
government to the next in 2013, after election for national and provincial assemblies. With this
the roots of democracy are spreading deep in the socio-political system of nation.
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1.6 OBJECTIVES OF STUDY:
1.

To search out causes of poverty based on human social relations.

2.

To find out relationship between poverty and democracy in context of Pakistani society.

3.

To measure opinions towards education, health, media etc.

1.7 IMPORTANCE OF STUDY:
Present is the age of development and utilization of technologies. Development is an integral part
of the process of economic social and political activities of the people of a society. Without
economic efforts political and social activities does not materialize. It generates a tense feeling
among „have and have-nots‟. Those who fall in the category of have-nots are poor and
economically unviable. To make these have-nots socially and politically strong socio-political
and economic support is required. This support is extended to these members of society by
generating activity, within the framework of socio-political structure with the intension to have
access to money generating. It is hard earned money and the individual plan to use it in the best
interest of family, community and nation at large, it further tries to enhance the activity with
having motives of amelioration and development in mind. He uses this profit in three ways.
1.

He meets the daily needs of his family.

2.

He saves a part of it for future.

3.

He invests a part of the savings to enhance income.

In this respect this study is of great importance for a society like Pakistan where Poverty has
housed for the last many years and the people are trying to get rid of it, avoiding transfer of this
poverty from generation to generation, i.e.; creating a „culture of poverty‟. From very beginning
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this country functioned under military rule with limited opportunities for public, based on
personal choices of liking and disliking of the rulers, which created a discrimination and
segmentation of public, with minimum access to resources. It also flourished the feeling of
detachment between rulers and ruled. To fill this gap democracy is the need of the day, which is
also a panacea to meet the challenges of poverty alleviation. This study with limited resources
will prove a torch light to peep in and dig out socio-political stigma.
1.8 SCOPE OF STUDY:
This study will be applied on the population of Pakistan especially living in rural areas, industrial
workers and poor people of urban areas; one can say the general public. The potential poor like
students, children, old age people and the patients does not fall in the ambit of this study. The
results of this study will be applied in Pakistan to root out or alleviate poverty and promote
democracy.
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CHAPTER NO. 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The review of Literature works as building blocks and provides a sound foundation to research.
The researcher actually puts roots of present day study into the studies, done in the past. “A
logical and systematic review of the literature often sets the stage for completion of a successful
research proposal and a successful study.” (Saif, 2000: 68)Review of literature is an endeavor to
join the past with present study. This logical link gives a direction to the study and helps the
researcher to decide parameters/variables accordingly. The concepts of civil society and human
capital are product the democracy and democratization. Both concepts have prominence and a
place in the literature of democracy. Therefore, studies related to concepts had been included in
the review.
2.1 POVERTY
Ross, Michael, (2006) worked on, Is Democracy Good for Poor? and reached the conclusion
that the children of poor families did not receive a major part of public health assistances in
democracies than non-democracies. Moreover, in developing countries with severe poverty, role
of government is fragile and unpredictable.
Aliya H. Khan and Ali Shan Azhar (2003) conducted a research on the topic Decomposition of
Changes in Poverty Measures: Sectorial and Institutional consideration for the poverty reduction
strategy paper of Pakistan.
The vibrant effective media is playing its role in highlighting public problems, public rights and
is paving the way for politicians in society. There are fifty TV channels creating political
consciousness, promoting democratic values, norms and culture, creating a socio-political
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awareness among masses. In contrast to history of dissolution of National and Provincial
assemblies on August 18, 2008 an army ruler Gen. Musharraf was forced to leave president ship,
avoiding impeachment, and strengthening democracy. Above all it is the political leader ship
which has to ensure permanence of democratic governance, increase literacy rate, improve
standard of higher education. Industrialization and economic growth will reduce size of feudal
and make the middle class vocal growling for resolution of problems. The bureaucracy (civil and
military) retreating gradually and submitting to the people‟s power, conceding to democratic
governance. It is under the force and will of people to develop.
Rashida Haq(2004) worked on “Transition of Poverty in Pakistan: Evidence from the
Longitudinal Data” she found that poverty transition is extended Socio-economically and she
pointed out that poverty pushes the parents to withdraw their children from school on dropout
and became a part of labor force. It is a negative outcome of poverty that reduces the school
enrolment. It is noteworthy especially for the female students. The status of „always poor‟ for the
employed head of the household proposes that, the most of the poor are employed in low paid
informal sector. It was also concluded that poor household control their consumption through
borrowing.
Arif (2003) focused on the poverty transition in Pakistan, used Pakistan Socio-economic
Survey data and concluded that one quarter of the poorest households get rid of poverty during
periods 1998-99 to 2000-2001. Transition was comparatively slow in rural areas. Those who
overcome poverty were the house holds just below the poverty line.
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McCulloch and Baulch (1999) used International Food Policy Research Institute household food
security panel data of four districts of rural Pakistan and explored the characteristics that affected
a chronically poor household.
Talat Anwar(2006) peeped in „Trends in Absolute Poverty and Governance in Pakistan: 19981999 and 2004-2005, and concluded that rate of inflation has contributed in poverty reduction.
The high inflation erodes the positive effect of economic growth so rise in poverty; he also noted
slow poverty reduction during the period. To protect the poor government has to reduce the high
inflation rate.
Nasim shah sherazi (1995) worked on the Determinants of Poverty in Pakistan and reached the
conclusions:
a)

Relationship between Sadaqat and poverty is inverse. Increase in Sadaqat decreases

poverty of the recipient household.
b)

The higher level of education of head of family decreases the probability of being poor of

the family.
c)

The Punjabi households have greater chances of being poor in comparison on the

residents of other provinces of Pakistan.
d)

With the increase in the number of earner in a household probability of being poor

decreases.
e)

Family size and poverty have inverse relationship.

Muhammad Hussain Malik (1988) conducted a research on the Evidence on the Incidence of
Poverty in Pakistan for the period 1963 to 1985. He draws a poverty line based on caloric use.
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He reached the conclusion that the poverty has significant decline, however, the magnitude of it
is large. The size of the household with poverty is larger as compared to non-poverty houses. The
level poverty is greater in rural areas than urban areas.
Irfan and Amjad(1983) stressed that changes agricultural structures increased poverty. These
changes were technological that increased the profits and landlords started farming themselves.
Nasim Shah Shirazi and Amanullah khan (2009) worked on the topic “Role of Pakistan Poverty
Alleviation Fund‟s Micro Credit in Poverty Alleviation: A case of Pakistan. They found that
micro financing helps in reducing poverty level. The impact of micro-credit on the borrower‟s
household is positive.
S.M. Younas Jafri and Azizullah Khattak(1995)

worked on Income Inequality and Poverty in

Pakistan, they reached the conclusion that to decrease the distance between income inequality
and poverty there is need to change the prices of products through fiscal policies, public sector
expenditures and development of social sectors, above all adoption of technology and increase in
employment in small scale manufacturing.
Talat Anwar and Rizwan siddiqui (2005) conducted a research on the “Prevalence of Poverty in
Pakistan. They reached the conclusion increase in poverty in Pakistan from 34% in1984-5 to
40.3% in 2001-2. The reason of it was adjustment of programs of IMF which were carelessly
designed, these emphasized to remove structural rigidity and imbalances of macroeconomic
neglecting equity, welfare of the poor and that of vulnerable. The IMF policy reduced subsidies,
development expenditure, increased sales tax, utility bills and devalued the money. So, there was
rise poverty.
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Muhammad Ali Bhatti (1999) conducted a research on “A Sectoral Analysis of Poverty in
Pakistan”. He used the total consumption expenditure as the welfare indicators. He concluded
that empirical evidences shows rise in poverty regarding incidence, intensity and severity of
poverty. This study marked the areas of concentration of poor, nature and extent of poverty in
Pakistan.
Rashida Haq and Muhammad Ali Bhatti, published a research paper titled “Estimating Poverty in
Pakistan: The Non–Food Consumption Share Approach.” The factors causing poverty were,
income inequality, unemployment, under-employment, and inadequate access to resources,
unequal distribution of assets and technology and lack of availability of social opportunities.
They also noted an increase in poverty during the 1990‟s due to slow growth, breakage of macroeconomic balances, non-availability of social safety nets, decline in remittances from abroad,
detaching surplus labor by state entrepreneur and deterioration in quality of governance. On the
basis of research they concluded:There is an increase in poverty at national level. Poverty is greater in rural areas than in urban
areas.
1-

There is an increase in all sectors of life except finance and trade sector.

2-

Concentration of poor in agriculture sector can be noted invariably.

Lal Muhammad Anka(2009) conducted a research for Ph.D. He concluded that those who own
land are out of poverty. With a number of increases in earners in a household there is decrease in
poverty. He also concluded that land, household size, number of earners and qualification of
head of household has a significant effect on poverty.
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Mr. Imran Sharif Chaudhry; Shahzad Malik and Abo- ul- Hassan researched on the topic “The
Impact of Socioeconomic and Demographic Variables on Poverty: A village Study”. They found
that poverty is an intricate concept that connects economic, political, social and demographic
factors. They collected primary data from the village „Betti Nala‟ of tehsil Jatoi and district
Muzaffargarh. They reached the conclusion that household size, dependency on household
landholding, number of livestock has significant impact on incidence of poverty.

They also,

concluded that alleviation of poverty is only possible by controlling demographic factors and
improving socio-economic conditions of society, especially remote areas of country.
Mr. Abdul Saboor (2004) a Ph.D. scholar from Agriculture University, Faisalabad, worked on
the topic “Agricultural Growth, Rural Poverty and Income Inequality in Pakistan: A Time Series
Analysis.” He noted poverty is a multi-dimensional phenomenon. It has ever changing face, with
place and time. It can be interpreted many ways; absolute and relative, transient and chronic. It is
such a complex concept that cannot be explained easily. A universally acceptable threshold of
poverty has been discussed with axiomatic approach. He suggested government to enhance
development expenditures in poverty ridden areas; to check their vulnerability, in future; this will
assist the policy makers to work for poverty reduction.
Makoka Kaplan (2005) interpreted vulnerability and poverty. He also discussed similarities and
differences of these two concepts.

Poverty means less income needed to standard living,

vulnerability is a dynamic aspect of the concept. They quoted two studies indicating the
differences in poverty and vulnerability. The houses near to the state of destitute are vulnerable.
Vulnerability according to him is an element of poverty. He also noted that traditional measures
of poverty overlook many aspects of house hold wellbeing.
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Chen and Ravallion (2008) explained the various poverty lines that are used in the different
countries in terms of their procuring power parities. They concluded that the global poverty rate
declined by one percentage point per year across the regions from 1980 to 2005.
Bidani et al. (2001) defined and applied methodology for analysis and establishment of poverty
line compared it at different times and space. They also described different types of poverty line,
as relative poverty, absolute poverty and subjective poverty lines.

They elaborated two

approaches, cost of basic need approach and intake caloric approach to derive poverty threshold.
The study also initiated the adult equivalent scale to accommodate the different levels of
nutritional necessities by age and gender used by individual members of a family.

Ravallion (1994) describes the concept of poverty as objective and subjective poverty. He
applied objective poverty line concept to analyze the relationship between food-energy-intake
(FEI) and cost-of-basic needs (CBN) approach on the basis of data from Indonesia. He found
practically no correlation between the two methods. He extends the concept of poverty as basic
needs to circumstances of the individual or households relative to others influential ingredients in
the perceptions of wellbeing of individual command over commodities. He applied food-energy
intake (FEI) method empirically on India and Pakistan. He stressed on accommodation of
inflationary variations and updating of poverty line.
Kakwani (2003) critically examined the various methodologies used to construct an accurate
poverty line and focused on the development of absolute poverty line to identify the poor
population. He also criticized that the relative approach based on some notion of relative
deprivation, is not an applicable measure for the developing countries. He used the Food Energy
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Intake (FEI) technique on India and Pakistan. This study emphasized on updating of poverty line
by accommodating inflationary changes over a period of time.
Kakwani (2001) erected poverty line for Thailand and Philippines. He defined it to specify the
society‟s minimum standard of living applicable to every member of society. The study gave
operationally feasible solution for the wellbeing of everyone through the application of relative
and absolute approach. He argued that relative poverty line is an inappropriate technique
predominantly for the developing nations, whereas objective of this

approach suggests that all

individuals on the poverty line may have same standard of living.
Kruijk and Leeuwen (1985) studied the trends of poverty and assessed and overall 50% reduction
in poverty during 1970‟s in Pakistan, which was followed by higher incidence of poverty and
inequality in the rural area.
Malik (1991) peeped out rural poverty in Pakistan for the period of 1984-85 and 1987-88 by
using Household Integrated Economic Survey (HIES). He employed 2250 calories of daily
intake at the current prices as the poverty threshold. This study concluded a considerable
decrease in the incidence of poverty during the time period.
Gazadar et al. (1994) estimated the incidence of poverty in Pakistan. They applied the basic need
approach and noted decline in the incidence of poverty. The study highlighted a decline in rate
of poverty in rural areas, as compared to urban poverty.
Kemal (2003) discussed trends of poverty in Pakistan and argued that impact of growth did not
show trickled down affect on the rise and fall of poverty levels. Thus, he made other factors
responsible for poverty. He also criticized that almost all the studies use the Household Income
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and Expenditure Survey Data (HIES), the results referring to poverty trends are divergent and the
magnitude of poverty fluctuates across the different studies due to various methods used to
assessment of poverty level.
Cheema (2005) appraised the incidence of poverty as 34.72 using the HIES data for 2001-02
and criticized the use of various poverty lines and techniques used to

measure poverty. He

reached different results that were quite dissimilar to poverty line. The study also illustrated the
methods to estimate poverty line. Many studies have been conducted during the previous decades
to assess the extent & nature of poverty in Pakistan, that is based on data generated by household
income and expenditure Surveys. Most of the studies have used the caloric intake approach to
assess poverty with the exception of few recent studies which used the basic needs approach to
determine the intensity of poverty. There are studies that indicated, in the 1960s, increase in rural
poverty and decreased in urban poverty in Pakistan. It has been noted that in the following
decades, poverty declined at all levels. Since then, there is no real consensus emerged on the
trends of poverty. (Gazadar, Stephen and Zaidi, 1994 and Jafri, 1999), for example declined in
poverty continued in the early 1990s (Malik,1991); (Amjad and Kemal, 1997); (Haq and Bhatti,
2001).
Chaudhry (2009) elucidated the rural poverty trends and explored the factors affecting the
poverty alleviation in Southern Punjab. He also, concentrated on various socioeconomic
variables like size of household, available rooms per person, dependency ratio, level of
education, age, sex-ratio, household head‟s age, the assets and livestock per household and its
impact on poverty alleviation. The empirical results indicated a decline in rural poverty in
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Southern Punjab. He also, concluded that all above mentioned variables cause an increase in the
possibility of being poor, except education and assets.
Ivanic et al. (2011) noted a substantial increase in the Global Food Prices since the mid of 2010.
The detailed information on the food production and consumption of thirty eight agriculture
based food commodities was collected to analyze the level of welfare. He concluded that this
price gush caused an increase in poverty globally.
Bourguinon and Ckakravarty (2002) argued that poverty of a person increases due to shortage of
various elements such as housing, health, literacy, provision of public services, income etc.,
these attributes are a necessity to maintain

sustenance level for living. Poverty is

a

multidimensional concept, whereas the income is one element. The study explains the imperious
multidimensional view of poverty that encompasses through the inability of achieving the
acceptable levels of income as well as non-income indicators of welfare, while satisfying a set of
axioms such as poverty focus, decomposability, etc. The new measure of poverty ranks the
alternative

distributions

of

elements

of

wellbeing

and

the

idea

of substitution

and

complementation is also taken into consideration in examining the headcount. In this respect,
study defined threshold on each element that represents the minimal level essential for living.
Athinson (2003) contended that multiple deprivations are not covered under the income poverty
and necessitates extending the term from lowness of income to poor housing access, low level of
education and other such attributes. They analyzed that poverty and wellbeing of the population
depends upon monetary and non-monetary variables, while illustrating an empirical example of
rural population of Brazil with two attributes income and education. They argued that the
multidimensional framework visualizes poverty, in broad perspective, in state of income as a
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sole measure by using two problems, identification and aggregation and supplemented by other
attributes and variables such as education, health, housing, provision of public goods and so on.
So, for the purpose of understanding the threat of poverty, it is necessary to know the various
dimensions through which it seems to be deepened and widened.
Baulch and Masset (2003) examined the monetary and non-monetary attributes of chronic
poverty by using the unique panel data of 1990s from Vietnam. They explained that it is not
possible to capture all the different dimensions of poverty in conventional measurement where
the static „monetary poverty‟ is a weak indicator of long term poverty. Therefore, some nonmonetary indicators as education, health etc. are the balancing indicators of chronic poverty.
Benhabib et al (2007) used cross sectional data consisting of 500 households living in the Wilaya
(rural & urban regions) of Tlemcen ( A town in northwestern Algeria, and the capital of province
of the same name.) He criticized that one aspect (income) can not capture all facades of poverty.
The extent, in broader perspective must be attached with other indicators like health, level of
wellbeing, life expectancy, literacy and housing. The study also expounds to view poverty as a
rank and intensity rather than a dichotomous attributes that considers two extremes. Similar to
poverty studies, the author has explained the multiple dominions to achieve the wellbeing.
Batana (2008) estimated the occurrence and significance of poverty in the fourteen Sub-Saharan
countries and implemented sensitivity analysis to capture the variation in limit and changes in
threshold. The study identified the poor due to four dimensions which are health, assets,
schooling, empowerment and equal weightage was allocated to each element for the simplicity of
analysis. The women has been taken as a unit of analysis to address the dimension of
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empowerment. Following other methods

of the study concluded that schooling is the highest

contributor in the poverty of almost all the countries.
Bossets et al (2009) examined the measurement of poverty and material deprivation using the
survey data 2005 and 2006, from 23 European Union member countries (including Norway and
Iceland the two non-member countries). They ignored the importance of income and took it as a
partial measure of individual‟s knowledge over the economic resources. The study focused on
both qualitative and quantitative variables like education, housing, life expectancy. The study
assigned different weights to various dimensions obtained from survey of EU citizens. They also
axiomatized the accumulation technique to obtain a class of indices for all societies.
Battistin et al. (2009) estimated poverty in the six Latin American countries by retaining wide
rang of measures for the period 1992-2006. The study took into concern six dimensions, which
are child attendance at school, income,

household head‟s education, shelter, water and

sanitation. He concluded that access to sanitation and education of the household was the major
contributors to the overall poverty.
Thorbecke (2005) destined the income approach as it is not able to address the non-monetary
features of poverty, due to imperfect markets and does not include the key measurements of
poverty for consideration as literacy, life expectancy, freedom, provision of goods for public, and
security. He concluded that income is a narrow measure to assess poverty mostly in developing
countries.
Sen, (1990) extended the concept of development from

conventional

terms to

quality

achievement of human beings life expectancy and education etc. He concluded that economic
prosperity is the overall improvement in the well-being and it is extensively criticized. There are
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also other means to develop the living standard of the publics. Moreover, it is ineffective pursuit
based on income alone. He also argued that this method assesses only the quality of life to the
appraisal of capability to function and it can be used with the utility based assessment like
happiness, pleasure etc., to study wellbeing of household. Poverty is generally defined as lack of
elementary necessities of life that the tradition of society renders it and indecent for creditable
people to be without these (Adam Smith, 1976).
Diana Worts (2010) examines two aspects of poverty vulnerability during the period 1993-2003
of welfare reform: 1- Its persistence and associated risks factor. 2- The efficacy (Production of
result) of social transfers. The author concluded that poverty is often persistent and risk to
become poor concentrated. So, the safety nets appear to better protect those who are at risk to
become poor. (Diana, 2010: 232-271)
Alex Harris, Heather Evans and Katherine Beckett (2010) studied the impact of monetary
sanctions imposed by courts to the convicts under the heading “Drawing Blood from Stones:
Legal Debt and social Inequality in the Contemporary united states”. He proved that the criminal
justice works against the spirit of democracy.
“His findings indicate that monetary sanctions are imposed on a
substantial majority of the millions of people convicted of crime in
the United States annually and that legal debt is substantially
relative

to

expected

earnings.

This indebtedness reproduces

disadvantage by reducing family income, by limited access to
opportunities and resources causing poverty enhancement and it
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increases the likelihood of ongoing criminal justice involvement.”
( Harris, 2010: 1753-1799).
Erik Olin Wright (2000) worked on “Working-class power, capitalistic-class interests, and class
compromise.” He reached the conclusion that an increase in the power of working class
negatively affects the interests of capitalist-class unless this power crosses some transitional
verge beyond that more increases in power of working class is potentially beneficial for the
interests of the capitalists. This article purposes itself the result of two distinctive kinds of effects
of power of the workers on the interest of the capitalists:
1) “A negative effect, in which workers power undermines the
capacity of capitalists to unilaterally make various kinds of
decisions.

2) A positive effect, in which workers‟ power helps

capitalists solve the various kinds of collective action problems
they face.” (Wright, 2000: 957-1002).
The positive aspect helps in generating democratic values in society.
Auther S. Alderson, (2002) worked on Globalization and great – turn: Income Inequality Trends
in 16- OECD countries. This study shows first systematic cross national examinations of
globalization‟s role in inequality. Results indicate that total inequality variations effects the labor
force in agriculture sector, followed by union as the institutional factors based on modification
and globalization. The variation spreading on a longer period create inequality that affects the
aspects of globalization in such a way that import penetrate, investment outflows and also affect
migration to a lesser extent. Globalization explains the trends of increasing inequality that took
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place in many countries with industrial base better than cross-sectional inequality differences
among countries.
Alberto Palloni (2001) concentrated on Social Capital and International Migration: A test Using
Information on Family Networks.
“This article uses a Multistate Hazard Model to test the network
hypothesis of social capital theory. The effects of family network
ties on individual migration are estimated while controlling for
measured and unmeasured conditions that influence migration
risks for all family members. Results suggest that social network
effects are robust to the introduction of controls for human capital,
common household characteristics, and unobserved conditions.
Estimates also confirm the ancillary hypothesis, which states that
diffused social capital distributed among community and
household members strongly influences the likelihood of
out‐migration, thus it validates social capital theory in general and
the network hypothesis in particular.” (Palloni, 2001: 1262-1298)
Roberto M. Fernandez Emilio J. Castilla Paul Moore (2000) worked on Social Capital at Work:
Networks and Employment at a Phone Center.
“This article argues that a common organizational practice–the
hiring of new workers via employee referrals–provides key
insights into the notion of social capital. Employers who use such
hiring methods are quintessential “social capitalists,” viewing
workers' social connections as resources in which they can invest
in order to gain economic returns in the form of better hiring
outcomes. He identified three ways through which such returns
might be realized: the “richer pool,” the “better match,” and the
“social enrichment” mechanisms. Using unique company data on
the dollar costs of screening, hiring, and training, this article finds
that the firm's investment in the social capital of its employees
yields significant economic returns a part of it is transferred to
employee in context of welfare and well-being.” (Frenandez,
2000: 1288-1356)
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In present age economics is attaining importance, using money as a material value therefore,
most of the researches are done in this area. Daron Acemoglu, Simon Johnson, James A.
Robinson and Pierre Yared (2008) worked on income and democracy. They established a strong
correlation, across- country between the two variables. They found a positive correlation
between democracy and changes in income based on history of the past five hundred years. This
pattern is consistent with the impression that societies get accommodated on divergent politicaleconomic progress paths at certain critical occasions.
Dr. Noor ul Haq(2010) has written an article on the topic “Governance and Democracy in
Pakistan: Weaknesses, Strengths and Prospects”. He noted that Pakistan did not have a valuable
civil society at the time of its creation in1947, as there was very poor literacy rate and almost
absence of media, print or otherwise. The people of newly born country were too poor and the
state economic was described as „economic desert‟ above all it has to bear an inflow of refugees.
He concluded that country was hijacked soon after independence by feudal lords, senior civil
bureaucrats, incompetent politician and military bureaucracy that changed it into elitist system.
In the tug of war for economic independence and freeing country from the strong clutches of
feudal lords to develop political culture in which the middle and lower middle class has its role
one wing of the country was lost. After the 17 th constitutional amendment supremacy and
sovereignty of parliament has been established and anti-democratic provisions of constitution
scraped under the pressure of civil society and public in general. The political leaders have gone
mature politically and political parties lime lighted their political passage.
The country was facing hardship in matters of infrastructure and social institutions. There was no
capability to build these. There were internal and external threats that turned it to a security-state.
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The political leadership was weak, which created a space for civil bureaucracy and later on for
military. This put in the country into the clutches of Marshal-Law thrice i.e. in 1958, 1977 and
1999. Now the middle class and civil society are merging and a vibrantly effective media is
functional with improved literacy rate. The people are desirous of peace and prosperity. The
people vote for democracy, to establish independent judiciary and rule of law. In the presence of
vibrant media civil society attains power to generate peace under democracy, which leads to
reduce social discrimination, economic inequality and poverty in society.
John Gerring,Philip Bond, William T. Barndt and Carola Moreno(2005)

worked to find out

relationship between Democracy and Economic Growth in historical perspective. They noted
that elite masses nexus is indicative of economic policy that has a strong influence in making
voting decisions.
Nancy Bermeo(2009) in “Does Electoral Democracy Boost Economic Equality?” concluded that
every coup in a country claims to restore order and eradicate corruption, it also promises to reestablish democracy, like in Pakistan in 1958, 1977 and in1999 coups. The other conclusion is a
heavily mandated disassembly, in which, the populist personality disassemble the institution of
democracy, and as such mandates are usually engineered. Politically elected forces when tried to
remove inequality and reallocate resources to the poor, there was a cooping or close, for example
Thai coup of 2006 and democratic deterioration of Venezuela, failed coup 2002. This indicates a
complicated and significant interaction between political and economic inequalities. Therefore,
an arduous endeavor to remove social inequality challenges the durability of democracy than the
economic inequality.
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Albert and Collado

(2004) summarized information on poverty by examining the data of Family

Income and Expenditure Survey (FIES) for the year 2000 from Philippine National Statistics
Office (PNSO) and recognized the several characteristics of the poor. The study examined the
determinants of poverty that includes economic, demographic, social, and cultural factors and
emphasized the importance of poverty profile that

gives clues for considering determinants of

poverty.
Clark (2006) critically examined the methodology of Sen‟s capability approach and argued that it
begins by focusing income as the central attribute or command over the commodities. He
emphasized the economic growth and the expansion of several goods and services essential for
human development and also mandatory to overcome the problem of poverty. The study
highlights the criticism of the capability approach i.e. Sen‟s does not subscribe the fixed list of
capabilities; The capability approach can only be used to assess individual advantage in a range
of different spaces; The Sen‟s approach is not sufficient for evaluation purposes in all respects
and does not provide complete supposition of development. The study investigated perceptions
of wellbeing in South Africa. This study encircled various aspects of acceptable living standards
and respectable life, such as housing, education, income, family and friends, religion, health,
good clothes, recreations and relaxations, safety and economic security, etc., to assess the
wellbeing of individual.
The study specifies that earnings and consumption are not sufficient measures as these relate to
the means of achieving the eventual conclusions and accentuate to address the dimensions to
measure the

wellbeing of individual. They also discussed that individuals differ in

characteristics of achievements and functions of

abilities,

persons, including social and environmental

factors. This method moves ahead to focus on consumption, to emphasize the characteristics of
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these commodities and functioning‟s along with environment, to enable individuals to achieve
sustainable standards of living (Hulme and Mckay, 2005).
The study estimated the extent, nature, and depth of the poverty in Pakistan using the 1996-97
HIES data. They concluded that income poverty is persistent in Pakistan, approximately
accounting for one-third population of the country. Majority of the poor population was found to
be chronically poor along with the considerable regional variations with respect to the severity of
poverty. The study explains that income poverty is used to emphasize the operational purposes at
household level. They argued that in addition to require certain goods and services, value of
capability of an individual and access to other balancing inputs such as health services, drinking
water, sanitary facilities, education, are socially useful (Pasha and Jamal, 2001).
52-

Anand and Sen (1997) stretched the concept of poverty as lack of necessities of material

wellbeing to the denial of opportunities of living a tolerable life and explained the distinction
between three main domains such as income, life expectancy and literacy. Sen (1999)
emphasized that GDP per capita is a necessary characteristic but it is not a sufficient indictor of
human development. This proves that higher per capita income does not principally correlates
with the higher literacy rate, greater life expectancy, less social & economic problems of the
population and better health of the people in a society. The study concluded freedom of
individual is the solution to social and economic problem. The people in society guarantee
development through growth, whereas open freedom in the society is possible in the absence of
poverty and other deprivations i.e. socio-politico and economic.
Hussain (1994) expressed that poverty is not an arithmetical phenomenon, it is the incapability of
human potential due to lack of access to certain amenities like food accessories, schooling
facilities, employment, clean drinking water, health services and other housing services. The
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study concluded that out of 29.86 million people of Pakistan, ( 9.86 million urban and 20 million
rural)

were living below the poverty threshold. Thus the distress of poverty is widening from

basic needs of the people to their participation in the economic activities.
Anwar and Qureshi, (2002) estimated the magnitude and level of poverty during 1990-91 to
2001 in Pakistan, that depicts the increasing trend in the incidence, depth and severity of poverty.
They defined the term wellbeing as „fulfillment of minimum substantial needs of food and nonfood commodities to allow the people to participate in the economic activity‟.
Sackey (2005) encompasses the available literature on poverty to estimate the incidence in rural
and urban Ghana, concentrating on the attributes of capital, (human and financial) and physical
assets. The main push of the study was to analyze the problem of poverty among the workers of
Ghana in asset based perspective. The study

investigated the role of many indicators and found

the statistical significant results particularly for the increasing earning level that reduces the
probability of being poor. The study also proved that ownership of assets plays an important role
in the determination of poverty level. Whereas, education was found

an important factor of

poverty in the Ghana.
Alkire (2005) demarcated a comprehensive framework

based on human development and the

capability approach. The study explained the principle requirements that Sen has argued
necessary for the assessment of a state of poverty. The study also referred to certain value
judgments that are essential to the Sen‟s capability approach and should not be dismissed by the
methodological innovation in the assessment of wellbeing. Alkire (2007) addressed the
complexity problem of the choice of dimensions and explained the Human Development Index
and Sen‟s Capability Approach in this context, which delineates the issue of poverty as a
deprivation of capabilities, lack of multiple freedoms, people value. He argued to study a static
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set of essential measurements with the participatory studies that gives relatively equal
importance to each dimensions of the respondents in the analysis of poverty.
Maltzahan and Durrheim (2007) argued that poverty is the exhibitions of multiple characteristics
of life. They

compared the income based indices with asset based indices in of five

Africa countries at the national and household level. They elucidated

South

poverty have several

manifestations encompassing lack of income and other productive resources that are insufficient
to ensure sustainable livelihoods, hunger, malnutrition, lack of health, inadequate facilities of
basic education and other basic needs, should necessarily be treated through multiple angles to
measure the living standard. The study elucidates that income is important for development, it
also reiterated requirement of complementary magnitudes to evaluate capabilities directly for
successful fight against poverty.
Rojas, (2008) investigated a link between experienced poverty, experienced economic poverty
and income poverty( subjective wellbeing approach). The study was conducted in five states of
(central and south) Mexico in 200. It identified several qualitative and quantitative indicators
from demographic, social, economic and life satisfaction spheres consisting of family, job,
health, community environment, self, etc., to expand the perspective of person‟s satisfaction. He
argued that income dimension reflects economic satisfaction, which is the one aspect of person‟s
gratification. The study explained that the experienced poverty is a broader concept than the
income based poverty and it leads to significant disagreement in the labeling of person as a poor.
Shaffar (2008) widened the concept of poverty from physiological dispensation of deprivation to
social rejections and explained the three relevant approaches in this context;
Development Approach, means the term poverty including material wellbeing, and

1) Human
rejection of

opportunities for living a satisfactory life.
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2) Social Exclusion Approach, means poverty is a lack of resources required to participate in
activities.
3) Participatory Approach, defines the lack of dignity, self respect, security, justice, etc., are
the elements of deprivation. The study acmes the various schemes of poverty reduction like labor
markets and employment programs, microfinance, insurance, subsidies and social assistance to
solve the problem effectively and efficiently.
Michinaka and Ito (2010) explained poverty ranking methodology that regards the problem of
poverty as economic and also as a multifaceted phenomenon, including various non-economical
factors such as health, education, social exclusion, safety, etc.
UNDP (2010) analyzed the Human Development Index in Pakistan and highlighted the issue of
poverty in the multidimensional perspective to give the broader view. The report estimated that
Pakistan dropped from 125th position and ranked 10th terms of HDI among the countries having
the same initial level. The incidence of multidimensional poverty was assessed as 54 percent and
the additional 12 percent were vulnerable poor. The multidimensional structure

includes three

dimensions; education, health and living standard. The dimensional deprivation was estimated as
51.2, 29.2, 42.9 percent for education, health and living standard respectively, whereas per capita
income increased up to 92 percent from 1980 to 2010.
Townsend (1979) argued that people lack income and other resources comprising assets, goods
and services, to meet the daily necessities of life like diets, material goods, amenities of life, that
enables the individuals to perform

effective roles in the society, participate in social activities

and follow the mundane behavior which is expected of them, it is classifies as a state of poverty.
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Siddiqi (2005) identified that economic growth is necessary, not a sufficient condition to
eradicate poverty in the society. He argued that economic growth is one pillar to outbreak
poverty, not sufficient condition for poverty reduction in Pakistan.
The World Bank (2001) in a provisional projection emphasized the linkages of poverty to
illiteracy, lack of health facilities, lack of access to other services, large family sizes, skewed
pattern of land ownership, etc. in Pakistan. The study assessed that 2/3rd of poor population lives
in rural area and primary level enrolment rate was 69 percent in Pakistan.
Haq and Bhatti (2001) condemned the caloric approach and elucidated that lack of warmth and
shelter, etc., are bad

undernourishment and explored absolute poverty in sectoral structure of

Pakistan. They used the non-food consumption method, which is used as substitute of welfare
that accommodates the other basic necessities such as education, health, clothing and footwear,
housing, fuel, furniture, etc. The study looked into poverty as a challenge and identified the
factors that create and perpetuate poverty in society. This involves factors like inadequate access
to the basic services, resources, socio-economic opportunities and inequality of income, assets,
technology, etc. The study indicated that destitute differ in income, and also in other economic,
social,

physical and geographical characteristics. The dependence on income may not alleviate

poverty in the country and the problem requires a composite solution.
Preece (2006) expanded the concept of poverty and reiterated that its right understanding is
superbly important in amplifying the linkage of education, food, shelter, etc., with it. He argued
that traditionally, income poverty was interesting feature for the economists in

analyzing

poverty, later the concept of human poverty was described non-conventionally, which girdles
other aspects of poverty. They emphasized that concept of human poverty is opposite to human
development approach, which emphasize upon the human welfare and development along with
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the income of an individual, whereas human poverty is a broader outlook as compared to the
concept of income poverty.
Nasir and Nazli (2000) discussed that each additional year of technical

training increased

earning by 2.5 percent. They explained that there is a direct negative relationship between the
educational achievements and level of wellbeing.

They also, concluded that it is quite evident

that education can increase the earnings of the poor and they become more productive.
Abuka et al. (2007) mentioned the several determinants of poverty on the basis of Uganda
National Household Survey (UNHS) data of 2002/2003 conducted by the Uganda Bureau of
Statistics and demarcated that augmentation of education and convenience of electricity and
health services, etc., results to escape individual or household from poverty. The positive change
in the schooling of household heads not only has a positive impact on their productivity and
earnings, but also enhances the productivity of other members of the household perhaps through
encouragement to be educated or skill-oriented.
Economic Survey of Pakistan (2006-07) shows that each additional year of schooling increased
earnings by 3 percent to primary level, by 5 percent at secondary level, and by 7.1 to 8.2 percent
at higher level. Level of education determines the quantity of money earned.
Nasir (2008) explicated the relationship of education and poverty by using the primary data of
Sargodha District. He concluded

that education is powerful determinant of poverty reduction

and explained the direct linear relationship between educational levels and earnings.
Qureshi and Arif (2001) assessed occurrence of poverty and identified its determinants

in

Pakistan. They argued that educational achievement is a critical determinant of household
poverty in Pakistan. The study specify a negative relationship between educational achievements
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and poverty at national level. Increase in

educational level of the head of the household

considerably reduces the chances of the household being poor.
Chaudary et al. (2010) appraised the effects of levels of education and literacy on the incidence
of poverty in Pakistan. The study used the time series data of thirty given years from 1973-2007.
The poverty data was mainly collected from Amjad and Kemal (1997), Jamal (2003), Malik
(2008) and various issues of Economic Survey of Pakistan since 2005. They mainly focused the
empirical study to explore the facts of extent and effectiveness of education in the poverty
alleviation efforts in Pakistan. The mean of headcount ration was estimated as 27.63 percent,
whereas the average literacy rate was estimated as 36.93 percent. The study concluded the
educational effect on poverty is direct and predominantly university education come up with a
powerful tool for poverty alleviation with the inverse relationship with the dependent variable.
Malik (1996) conducted study to identify the correlates of rural poverty in Pakistan by using the
primary data of District Bhakkar, Punjab. The study is an effort to shift the focus from the
indices of rural specific variables to an aggregative level and explains the various key factors of
rural poverty such as educational achievements, landholdings, dependency ratio, female-male
ratio, household size, participation rate, age of the household head and other assets.
Datt and Jolliffe (1999) drawn-out the descriptive exploration of poverty in modeling the
correlates of poverty in Egypt by using the primary data collected through the Egypt integrated
household survey for 1997. The author presented a set of non-material variables consisting of
demographic, educational, assets, health and employment. He also extended the list of variables
including dummy variables to find out the regional variations. Economic index was included
consisting of several economic attributes and social welfare index, in the model, for the public
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welfare facilities. The study used separate models for each region and determined instrumental
role of education in poverty alleviation in Egypt.
Ray (2006) underlined the significance of the public services to improve the welfare level and
measure their effectiveness in poverty alleviation. He contended, measure of poverty indicates,
that subsidized education, health and other public services perform an important role in the
wellbeing.
Arif and Bilquees (2007) specified that in Pakistan rural poverty is severe in comparison to that
of urban areas, it is due to the homogeneity of population in rural arrangements, widespread
illiteracy, landlessness, lack of ownership of dwelling, dependency on sharecropping, etc.
Therefore, poverty is not the result of only one factor such as low income or low level of
material wealth, it is also lack of opportunities, dispossession of basic needs

including

education, health, etc., are the key facets of poverty.
Siddiqui (2009) investigated the various factors affecting the possibility of poverty. It was a
different nature of study as it identified the facets of poverty without any empirical test and
identified that 85 percent of the population in Pakistan lived below $ 2 a day below the poverty
line. The author used twenty variables and applied advance statistical techniques of maximum
likelihood, to assess their impact on poverty.

Additionally, he computed dummy variables in

respect of educational achievements, based on four provinces of Pakistan, regional bifurcation
(urban/rural), sex, three age categories, different occupations and other socio-economic
indicators. The study also emphasized the role of two re-distributive methods of poverty
reduction known as „shriah based technique‟ and the „occasional method‟.
Chaudry, Malik and Ashraf (2006) considered the factors affecting the poverty in rural Pakistan
by using multivariate analysis on the basis of macro data for the year 1963 to 1999. He analyzed
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the impact of macro determinants, rate of unemployment, and per capita income. It was
concluded that poverty is higher in rural than in urban regions and the rural population tends to
be less healthy, having inadequate employment chances. The study calculated forty percent
poverty incidence in the rural area in comparison to thirty two percent in the urban area. They
also noted a declining trend in the rural poverty during 1970 to 1980, it got reversed in the
1990,s.
Awan and Iqbal (2011) examined the factors of urban poverty by focusing on Sargodha,

a

medium size city of Pakistan. The study examined that the urban poverty is distinctive due to the
heterogeneity of demographic features, socio- economic variables and political aspects than the
rural status quo in Pakistan. The study used primary data of three hundred and thirty households
and measured that public sector employment, human capital investment, access to pubic facilities
reduces the poverty, whereas

large household size, female dominated household increase the

poverty level in Pakistan. The study suggests to increase investment in human capital
development and provision of public facilities to alleviate poverty.

2.2 DEMOCRACY
Shuifa, Han., and Hu Jinglei. (2008), gave the concept of democracy in an research article. He
described, the core elements of democracy are citizens who interact and share equally

basic

rights , participate to serve as decision-makers in accordance with desires of society and that of
the constitution of the country. They possess the right to choose to whom entrust with the
legislative and executive powers. At the same time they also wield final veto power to the
serving government. In modern times rule of majority is no longer a basic principle of
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democracy. Today it is a derivative principle and stands valid, fulfilling the above mentioned
characteristics of present day democracy.
Burkhart, Ross E.

(1997), studied comparative Democracy and Income Distribution, with the

assumption that low levels of democracy causes in-equal distribution income in society as the
elite holding political power merge their economic plunders, leaving too little for the masses
larger in size. There are few studies that examined the effect of income distribution on
democracy nationally in coinciding equality situation; containing democracy inducing income
dissemination.

The researcher operationalized democracy and income distribution of 56

countries for years 1973 to 1988. He concluded that both democracy and income distribution
have non-linear effect on each other i.e; their relationship is

U-shaped inverted curve. He also

stressed through these results the effect of this relation on public policy.
Rubinson and Quinian, (1977), worked to fined out relationship between democracy and
inequality. They reached the conclusion that more the income equality, higher will be the
chances for democracy, on the other hand democracy has no control on income distribution. It
can easily be assessed that democracy and income distribution reciprocate each other. Inequality
produced exacerbates political inequality which distances the social classes that undermine and
lower the level of democracy.
Bollen and Jackman (1985b), proved that low income and democracy does not have any
relationship, it was concluded after empirical verification. Income distribution has no effect on
democracy or otherwise. They speculated some troubles that negatively affected results.
a)

As both variables are dependent on socioeconomic development so, relationship between

two is counterfeit.
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b)

The politics of coalition could decrease the possibility that manages income distribution,

and adopts pro left wing policy.
c)

Under some compulsions government can legitimize choice other than equal distribution.

In this context national sentiments can be prioritized.
Moreover, they suggested that in future studies with larger sample size, better measures, different
arrangements and conditions can have linkage between democracy and inequality.
Aristotale (1905), perceived that in democracies the people are supreme, but in oligarchies, the
few(1905,112). The people mean that „the many‟ poses the power. Whereas, oligarchy points out
the public belief „being unequal in holding property, they become unequal absolutely. That is
how Aristotle eminently created a link between property and politics. So, one can link unequal
distribution to non democratic type of governance. Therefore, democracies pose more people
with more wealth as compared to dictatorship. A central point of democracy is public education,
a ladder of development.
Mill (1848) believed that universal education generate a well informed and emphatic public, this
declines economic inequality. Public education enhances income, brings a change in class
structure, and spreads the middle class with great number of members. “No bourgeois,(middle
class) no democracy”( Barrington, Moore, 1966, 418).
Djamba, Yanyi K. (2000), he used the political, social and economic data on 44 African
countries and reached the conclusion that Africa can join globalization and can achieve the
objective of poverty reduction rapidly. This assumption by him ignored the role of democracy in
the area of welfare, particularly in period of globalization. This paper reflects that nations with
democratic traditions do their best in achieving social justice and diminish poverty as compared
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to the nations with dictatorship. The findings eminently advocate that democracy brings state
institutions in an order and discipline that over a period of time reduces poverty.
Zhen, Han. (2006), tried to create a relationship between society and democracy that ultimately
lead to social civilization bringing development and progress to society. He further utters that
democracy is actually social conciliation which assures rational politics. It is derived it reduces
poverty.
Adam, Manthos and Pantelis Kammas (2005), explored a relationship of public sector efficiency
(PSE) and the polity‟s level of democracy, empirically and theoretically. They used data of 50
developing and developed countries for the period 1980 to 2000.

A direct relation was found in

PSE and democracy, which was positive and significant statistically. This referred to a point that
in what way PSE affects economic performance. A relationship can be examined concerning
efficiency of public spending, growth and economic volatility. The democratic political set-up is
always more accountable to their voters than any other type of government. It is favorite
mechanism of democratic politicians to work for public wellbeing and advantage efficiently, just
to retain power for a longer time.
Barro, Robert J. (1999) conducted a panel study of more than 100 countries for the period 1960
to 1995. He noted that improvement in living standard reflects democracy is on the rise or
flourishing, as measured by the indicator of electoral rights. An increase has been noted in
democracy with increase in GDP per person, schooling, and a little gap in male female
attainment. With a prescribed living standard, level of democracy starts falling with urbanization
and enhanced dependency on natural resources. It is noteworthy that democracy has less relation
to the size of country, it rises with the contribution of income of middle class. The strong relation
between democracy and colonial inheritance melts when living standard come to be perpetual.
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He also concluded that allowance for economic variables ( per capita GDP and Primary
schooling) reduces relationship between religious attachment and democracy. He also noted that
negative impact of Muslims and non-religious groups attachment remain in consideration.
Haan, Jakob de and Jan-Egbert Strum (2003)

the focus of study is developing countries, digging

out relationship between economic and political freedom for the period 1975 and 1990.
Economic freedom is caused, to some extent, by the level of political freedom (democracy) for
the period under discussion. The results show up for all processes of democracy even some
variables are controlled. These

observations are in line with healthy assessment methods. The

findings of study are in accordance with those of Pitlik and Wirth (2003) for developing
countries and Dethier et al. (1999) for countries in transition.
Gassebner and others (2009) applied extreme bounds analysis to test the robustness of 59 factors
as proposed in literature, these were evaluated over 3 million regressions. The most strong
variables of transition to democracy are past transition (Positive Effect), GDP growth (negative
effect) and OECD membership (Positive effect). It is also evident from the study that fuel
exporting Muslim countries is less likely prone to emerge democracy. For survival of democracy
Past transition and GDP per capita are robust determinants. It has been noticed earlier military
commander work as chief executive that has a negative impact on democracy, whereas
neighboring democracy has fortifying effect.
Alesina, A. et al. (2003) provide new measure of ethnic,linguistic, and religious fractionalization
for 190 countries. The used measures are more comprehensive than the earlier used in economic
literature. The question of ethnic effects, linguistic and religious heterogeneity on the quality of
institutions and economic growth is revisited. Previous results are modified and confirmed.
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Ethnic and linguistic variables are

more effective determinants of economic progress than

religion.
Facchini (2010) questioned, why were institutions of freedom not invented in the Orient but in
Occident? Christianity advocated discovery of freedom institution in west whereas Islam did not
work on it. The article has three parts, first part discusses economic rise and fall of the Orient,
the second part explains invention of institution of freedom in Europe, based on morale of
secularization of law and discovery of individual. This acknowledged man‟s habitation in God‟s
design, and secularized the law consequent upon Christian theology. The political authority
invented political secularization as Christian will which lead to the discovery of individual rights
conceived as normal that incited man to enjoy respect and honor in the eye of public authorities.
Purpose of rights was to implement secular constitution equally for all individuals.
The third part of article relates to political and social Islam, it is evident that Muslim‟s outlook
did not invent the institution of freedom, and capitalism. It created a gap in the Orient of
capitalism in Islam that created a religion of community salvation which avoided individualism
and their rights, it established strong relation between rule of God and rule of law. He concluded
economic theory conceived religious variables in economic development and growth.
Lipset, Seymour Martin (1994), discussed the factors and processes affecting the prospects for
institutionalization of democracy in the world. For the purpose he surveyed cultural and
economic variables, religious traditions, electoral systems, importance of public participation and
that of civil society. He also studied methods of structuring political parties for maintenance of
stability in society. He concluded earlier democracies have low level of legality; they need long
term to attain stability. In some countries democracy started during economic crises in 1980 to
1990, political democracy. These conditions are not favorable to democracy, for attainment of
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legitimacy fresh democracies have to have vibrant political and economic efficiency. To keep
political house up fast economic progress is needed.
Borooah, V.K. and Martin Paldam (2007),the author had three purposes of conducting research
on the topic, „Why is the world short of democracy? A cross-country analysis of barriers to
representative government.

a) Data collected

was used to verify a connection between

democracy and income. The results proved existence of weak relation in democracy and level of
income. b) It was to explain to elucidate link of democracy with five variables, which are Level
of income, religion, oil, communism and initial level of democracy. Three barriers, poverty,
communism and Muslim culture, to democracy were identified. The effect of income on
democracy is large and it posses pragmatic explanations. Communism failed in USSR due to
pressure caused by rising income. The democracy gets adjusted with rising income slowly. c)
The purpose was to make explicit the concept of „risk‟ of undemocratic countries. It created a
distinction between Muslim and non-Muslim countries by 2004. The Muslim countries were
undemocratic and chances of being undemocratic of a Muslim country was 85%, whereas,
non-Muslim countries were moderately/ highly democratic. This gap is large, widening and
transitory; being in transition creates a hope of falling.

Zhen (2006) discussed the modern society, democracy and stated it as symbols of socialization
which progresses in precious form. Any organization or government is an in actual democratic if
people‟s opinion is weighted. It can be claimed that it is a kind of democracy incase all the
members of society has equal chances to participate in the activities of society, these activities
can be political, economic, industrial, engineering or labor oriented. However, as a historical
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perception, democracy does not possess the quality of absoluteness, as its theory is based on the
relativity.

In views of the author, democracy posses genuine meaning, as a way to compromise

and depend upon each other. The ultimate aim of democracy is to pledge the social life in fair
political ways that assures self acknowledgement based on social life.
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CHAPTER No. 3
Theoretical Framework
Theoretical framework is a point of view, system of concepts that researcher adopts to organize
experiences, observations and interpretations. Social values and norms have a deep influence on
one‟s experiences and observations. It also, has an impact on understandings and inferences
made in a particular social situation. Such experiences, understandings and observations that are
ready to be verified empirically are the facts. Theory has its basis in interconnectivity of facts
which becomes valueless in space and attains integral value when intertwined with other facts.
So, “the relationships between facts or to the ordering of them in some meaningful way,” (Goode
and Hatt, 1952:8) shapes a theory or theoretical Frame Work.
Democracy is not a new concept; derived from the philosophy of enlightenment and it has been
processed in wind mill of time and history. Every human generation, irrespective of creed, caste
and color contributed to it, brought an improvement and set a pattern. Today it is well recognized
and established system, with slight variations depending upon the culture and requirements of a
particular society. It is through societal discourse and interaction that a system of government, to
whom govern, who will govern, how to govern including constitution, laws, procedures and
policies, along with formulation principles and methods to know the will of people, who are
being ruled, is democracy. The acceptance of democracy as a form of political or social
organization is the indication of fundamental agreement with the ultimate aims of modern
political and social values as goals. The values of earlier democratic politics (the village system
or feudal society of India) provided strictness, rigidity and not dynamicity.
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3.1 Logic of Democracy:
1. Democracy generates socio-political and economic activity in society.
2. Democracy apprehends itself.
3. Democracy provides the spirit of constitution, crux of religion and politics.
4. The population in democracy is organized as entirety and not as a part.
5. Social life is judged to become a representativeness in the guise of its opposite.
6. Institutions are framed to meet the needs of people for a long time.
3.2 Democracy as in this Research:
The development of democracy in society enhances the competition and participation; it
increases the degree of competition through the mechanism of election. In this regard democracy
is the accumulation of citizenship and that of franchise (participation).Free and fair election and
acceptance of election results by political leadership, also, obedience to rule of law makes the
leaders accountable to someone. In this context democracy can be defined as:“Democracy is the rule of law, the development of institutions of
civil society, the Practice of free and fair elections and the
establishment

of

accountability

of

those

who

govern”.

(Ishiyama,2012:30)
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It is eminent from the above definition that in actual, democracy is a process for the
establishment of rule of law, elections to choose leaders and accountability of leaders to develop
the society or civil society on the ground of truth, honesty and fair play. Once the society accepts
the process of election, the democracy starts expanding; there is an increase in degree of civil
participation. This also encourages mechanism of enfranchisement i.e. participation to raise
spontaneously the level of competition. Every political party and individual has right of
participation in election process freely without any outside pressure. This generates a civic sense
in society to strengthen the institution. The social institutions are the real representative of that
society, these are rooted in culture and have legal basis. In this regard four elements (a) the rule
of law (b) Institutions of civil society (legal participation) (c) free and fair election and (d)

the

extent to which leaders stand accountable are the spirit of democracy. Out of these four elements,
free and fair election is of paramount importance as it is to form and establish democracy
through the process of electioneering. Rest three becomes effective after election and on
formation of government by personal being elected by civil society, it becomes a reality, visible
and functional, at this stage that leaders have to retain and maintain their integrity. It is this
vantage point the government becomes responsible and becomes accountable. From here it can
be deduced that procedure of making democracy becomes important than democracy itself i.e.
the order of election attains centrality.
“The most popular definition of democracy equates it with regular
elections,

fairly

conducted

and

honestly

counted….However

central to democracy, elections occur intermittently and only allow
citizens to choose between highly aggregated alternatives offered
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by political parties, which can, especially in the early stages of a
democratic transition, proliferate in bewildering variety. During
the intervals between elections, citizens can seek to influence
public policy through a wide variety of intermediaries: interests
associations,

social movements,

locality groupings,

clientelistic

arrangements and so forth” (Schmitter, 1991:06)
So, democracy offers a variety of reasonable procedures and conduits for the manifestation of
interests and values. As Robert Dahl (1982) listed the minimum requirements for modern
political democracy also, quoted by Ishiyama(2012:28).

1- “Control over government decisions about policy is constitutionally vested in elected
officials.
2- Elected officials are chosen in frequent and fairly conducted elections in which coercion
is comparatively uncommon.
3- Practically all adults have the right to vote in the election of officials.
4- All adults have the right to run for elective office in the government.
5- Citizens have a right to express themselves without the danger of severe punishment on
political matters broadly defined.
6- Citizens have a right to seek out alternative sources of information. Moreover, alternative
sources of information exist and are protected by law.
7- All citizens have the right to form independent organizations, including political parties
and interest groups.” (Diamond,2008:09)
The first point above has been refined and added implicit prior condition to all the above as:“Popularly elected

officials must be able to exercise their

constitutional powers without being subjected to overriding (albeit
informal) opposition from unelected officials. Democracy is in
jeopardy if military officers, entrenched civil servants, or state
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managers retain the capacity to act independently of elected
civilians or even veto decisions made by people‟s representatives.
Without this additional caveat the militarized polities…might be
classified by many scholars as democracies.”(Schmitter, 1991:09)

The implicit condition is that politics must be self-governing; it should have the ability to
function independently without having restrictions enforced by other predominant political
systems. As Dahl (1982) referred to formal sovereign nation-states, he took the implicit
condition for democracy of Schmitter for granted. Globally looking into the matter, with the
development of blocks, alliances, spheres of influence and other

neo-colonial formations the

sovereignty get stifling a little bit. Democracies differ from one another regarding consensus,
participation, access, responsiveness, principal of majority rule, sovereignty of parliament, and
government of one party, political pluralism, federalism, and accountability.

3.3 Post colonial Impact on democracy in Pakistan:The colonial powers at the name of development created destitution in the states under their
control. They gave a structural framework of governance under law. Law replaced the prevailing
norms. The colonial powers created differences based on socio-political, economic and ethnic
back ground. The difference of level of socio-political and economic differences determined the
form of society and system of governance in post-colonial era. The colonial powers sapped the
energies of state through policies, trades and other such mechanisms. The type of colonial power
has great impact on the post- colonial development. India was ruled by Britain‟s and they
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manufactured „All India Act of 1935‟ that served as constitution and after independence

it

worked as guide line for materialization of constitutions of two new independent states. Colonial
powers developed colonies and also, trained their manpower to govern and develop society in the
post colonial era, taking into view population, disease, capital, income, institutions and
endowments. Colonialism developed, in India a power structure in line with geography and
available military manpower. They did not develop areas conflicting to their interests as they felt.
The education system of India was designed by Macaulay, just favored the English education.
The purpose of such education mainly was to produce an Indian class to function as a bridge
between Britain and Indians, who may be “Indian in blood and color, but English in taste, in
opinions, in morals and in intellect.”( Maddison: 1971:05) The zamindar collected revenue
during Mughal period and worked like aristocrats. The British replacer aristocrats with well
trained bureaucrats, with full time job and they were paid salaries from government exchequer to
compensate their services to the „The East India Company‟ and the queen. The Britain abolished
Jagirs and Mughal properties. They also destroyed Indian home industry of textiles and
established factories in Manchester. From 1893 to 1946 there was an increase of 3% in crop
yield and population increase was 46%, this study was first ever conducted in India by the
National Income Unit of government published in 1946 and was widely circulated. They
destroyed the textile industry of Mughal periods. The de-industrialization policy of British rulers
established poverty in the Indian masses which was already there in class structure and caste
system of India. The British Raj deepened poverty in social set up of India. Industrialization was
not made uniformly in whole sub-continent of India; rather, the Punjab was not industrialized
having agri-products. The Jute and steel industry was established, jute industry spread rapidly as
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it was not dependent on poverty ridden home market. The British goods were boycotted to
promote local industry ( Swadeshi Movement). The value of rupee was depreciated against
sterling in 1870. The poverty of rural public proved a hindrance to industrial growth as it
squeezed the market of industrial goods.
3.4 History of Development of Democracy
It is accepted all over the world that industrialization disturbed the existing value system,
especially in social and political context. Industrialization modernized the economic system. The
economic change allowed to run riots in society and overwhelmed political system. The
industrialization initiated progress and created two new social classes in the realm of society,
which are Industrial bourgeoisie (capitalists, Industrialists or investors) and industrial proletariat
(the laborers). These two classes have a pivotal role in the development of modern society. These
classes raised their voices for rights to rule and shackled the existing political system. A clash
between old classes i.e. land lords and peasants and new classes i.e. industrial bourgeoisie and
industrial proletariat forced the people to „discuss and decide‟ mode. The industrialization
changed the social system nobility to dynamicity, from contentment to discontentment. The
French sociologist Emile Durkheim gave the concept of social anomie, industrialization
unprotected the soothing traditions which sustained the old regimental system of society, where
mysticism was the way of living and explanation of social realities, people were having a feeling
helplessness in the beginning of industrialization. The requirements of industrialization were to
bring the people together, so as centrifugal force „nationalism‟ came into existence.
Moore, 1966, made the argument from historical perspective about political and economic
development that was out growth of democratic development and explained three of
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explanations, social, political and cultural or of national identity. He noted that political
developments can only be understood while focusing on the socio-cultural and economic
transformation prior coming to democracy. The social forces created by industrialization brought
a change, introduced new values of materialism and modernized the society, created a gap for
development of education for masses. A transition from old system to modernity started. The old
system resisted to new developments as the ruling class was losing their charge. The more they
resisted as social forces, the more difficult it was to develop democracy.
National identity brought a feeling of oneness that lead to nationalism. It was behavioral
change that shifted loyalty from king to nation, having its roots in democracy. Greenfield
suggests that nationalism is best understood as an umbrella for a variety of available methods a
group can be self-constituted as a „people‟; it can be interpreted as a territorially and socially
defined collectivity that see themselves as “ the bearer of sovereignty, the central project of
loyalty, and the basis for collective solidarity”(Greenfield,1992:3-4). It is clear that the national
community has not only allegiance to state but also knit the people of a nation through political,
social, economic and cultural connection. Political identity is beyond loyalty to king, it develops
a common sense of oneness or of being together; people live like parts of one body. Here lies the
genesis of democracy.
3.5 Democracy and Economic Development
Economic development promoted democracy. The world has passed through many phases of
experiencing system of rules and governance. It has been observed that democracy passed
through the process of history and improved from there in with the capacity to improve and
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develop in framework of timely requirements of society. According to Diamond “democracies
are impregnable (indestructible) and can be expected to live forever” (2009: xviii).
Achievement of democracy is the key for the resolution of socio- political and economic
problems. It has further been observed that democracies are not administratively and
economically efficient, these have lower level of consensus and are poorly stable in third world
countries. In early democracy the bureaucracy and middle range elites feel a threat to positions
they have maneuvered in period under authoritarian rule by capital flight or sabotage. In
democracy benevolence, productivity and education etc. enhances economic and social
performance. The decision making capacity is always slow in democracies as all stakeholders get
involved in this process and such decisions remain affective for a longer time. The system of
democratic rule brings discipline and order in society, in this way all segments get orderly which
ultimately brings peace to society. Sometimes, new born democracies fail to perform to the
satisfaction of people, and causes of failure are searched through principles of democracies, these
also sort out solutions for the resolution of such matters, political institution get established that
makes it possible to form government peacefully and helps in making acceptable public policies
that resolve social and economic skirmishes. In Pakistan “The overall pattern of the region is that
military dictatorships and democratic governments have equally poor developmental records”.
(Sartori,1995:52-53).
Economies develop when these foster savings, investment, and innovation. Economies
also improve when individuals are awarded for their efforts and initiatives. Economies stagnate
and regress when bloated, mercantilist, hyper interventionist states build a structure of inflexible
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favoritisms for different groups, curtailing change, experimentation, competition, innovation and
social mobility(Ardito-Barletta,1990: 161-71)

Those economies which invest in human capital of the poor to meet their basic needs
maintain continuity in growth. It enforces democratic development and retains democratic
culture just to balance moderation and interests. Competitive and flexible social institution helps
increases in saving, investment and rate of profit. Social activities determine norms that have
strong influence on formation of social institutions. These norms affect strongly the performance
of representative government. Social activity and network of relationships always produce better
consequences by improving schools, health services, quicker economic development; it makes
the government more responsive and effective, to the sufferings and needs of public.
“Dense networks of interactions probably broaden the participants‟
sense of self, developing the “I” into the “we,” or (in the language
of rational-choice theorists) enhancing the participants‟ “taste” for
collective benefits.( Putnam,1995:105).

The situation of democracy and economic development has no consonance with each
other in Pakistan. The government is relatively weak and vulnerable; it will remain so till the
achievement of sustainable economic growth is made visible, under stable politics and
democracy. “Democracy is a demanding system and not just a mechanical condition (like
majority rule) taken in isolation” (Sen, 1999:313). This system demands for voting and
acceptance of election results. It protects freedom of expression and speech; it respects legal
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rights of individual and society at large. Election is a very important activity and mechanism to
seek the protagonists (leaders with heroic character) to lead the future government. Democracy
as a system is achieving the objectives of willful participation of people by making acceptance of
electoral results, to the opponent political parties and public in general, along with good/bad
consequences of governance.
3.6 POVERTY
Poverty has been defined as “a low standard of living that lasts long enough to undermine
the health, morale and self-respect of an individual or group of individuals. The term is relative
to general standard of living in the society, the distribution of wealth, the status system, and
social expectations.”( Theodorson, 1969:307).
It is argued that poor people had interest in bread and not in politics or democracy. Poor show
more interest in democracy in case, it takes care of them, they vote more enthusiastically than the
upper middle and upper class. In a country like Pakistan poverty can be realized in those families
who were categorized as middle class in the near past. The continuous down sliding state of
affairs of the economy has led them to lethargic state. This raised trust on luck and reduced
believe on hard work. This apathetic condition once created becomes too difficult to remove
from the minds of people and it becomes further difficult to bring them to activity, as most of
them in this state of incongruity have adopted joblessness status and apathy.
Sociology has two traditions to study the discourse of poverty, globally, regionally and locally.
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1-

Liberal Tradition/ Competitive interactive technique applied in the circumstances of
paucity and dearth ness. It awakes the public to have collective action for eradication of
poverty and use the resources for betterment human society.

2-

Continental Mercantilist Tradition, in these approach available human resources is
joined together for the enrichment of state, and alleviation of poverty. The poor has no
status, they are like sheep and they work for joys of rich. Kerbo(1996) has introduced
four types of poverty theory. Social Darwinian poverty theory, Culture of Poverty,
Situational Theory of poverty and Structural theory of poverty.

The social Darwinian Theory focuses on the attitude and behavior of the poor. According to this
theory poor are poor because they do not work hard, they waste money on un-necessary luxuries,
and all this create dis-order in their families. They have no regard for time, sit idle and they are
work-shy. They have no desires and inner ambitions to work, the family fall in willful exclusion
in-education. The poor prefer to interact with poor; they form a class, with nasty desires, vicious
feelings and sufferings. It is considered opinion of social thinkers that hunger itself is a remedy,
which teaches poor politeness and forces them to subordination. The poor survive in the lowest
strata of social hierarchy. They have poor intelligence, less mental capacity and are physically
weak. Social system does not encourage writing on poor as it is considered wastage of time and
energy. Beaumont, a French observer quoted by Matza as“The faculties of his soul that
despotism has touched are blighted; the wounds there are large and deep. All this part of him is
vice, whether it be cowardice, indolence, knavery or cruelty; half of the Ireshman is a slave.
(Matza,1966:300)
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The culture of poverty is a pattern of disorder that grows in particular social
circumstances. These circumstances require the economic settings including cash economy,
higher rate of unemployment and under employment, lower rate of wages and in general unskilled public. When the government does not extend support, the family with low income fell in
the culture of poverty, just opposite to the prevailing dominant ideology of middle class. In such
situations poor live marginalized within the capitalistic, greatly stratified society, having very
low opportunities of upward mobility. The larger society ignored poor, so, the poor has
formulated their own institutions for their survival. The poor develop a common set of values,
norms and patterns of behavior differing from social values of society. So, poor have their own
life-style, ways of life or a sub-culture of the poverty. Poor maintain a distance from the society
at large. They detach from unions or political parties, avoid public places like parks, banks and
hospitals etc. They develop mistrust in dominant social institutions. The poor form a slum
community having poor housing, densely populated with very poor organizational structures.
Here they meet minimum level of needs. Nature of family type is matri-focal, kinship is bilateral
and marital bond is weak. The family has a dependency, feeling of helplessness with inferiority
complex; weak feeling of self respect attuned with timely gratification, occupancy with
masculinity. This sub-culture once get formed, become sound, established and perpetuate,
transfer from generation to generation carry on socialization. It is a culture of demonstration and
depression. Lewis (1966) states it as extreme adaptation which poor are forced to have in specific
situations at certain places.
The poor behave in a different fashion as they lack opportunities, resources and fail to
maintain middle class lifestyle. The young‟s have chances to go to college but the drop-out rate
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is high. The mother has stronger claim for children and centrifuge family. It is conditionality of
structure that generates poverty, in certain situations. It is different from the culture of poverty
theory. It does not project a culture; rather it gives consistency and strength to the behavior of
poor. Situational theory provides rationality to individual‟s pattern of behavior, which is
consistent with the targets of his life. Poor do not follow middle class value system as they know
they cannot follow and achieve it. They develop tolerance and flexibility in behavior while
deviating from the values of middle class. Rodman, 1963 and Della Fave, 1974 described it as
lower class „value stretch‟.
The poverty lies in structural formation of capitalism. The structure of a large socio-economic
order causes poverty. The macro-structure of society produces in-equality that causes poverty.
As the capitalism is a system of economy functional globally, it generates in-equality and
consequently poverty in the world.
The concepts like in-equality; dependence, marginalization, deprivation and social exclusion
are used to explain poverty. Certain other concepts rooted in technological structuring like
employment,

unemployment,

underemployment,

ghettoization,

family

disruption,

all these

concepts refer to wider process of social disintegration; it also refer to a gap between individual
and society. The sociologists returned to poverty study, opened new ways of study. The theme of
in-equality was re-emerged and its impact on globalization was noted. It high-lighted arena of
political freedom, widened the gap among nations and neglected rights of citizens. Cultural
diversities and multiplicity of values was distinguished. Age, sex, ethnicity and disabilities were
recognized as social constructs. A fresh approach to delineate hidden aspects of poverty was
constituted with people centered approach. In the first place command and control over the
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commodities was acceded. In second place stress on human capabilities and freedom of choice
was exerted. The concept of poverty becomes existential under complex interaction of market,
state, government and civil society that can be well understood in the light of four causes. a)
Modernization of society, economy and reduced role of state. b) Supply and distribution of
economic, cultural and political belongings in the face of volatile changes. c) Socio-political
structures that are to exercise power and define relationships in-groups and individuals. d) The
nature and role of state in accumulation and utilization of resources. To make it understandable
paradigms of solidarity, specialization and monopoly are implicit. E. Durkheim has expressed
the philosophy of socio-moral integration of society and boundaries of culture, absence of these
create a distance between the individual and society, leaving him in the state of aloofness,
illusion and poverty. Specialization is rooted in philosophy of liberalism; it stresses on the
specialized interactions of in particular fields of society regarding exchange of goods and
services. Specialization creates discrimination and a class that make an underclass eminently
clear. The conflict school of thought considers the social order as coercive. Every society has a
mechanism status, role, class and that of political power, that produces inequality and groups that
has monopoly. These groups perpetuate their power by segregating market; it leads to social
terminations, diminishing the citizenship of individuals. This process can only be reversed
through the enhancement of democracy and extending the rights and privileges to the citizens.
3.7 Discussion
Democracy is a system of governance that works under the will of people. Political organizations
functions dynamically with flexibility having an approach to resolve problems of the public by
creating awareness among masses. The political forces generates new opportunities for public at
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large and utilizes their energies for the betterment of society and create an environment of
competition, which forces the public to enhance their status, rise the ladder of development,
create facilities for the next generations. Resources available are exploited in the best interests of
society. Social institutions are strengthened to meet the basic needs of people. For this purpose
political leadership forms new laws for smooth functioning of government officers and fulfilling
the needs of society. Industrial production is exported to earn foreign exchange, enhance value of
the

countries

money,

enhance

level of employment,

and

reduce

un-employment

or

underemployment.
Democracy allows participation of citizens being equal, having equal rights and legally
egalitarian. The public representatives work hard to raise the status of their voters by
empowering them politically, socially and economically. Lethargic is replaced by activity and
activity generate further activity, the work-shy people become dynamic, economic passivity
replaces into activity bringing prosperity to members of society, family, community and to the
nation at large. A generous labor class forces the capitalists to invest, start a new process of
production, and improve economy. The politics plays a role in defining the trends, traits and
patterns of human relationships.
The people having likeness of choices, commonalities of culture and behavior form groups. At
global level such developments bring into existence blocks, alliances, spheres of influences and
other colonial formations that determine objectives and goals of societies based on economic
opportunities. One block tries to supersede the other block, an atmosphere of competition starts.
For peace it gear up cooperation and in situation of conflict it starts a new game of war,
ammunition generation etc. In modern age nations desire to live in peace and prosperity. This
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leads to technological innovations to enhance standard, make more items available for
marketing. In this way more people are involved to share, participate and more opportunities for
the poor to actively participate to reduce their level of poverty. On the one side more people
generate activity, this strengthen economy that give a power to currency of the country. A rise in
the value of currency gives a force of confidence to the laborer, reduces poverty. So, stronger the
democracies, more active participation of poor class in economic activity which reflect a
confidence of the laborer on its economy, this leads to enhance poor‟s income and alleviate level
of poverty in the society.
Again it is reiterated that poverty here, does not mean income only, it has broader aspect of
social life, including political, legal, social participation i.e. interactional and also economics
including laborer‟s working hours, income, living status, education etc. and participation in the
activities family, group, community or society at large.
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CHAPTER NO. 4
Hypothesis and Operationalization
4.1 Hypothesis:
The hypothesis for present study is “Stronger the Democracy in a Society,

it will Lower the

level of Poverty in that society”. OR “strength of democracy has inverse relation with the level
of poverty”.
4.2 Variables:
The hypothesis for the present study composed of two variables i.e. “Level/strenght of
Democracy” and “Level of Poverty”.
4.2.1 Independent Variable:
For the present study “level of Democracy” is an Independent variable. The level of Democracy
is assumed to inversely affect the “level of Poverty” in a society
4.2.2 Operationalization:
Democracy is a system of Government that gives individuals of a society rights and
responsibilities along with free and fair thinking, with empowered feeling, free participation in
social activities like economic, political, religious etc. whereas the government agencies like
Army, Police, Administration and the Courts remain impartial to the public interests to the effect
of public participation, on the other, they protect the interests of public by employing authority
and providing justice to the common man.

Democracy is a system of election where contesting

candidates and the voters are let free to contest the election and use the right to vote free of any
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pressure or partiality with independent thinking keeping in view the manifesto of

organization

and concentration towards resolution of problems of a society, by the respective political party.
Here in this research the level of democracy has been taken on the basis of the extent of positive
attitude, feeling, opinion, behavior and roll of democratic people in society. Operationally the
concept of democracy has been used as described by Schmitter (1991) the democracy is “the
more closely a country adheres to the standards of multi-party elections by secret and universal
ballot, the higher is its human right score, on the average” (Diamond, 2009:xxix).
“Democracy is a system of governance in which rulers are held
accountable for their actions in the public realm by citizens, acting
indirectly through the competition and cooperation of their elected
representatives” (Schmitter, 1991:04)
Elections and electoral process possess a primary status in the process of adaptation of
democratic rule in a society. The persons elected by getting higher number of votes in a
respective constituency subject to the acceptability of the process of election by the voters and
contesting candidates of that particular constituency and the public at large through election is
declared as the representative of that constituency. He becomes member of the assembly and
highlights the problems, fears and apprehensions of the public, who elected them for the purpose,
in the national or provincial assembly for which he has been elected. He has the ability to
politicize the problems and apprehensions of the constituency and maximize the benefits for
public. A person who has positive political power attained through the prescribed electoral
process has had the following indicators to be followed.
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4.2.2.1 Transparency:
Transparency means that every action in the process of election should be clear, limps and
pellucid that may be verified at a time and again. All the ins and outs of election process from
election commission to vote casting; counting and announcement, commutation of results should
be verifiable, transparent.
4.2.2.2 Allocation of Special Grants:
The governments usually allocate special grants to the people whom she likes and desire to be
elected for the next tenure. It is considered a positive gesture,

later on, after completion of

election process it has a negative impact on the performance and attachment of the candidates.
He is usually criticized for his attuned liability towards government neglecting the interests of
the people belonging to his constituency. Therefore it is considered that the government may not
allocate special grants/funds to a member neglecting the other members, and going against the
wishes of public, who have the right to establish democracy, and for whom democracy as a
system is formulated. Democracy basically is not to establish government. It is actually to ease
public, fulfill their needs, requirements demands under the caption of human rights.
4.2.2.3 Free Access to Voters lists:
Every voter has the right to have free access to the voter list not only to verify his own vote and
vote number but also to check the other voters of the area included in the list critically. He can
also point out the voters included in the list that have been dead or left the locality etc. The
importance of voters list cannot be denied, it is base- line of election process. Accessibility of
every voter to it makes election process more reliable, trustworthy and clear.
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4.2.2.4 Independent Election Commission
The independent Election Commission is a prerequisite for the establishment of democracy and
to run the process of elections without any pressure, with a positive attitude towards legal and
procedural requirements of the process and maintain its impartiality in the whole process can
help to establish independent democratically elected members. Being independent no other state
power can undermine, curtail powers of Election Commission or pressurize it for protection of
one‟s own interests and ambitions.
4.2.2.5 Freedom of Participation in Election of Political Parties and Individuals:
The Political Parties may be given a free hand and environment to attract the voters to achieve
maximum votes. The parties will show maximum return of the vote in the form of development,
resolution of problems,

economic uplift of area with the maximized opportunities of

employment, health and education services to the public. The individual voters may have their
attachment to a political party and they should have a free environment to think and cast the vote
based on rationality or passionate feeling of the voter. However, he may be provided neutral
guidance to vote a candidate in favor of best interest of the nation and civil society, keeping in
view manifesto of every political party.
4.2.2.6 Training of the Voters:
A country like Pakistan where literacy level is too low the voters should be trained to cast their
vote to reduce the list of cancelled voters. The training to the voters will enhance the level of
attachment of voters to the political party or individual candidate whom the voter has to cast his
vote. Then and only then the voter will come to know about the value of its vote casted in return
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he has better rewards in the form of peace, security and economic development of area etc. on
casting the vote.
4.2.2.7 Loyalty of Candidates and Political Parties to Code of Conduct and Norms of
Election:
The political parties formulate a code of conduct with mutual consultation which is implemented
by the Election Commission, it is expected that the Political Parties may follow this code of
conduct positively, this enhances their graph of likeliness in the civil society and this action of
the political parties, also reflect their attachment to the constitution, law of the land and
formulate positive policies, rules and regulations for the public interests at large. Moreover, the
repeated conduction of elections at measured time formulate the norms of election as these
norms have its roots in a historic process therefore, one cannot deny its sanctity and importance
in the electoral process. The political parties may took it as positive and follow them to have a
close attachment with the election process and the public following the process.
4.2.2.8 Equal Access of Electronic and Print Media to Electoral Process:
The openness, fairness and transparency of elections can be seen with the close accessibility of
the electronic and print media to the steps of procedures of election. The media personals
critically observe the practical form of the process and compare it with the written procedures.
They point out the gaps between practice and theory. The fulfillment of these gaps makes the
electoral results more reliable to both the public and electoral contestants. The participation of
media in the election process makes the political parties, election commission and public at large
positive. The role of media also enhances the participation of public in the process of election
and also the number of votes casted thereupon. The press promotes free communication in
society; he remains associated with freedom of thought, stick to free transmission of ideas and
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thoughts. Karl Marx sees “the press as serving functions other than those of communication. As
the objectification of the spirit a people, the press allows for a people to gain self-knowledge.--The free press is the ubiquitous vigilant eye of a people‟s soul, the embodiment of a people‟s
faith in itself, the eloquent link that connect the individual with the state and the world.”
(Abensour, 2011:80). The press and electronic media formulate a political environment, it opens
a way to public, and here individuals get social recognition and identity that reflect individual‟s
self-knowledge and conditions of freedom. It is one of the blessings of press and media that
social conflicts are high-lighted, people perceive and discuss them on the basis of mutual
knowledge, try to get resolution.
4.2.2.9 Impartiality in Using Public Funds:
The government may allocate public funds to all candidates impartially this benefits the public to
decide independently cast their vote. The rational voters possess logical approach and relate to
rational parties and passionate voters go to such parties, similar is the conditions with right wing
and left wing parties. Such attachments of public to different political parties make election
environment colorful in which people participate and enjoy it. This impartiality is transferred to
the next government, becomes a norm to be followed and an asset for democratic process.
Established norms bring tranquility to reduce economic and social poverty.
4.2.2.10

Rational use of Governmental Authority:

During and after election government may adopt a rational approach with pragmatic thinking to
use its authority for the eradication of problems of civil society and public at large. Pragmatic
thinking promotes spirit of democracy and nationalism. It enhances national pride, tolerance,
peace and security, finally lead to economic development that becomes a source to reduce
poverty.
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4.2.2.11

Impartiality in Attitude of Police, Administration:

Army and Courts being impartial attain a good will, honor and respect in society. These
approaches make institutions strong and stick them to their own role in society. Impartiality of
Police, Administration and Army promote nationalism that reduces the ethnicity, group loyalties,
sectarianism and other discriminations. Impartiality of administration toward political disputes of
political parties forces them to develop auto-system for dispute resolution. The involvement of
these institution in public affairs

make society more vulnerable and hamper individuals involved

in politics and lashes down morals of political parties. The courts may decide

cases on merit,

this will strengthen the roots of democracy in society, helping to reduce terrorism economic
disparities and inequalities, which are to reduce poverty and enhance peace and tranquility in
society.

4.2.3 Indexes of Independent Variable
The following indexes of likerts‟ scale have been used to measure the level of democracy. This
scale has five levels.
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

4.3 Dependent Variable:
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In the present study the researcher has taken the level of Poverty as a dependent variable. Its
indicators are as follows. The poverty is the conditions of living, lifestyle, status of an individual
and income etc. It has been discussed and measured as material and non-material poverty.

4.3.1 Operationalization:
The indicators of poverty are material and non-material as used by Ruth Lister (2005) PP.39-41.
It is not easy to define poverty keeping in view the multi-dimensional human approaches and
different aspects of human living. The feeling of poverty and to develop a consolidated approach
to minimize or alleviate poverty in the society has not been formulated so far. It is usually
thought that for alleviation of poverty income growth plays

vital role in society however the

author feels the material and non-material both aspects of human life needs to be changed for
alleviation of poverty of an individual, a family, a tribe or society. Scarcity of both material and
non-material resources realize a set of basic functions. Poverty researcher defines poverty as
“having insufficient resources to meet socially recognized needs and to participate in a wider
society” (Lister, 2005: 4) following are the material and non- material indicators of the
dependent variable that is poverty.
4.3.2

Material Indicators:
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4.3.2.1 Income Level:

The level of income of a person, a group, a society attains, decides its present and future
participation in uplifting self, group or society. This level of income may be compatible to meet
the day to day needs and requirements of people. The government can play a role by providing
more opportunities of earning and working hard to earn. “People who are financially dependent
upon others, must be considered vulnerable to poverty” (Millar, 1990:0 9). An individual‟s needs
fluctuate with personal factors like gender, age and health; and position of body as state of
pregnancy and disability.
4.3.2.2 Living Standard:

It reflects the individual‟s living standard and family status. It is in actual “being and doing”
(Lister, 2005:15). The agencies like government decides the minimum possible needs of an
individual, family or group at which one live with dignity and meet all the physical requirements
of life. The child poverty in itself indicates low-income with material deprivation and lowincome as additional gauge of living standard. (Lister, 2005:50).

4.3.2.3 Deprivation:

The human beings apply their abilities and capabilities to make functional the available resources
to reduce the feelings of deprivation. The feeling of deprivation forces the individual to exclude
from the society that narrow downs his participation in society. This participation can be in terms
of economic, political. It is the plus point of human abilities and capabilities that a person by
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using his own abilities can have a good living even with low income. The abilities and
capabilities are used to reduce the level of deprivation by making choices to available
opportunities. The dignity of human being positively forces the individual to neglect the negative
aspect including deficiency of material resources which prevent the human achievements and the
positive aspects to maximize achievements. Deprivation means to have less to decorate house,
less to buy essentials for house like electric devices and furniture etc. non-participation in social
activities due to lack of money, inadequate availability of clothes, and diet etc.

4.3.3 Non-Material Indicators:
The non-material indicators are symbolic.

These have been “illuminated in particular by the

participatory approaches… They stem from people in poverty‟s everyday interaction with the
wider society and from the way they are talked about and treated by politicians, officials, the
media and other influential bodies. Terms such as the „the poor‟ and „poor people‟, can they be
experienced as dehumanizing and „Othering‟ (Lister, 2005:07).
4.3.3.1 Voiceless:

The poor live in a society; they remain detached from it in a state of aloofness. They look as part
and parcel of society having no role to play in it except being poor. The feelings of being poor
are worse than poverty itself. They look as connected with society; pragmatically they have least
concern with social performances. They have a pain of seclusion and cannot express it, so they
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are voiceless, they cannot say whatever think, feel and experience in society. A rich person
enjoys the company of pet but avoid the company of poor.

4.3.3.2 Dis-respect(Insolence & Impudence):

It is opposite to respect. It is the feeling of dis- honored, without dignity. This feeling reduces
the personality of an individual and lowered the sense of being ness. The individual never remain
equal to other members of society. In this situation he does not has the courage to be treated as
equal to others and does not have any outlet to direct the pain of such feelings. Money is a social
value, without it one cannot meet his day to day needs, moneyless is without honor and respect.
The society views him with a gaze of dis-respect.
4.3.3.3 Humiliation and an Assault on Dignity:

The poor people being poor feel humiliated before the larger network of society. They take
poverty as a status of inability, inefficiency etc. the continuous feeling of humiliation leads the
individual to realize as being un-dignified. Human dignity is attained through interaction,
between individual and individual and between individual and society. Every individual
possesses „dignity‟ as the member of a human society and as human being. The state of poverty
is an assault on dignity. Poor people‟s identity reflects their desire of being treated in dignified
manner. This dignity is due to being human, the superior in creatures of universe.
4.3.3.4 Stigma and Shame:
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TV dramas and other programs show stigmatization of residences and language used by

the

poor. They see such programs and show their resentment which proves voiceless. “The degree
and nature of stigma attached to poverty…varies between societies, reflecting factors such as
historical treatment of „the poor‟…. Relevant too are popular explanations of poverty, which
vary markedly between countries” (Lister, 2005:117). Internalization of poverty as stigma
formulates a sense of shame. Shame and humiliation are attached to the “experience of poverty”
(Lister, 2005:118). The poor usually hide their poverty taking into consideration the feelings of
social disgrace and protecting self respect to maintain their identity. Shame and humiliation peel
away self- esteem and negate the identity of many people who experience poverty (Lister,
2005:119)

4.3.3.5 Powerlessness:
Kincaid expressed “poverty involves a particular sort of powerlessness, an inability to control the
circumstances of one‟s life in the face of more powerful groups in society” (Kincaid, 1973:171).
Powerlessness means the poor people ability to do something in the state of poverty and power is
ability to get rid of it, what the poor think and feel to attack their worldview and feat their hopes
for nearly better, individually and collectively. Powerlessness can better be understood in the
state of poverty held with empowerment. Empowerment is prominent in the fields of
development and community restitution. In situations of deep inequality applying the top down
economic approaches means empowering the powerless to adjust the economic restructuring
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with a new framework of power structure. At local level the empowerment is to strengthen the
self-confidence for actions of individuals it only benefit the individual and not the community
“Individual empowerment can release the capacity to make strategic life choices and to
participate in the process of decision-making” (Kabeer, 2003: 3)
4.3.3.6 Denial of Human Rights:
It affects the experience gained by an individual at the cost of life and time spent in society. The
families and individual who lose their rights (civil, political, economic, social and cultural) are in
the worst form of living. The relationship between society and individual‟s rights leads to
citizenship, which co-joins the people of identical socio-political characteristics along with
global recognition. “anti-poverty campaigners are deploying them in a political discourse that
serves to link their struggles to wider worries about human rights, citizenship and democracy
(Lister, 2005:159). Here concern is with human rights only. The public lives in uncertainties;
which can be social, economic, political, cultural, and civic. Accumulation of these uncertainties
and reinforcement of these with each other helps in reducing the rights and later denial of rights.
Sen‟s commitment is to‟ freedom, well-being and dignity of individual in all societies‟ it arouses
thinking about human rights. UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has
expressed

„the

firm

view

that

poverty

constitutes

a

denial

of

human

rights‟.

(CESCR,2001:para.1)
“It [denial of human rights] gives due attention to the critical vulnerability and subjective
daily assaults on human dignity that accompany poverty. Importantly, it looks not just at sources but also
at capabilities, choices, security and power needed for enjoyment of an adequate standard of living and
other fundamental civil, cultural, political, and social rights” (www.Unhcrh.ch/development).
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An interaction among human rights and poverty performs a function to mobilize people; works
as effective tool of reducing vulnerability.

4.3.3.7 Impaired Citizenship:

The rights of citizenship are vital to human dignity and respect. The low paid worker demands
increase in salary to maintain living standard, and have the dignity at parity with colleagues. The
denial of citizenship means exclusion of individual from society. Homeless people without an
address lose their right to vote. In the digital age, the inability to access information and
citizenship is membership of a particular society that determines rights of all types and kinds.
Citizenship means “being part of the mainstream of society” (EAPN, 2003:04). It allows
partaking in social, economic, political and cultural aspects. “Poverty inhibits such participation
and can lead to second class citizenship” (Lister 2005:165).
Rights always stick to responsibilities. Rights assist to fortify responsibilities.

“Participation

as a full citizen requires a basic level of access to essential goods, services and facilities” (Knight
et al., 2002:10). Citizenship indicates participation status carrying rights and responsibilities.
Participation in socio- political activities

is the fundamental requirement of citizenship.

Aristotle explains that “the law declares equality to mean that the poor are to count no more than
rich; neither is to be sovereign, and both are to be at a level.”(Aristotle, 1952:115)
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Hypothetical Model
Democracy
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Poverty
(Dependent Variable)
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Impaired
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CHAPTER NO. 5
Research Methodology
5.1 Study Settings
In terms of statistics aggregate of people under study is called population. It is
encircled in geographical boundaries of Pakistan. The sociological researchers are interested in
the characteristics that represent the society in general.. So, population consists of all the people
within specified geographical limits of either gender at the age of eighteen years and above etc.
The population in the present study is inclusive of all the citizenship of Pakistan irrespective of
creed, caste or religion, not below the age of eighteen years, i.e. the age one get mature to cast
vote without any discrimination of rural or urban society, discriminating each other.

5.2 Selection of the Respondents

A sample is a part of the population, small or large, that represents it. Sample a is
representative of population if it is a+b and had been selected from the population a+b based on
the principle of random choice, giving opportunity to every member to be included in the
sample, having the common characteristics. It is easy to collect information from a sample rather
than from the whole population.
The population is homogenous as for the matters of democracy are concerned. As all the
members of society attaining the age of eighteen years can cast the vote to elect representatives
at national, provincial and local level, irrespective of creed, caste, color or profession. The
weightage of vote is equal, rich or poor, literate or illiterate, businessman, laborer, government
employee or private employee.
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From all the cities of Pakistan Lahore and its surrounding district Kasur was chosen in
sample. Lahore has been divided into following towns.
1- Ravi Town
2- Shalimar Town
3- Aziz Bhatti Town
4- Data Ganj Bakhsh Town
5- Gulberg Town
6- Wagah Town
7- Samanabad Town
8- Allama Iqbal Town
9- Nishtar Town
The District Kasur consists of four tehsils, named as:Chunian, Kasur, Kot Radha Kishan and Pattoki. Sample was taken from Shalimar town and
tesil Kasur of District Kasur. Baghbanpura of Shalimar town of Lahore and four villages of
tehsil Kasur were selected for sample collection. Total sample was consisting of 250
individuals.

5.3 Instrument of Data Collection:

For collection of data questionnaire was used as an instrument/ tool. Questions were prepared,
arranged in order and on every variable two questions were put in. Questionnaire was divided
into three parts. First part was related to personal information, second was related to variables of
democracy and third part was concerned to the variables related to poverty. As the population
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was consisting of literate and illiterate persons therefore, close ended questionnaire was prepared
and the same was filled in by the trained data collectors, avoiding any ambiguity, biases, and
mistakes made thereupon on differential of understanding of questions by different interwee.

5.4 Pre-testing

Before Data collection it is necessary to test the validity of questionnaire and questions asked in
it. For pre-testing twenty questionnaires were distributed in Center for South Asian Studied,
University of the Punjab, Lahore and ten were distributed in Govt. Shalimar College,
Baghbanpura, Lahore. Questions were asked from respondents, it was noted that a few questions
on democracy were not having clear wording, these were re-phrased and some questions were
repeated with slight difference of words, these were removed. The wording of some questions
was changed and modified to make these probing and valid. After these modifications and
changes in the questionnaire it was finalized, it was cyclostyled and was used for data collection.
Good and Hatt (1952) has mentioned six check points for questionnaires in pretesting, which
were followed to make the questionnaire valid, acceptable and derivative of information. Six
check points are, lack of order in the answers, all or one responses, a high response in one part
of scale, irrelevant comments and a high rate to answers.

5.4.1. Editing the questionnaire
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In order to make the questionnaire precise, comprehensive, and valid the questionnaires were
edited on spot after the completion of data collection each day. The researcher makes sure that
each question was answered correctly and accurately in order to maintain the uniformity as it
was difficult to approach the same respondents at any succeeding stage. Rule of precision and
accuracy was applied very carefully at the time of data entry. All questions were carefully
weighted as per the coding plan.

5.5 Field Interview Team Training and Follow Up

Data collection is a very sensitive matter and needs careful and conscious motif to maintain and
record it. Perception, reception and out come of different individuals varies with time and place.
For the purpose to reduce this difference and gap in approach, interpretation and understanding
the interviewers are trained on the same line of action and have same meanings of the statements
of questionnaires. Lectures were delivered to them and they were encouraged to put in queries
for clarifications and justifications about the wording/ sense of questions. Later on, they were
moved into field to do preliminary work that was checked and sorted out very carefully to make
the process of interview and data collection congenial and homogenous. They were also trained
to create rapport with the respondents. A successful rapport makes it easy to get correct and
reliable information from respondents.

5.6 Coding
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Coding is an important tool for assigning the quantitative values to the indicators being
measured. In social sciences research replies to the questions is an important tool that is known
as response, these responses are coded for the purpose to apply statistical formula. Pre- coding is
considered useful as it saves time and efforts. It helps the researcher during data collection and
processing for editing the subsequent changes by management and data processing. In this
research it was aimed to keep the categories of coding exhaustive and mutually exclusive.
Information collected from respondents was shifted to the master sheet developed on computer.
For this purpose each response was coded and scoring was done. Questionnaire was covering
two variables such as democracy is an independent variable and poverty is a dependent variable.
To measure these variables following scheme of coding was applied in this research. “ A set of
categories is referred to as „coding frame‟ or „code book‟. Usually a coding frame refers to a
single question” (Majunmdar,2005:313) or as applied by researcher.

Coding of question relating to Democracy No. 1 to question No. 20
Responses

Scoring/Code
Strongly Disagree

-2

Disagree

-1

Neutral

0

Agree

1

Strongly Agree

2
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According to the wording of the question and direction of the question asked varying codes were
given direction. As direction and wording of questions were different, that automatically
determined coding dimension. All responses were summed up to calculate the relationship.

Coding of question relating to poverty No. 22, 25, 28, and 35 to 46
Responses

Scoring/Code
Strongly Disagree

2

Disagree

1

Neutral

0

Agree

-1

Strongly Agree

-2

Coding of question relating to poverty No. 23, 24, and 29 - 33
Responses

Scoring/Code
Yes

No

1
0

Total income of the household, number of family members, number of available rooms and
bathrooms were recorded in actual.
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5.7 Statistical Techniques
This study uses the descriptive statistical tools to analyze, summarize, characterize and describe
the data. On the other side inferential statistical tools like Chi Square method and Pearson‟s
correlation has been used to explore the data that inferences the relationship between the
independent and dependent variables. These analyses were also done to investigate the
significance level of the independent and dependent variables in order to assess the level of
understanding of relationship between the two variables. However,” analysis does not remain
confined to variables taken singly. Usually some cross tabulation is made with the intention to
study their relationships.” ( Majumdar, 2005:318). These techniques are to tell about precision
of observation, reliability of data and relevance of data, these have made use of statistical
techniques fruitful.

5.7.1 Frequency Distribution

Initially data was transformed into the frequency distribution chart, or it was tabulated. It was
intended to summarize the preliminary understanding of data. Frequency distribution is useful
and valid technique to measure the happenings. By using the frequency distribution charts
(tabulation) unique responses of the respondents about dependent and independent variables
were assessed in order to perceive the logical order of data. This job was completed taking all
fruitful precautions in view. After formation of tables order and internal logic became obvious.
For summarization of frequency distribution mean, standard deviation and percentage has been
used.
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5.7.2 Bivariate Analysis

Bivariate analysis was used to find out the association between level of poverty and strength of
democracy, role of election commission, role of political parties, role of voters and media along
with availability of amenities of life, group feeling, individual feeling and human rights.
Thinking behind this “is a genuine attempt at increasing our understanding of ourselves from the
standpoint of individual, policy makers, advertisers, health practitioners, academic researchers
and people from all walks of life”. ( Gilani, 2010:xi) Pearson Chi-square tests were used for this
purpose.

5.7.3 Chi-square test statistics

The Chi-squared test statistics for the test of independence summarize show close the expected
frequencies fall to the observed frequencies. It is represented by the symbol χ2. Karl Pearson
introduced the statistics in 1900 and used in sociological studies to test the degree of
independence.
The formula used to compute Chi-square is given in the following:
χ2 = Σ (fo-fe)2 / fe

(Blalock, 1979: 281)

Where fo is the frequency observed for a particular cell and fe is the frequency expected for the
same cell. The large summation sign, Σ (capital sigma), tells us to compute the fractions for each
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cell and then sum over all cells to get χ2 . The following steps are involved to compute Chisquare:
The Chi-square test of independence has certain assumption. First, it is assumed that data is
random sample of the population, second, the observations are independent and third that no
expected frequency in the contingency table being analyzed is less than 5, Chi-square sampling
distribution does not represent adequately the distribution of the test statistic. However, in this
research data was fed in computer and was processed by applying SPSS. “The scientific
requirements … do not end at data collection. In fact final task of tabulating and interpreting…
findings is just as crucial. While it requires the purely technical competence in data processing
and statistical analysis, the most important onerous task is to be scientifically minded.”(Gilani,
2010:214)
5.8 Analysis

The researcher developed the framework to translate the data in the computer friendly coding for
making it valid in SPSS (a statistical analysis tool).
The careful transformation of questionnaires into the SPSS format took ample time subsequently
saving the researcher from laborious work of data cleaning/clearing at all subsequent phases of
report writing and data analysis
5.9 Limitations
1- It is an unfunded research project; the researcher has to bear all expenditures at its own.
Due to limited resources Lahore and its villages surrounding it, were included to take the
sample.
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2- Lahore is considered epicenter of all socio-political and economic activities of Pakistan.
All successful political movements started from here.
3- It is the hub of medical, engineering, technical and general educational institutions.
Therefore, Lahore is symbolized by the public as heart of Pakistan. Keeping this in view
Lahore was considered advantageous for research.
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CHAPTER NO. 6
Analysis and Tabular Representing
6.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE

Table 1
Age Distribution of the Respondents

Age Group

Frequency

Percentage

18 – 27

126

50.40

28 – 37

47

18.80

38 – 47

39

15.60

48 – 57

28

11.20

58 – above

10

4.00

Total

250

100

A little more than half of the respondents fall in the age group from 18-27. It was a point of
public discussion that the democracy in Pakistan is weak due to the voters age. By that time the
age to vote was 22 years for an individual. Keeping the above statement in view the age of the
voter was reduced to 18 years on the ground that it will enhace the number of voters,
participation of the voters in the election process and it was also given weightage that youngs of
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a nation work as dynamic element for democracy and they also participate in electionairing with
zeal and spirit. The elections held after reducing the age of voters have proved that the
youngsters participation in election has worked to stregthen the deocracy in the country.
Out of rest of the 50 percent the 40 percent respondent fall in the age group from 28 – 57. This
age group showed a lethargicity towards election, electionairing and democracy. This can be
percieved from the available literature published in books, journals, magazines and daily
newspapers. The reason of this lethargicity lies in the system of democracy which was never ever
successful in comleting the period of governance after winning election by a poltical party, as
this system was takken over by the army men or the government was dissolved by presidential
orders. So, this generation remained thirsity

to enjoy the fruits of democracy. Consequently,

they mistrusted the democracy and appreciated the military rule.
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Table 2
Gender and Education level of Respondents

Level of Education

Frequency

Percentage

Male

Female

Male

Female

Unable to Read and Write

5

7

2.96

8.64

Primary

4

4

2.37

4.94

Middle

19

7

11.24

8.64

Matric

41

20

24.26

24.69

Intermediate

15

9

8.87

11.11

Graduation

47

15

27.81

18.52

Post Graduation

38

19

22.49

23.46

Total

169

81

100

100

The total number of respondents is 250, out of these total respondents 169 are male and 81 are
female. Number of illiterate respondents or having education to primary level are comparatively
too low in numbers. Whereas, number of respondents having education up to graduation (degree)
and post graduate level is somewhat high. The table is an actual representation of population of
Pakistan, where the individual either have no education or they have achieved degree and above
level education. Education always poses well for society. The process of education introduces a
change, raises the standard of living, reduces the births and deaths, and assists economic
development. “The rapid spread of literacy in the past history of the rich countries of today has
drawn on the low cast of public education shared public benefits.”( Sen, 1999: 129). Amartya
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Sen 1999 quoted Smith 1976 as “ For a very small expense the public can facilitate, can
encourage , and can even impose upon almost the whole body of the people, the necessity of
acquiring those most essential parts of education.”(Smith, 1976 :27) Education is considered
ladder of development, and poor has the opportunity to raise high by getting education.
Table 3
Respondent’s Monthly Income

Income in Rupees

Frequency

Percent

1000 – 10000

30

12.00

10001 – 20000

99

39.60

20001 – 30000

44

17.60

30001 – 40000

31

12.40

40001 – 50000

16

6.40

50001 – 60000

13

5.20

60001 – 70000

1

0.40

70001 – 80000

4

1.60

80001 – 90000

4

1.60

900001 – 100000

4

1.60

100001 – Above

4

1.60

Total

250

100
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Mean = 29201.20, S.D.= 24478.35

The income of respondents determines their living standard, income group and class.
Most of the respondents fall in the monthly income group that starts from ten thousand and
finishes at twenty thousands. More than ten percent of respondents have income from one
thousand to ten thousand rupee and thirty thousand one rupee to forty thousand rupee each. Less
than twenty percent of the respondents have their income from twenty thousand one rupee to
thirty thousand rupee. One twentieth percent of the respondents have two income levels from
forty thousand one rupee to fifty thousand and fifty thousand one rupee to sixty thousands. Rests
of the all groups have same frequency except the income group starting from rupees sixty
thousand one to seventy thousands only. The mean income of the respondents is twenty nine
thousands.
Wealth and income are required to meet the day to day needs of individuals. Wealth is for
development that has multiplying effect and increases the output. Wealth is an instrument used
for sale and purchase of goods and services. It also functions like a device to determine
individual‟s status in society. Those who are having a lot of wealth they inherit the right to rule
whereas those who are short of wealth they are ruled, and make middle and labor class. The rich
controls the matters of society, while doing this they also exploit the resources of society and
state in their interests covered under the rules. The poor lack this ability, they use their power of
vote to elect the one favoring them through policy making, provide protection against precarious
living conditions. In this respect democracy is a combination of rights and duties toward self and
others, with a variety of functions.
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Table 4
Respondent’s Marital Status

Marital Status

Frequency

Percent

Unmarried

112

44.8

Married

138

55.2

Total

250

100.0

44.8% respondents included in the sample were unmarried and 55.2% were married and they
were also maintaining their families. Graphic presentation as follows. Marriage is important to
maintain human race in the world. It is the law of nature that every one born has to die. In this
context this world has a temporary phase, this world is improving generation after generation,
showing that every born has contributed to improve the conditions of living for the next
generation. The individual whatsoever he has contributed for the betterment of world, he likes to
inherit, and so, he desires to carry on his race, for the purpose marriage is the only way to have
legitimate offspring with the acceptability at large scale.
Human being lives under rules and laws. These rules make human social living acceptable,
principled, and smooth that assist to develop a culture, the software of social life. Culture
patterns the activities of the members of society. It is transferred from generation to generation,
that beautify the human living creating congeniality. It also functions to reduce discrimination
among members. A culture changes under the spell of time.
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Table 5
Respondent’s Occupations

Occupation

Frequency

Percent

Unemployed

42

16.8

Salaried (service)

118

47.2

Business

19

7.6

Agriculture

24

9.6

Labor

32

12.8

Retired from service

6

2.4

House Wife

9

3.6

Total

250

100.0

Responses regarding occupation of the respondents were analyzed and it was noted that more
than ten percent are unemployed, about one half are salaried persons, very few are business
person/ shopkeepers or agriculturist, more than ten percent are Laborer,

very few are retired

persons and a little more than this are housewives. Human social life has a structure

based on

division of labor; this makes functional variation among individuals, creating a sense of
specialization

in

particular

subject

creates

profession.

Professionals

decide

about

the
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technicalities and modalities of the problem and seek solution of such problem. So, professions
and occupation are the important gestures of social life.
Table 6
Opinion about Rationality in Government’s Decision Making

Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

23

09.2

Agree

27

10.8

Neutral

45

18.0

Disagree

55

22.0

Strongly Disagree

100

40.0

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 2.27, S.D=1,33

This table depicts the point of view of the respondents about the usage of rationality in

decision

making by the government. Most of the respondents disagree that government makes logical
decisions. About one fifth of respondents remained neutral and did give their point of view.
Where as, one fifth agreed that government makes rational decisions. Mean of this item showed
that people disagreed on average to this statement. In the process of decision making the
Government is looked upon by the respondent as irrational and give more weightage to other
elements like political priorities, personal obligations or otherwise. Keeping in view the situation
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of Pakistan, decision making is not based on rationality. Such decisions are either political or to
favor someone. Bureaucracy, back bone government, is a system to make the decisions logical,
rational and applicable in society in public‟s best interest.
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Table 7
Opinion about Impartiality of Government Officials

Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

24

9.6

Agree

40

16.0

Neutral

12

4.8

Disagree

84

33.6

Strongly Disagree

90

36.0

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 2.30, S.D=1.35

The second item of response was the impartiality of Government Officers toward rich and poor,
affiliation of public to religious sects and political parties. About seventy percent of the total
sample size responded as disagree that government remain impartial in public affairs. Whereas,
very little number of the sample were neutral, more than one fourth agreed about the impartiality
of the Government Officers. Mean of this item is 2.30 which shows that majority of the sample
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size disagree to the statement that the Government Officers while making decisions does not
maintain impartiality. It is against the spirit of bureaucracy. It is near to the fact, and in
accordance with the prevailing circumstances of Pakistan. Bureaucracy of this country is to rule
and not to serve the public. There remain a distance between bureaucracy and public.
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Table 8
Opinion about Equal Distribution of Funds to Political Parties

Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

19

7.6

Agree

45

18.0

Neutral

15

6.0

Disagree

61

24.4

Strongly Disagree

110

44.0

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 2.21, S.D=1.37

The most of the respondents are of the opinion that funds are not equally allocated to government
side representatives and non-governmental representatives. Most of the funds go to governmental
side representatives, or to those who favors the government, more than one third disagree that
that government equally distribute funds to the public representatives. Less than ten percent of
respondents remained neutral. Only one fourth of the respondents agreed that allocation of funds
is equally distributed to the government side representatives and opposition side representatives.
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Mean of this item is 2.21 which show a disagreement with the statement that there is a equality
in distribution of funds to Political Parties. This table reflects the actual state of affairs. It further
shows the vigilance and awareness of public on such governmental deeds.
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Table 9
Opinion about Effective Control of Government regarding Peace and Economy
Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

29

11.6

Agree

41

16.4

Neutral

24

9.6

Disagree

59

23.6

Strongly Disagree

97

38.8

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 2.38, S.D=1.43
Most of the respondents disagree that government has a control on circumstances leading to
peace and economy. This is in line with the prevailing situation in the society of Pakistan. This
item shows least effectiveness of Government‟s control on Peace and Economy.

Whereas, a

little above the one fourth of the respondents agrees that the government has control on peace
and economy in the society. Nine point six percentages of the respondents remained neutral and
have no opinion about the government‟s role in controlling peace and economy. showing the
Government

has poor control over the matters relating to maintenance of Peace and Control

over the Economic affairs in Pakistan. Some times government officials work for specific group
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of public and not for general public. In present age the public looks vigilant about government
decision making.
Table 10
Opinion about Independent Election Commission

Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

43

17.2

Agree

53

21.2

Neutral

13

5.2

Disagree

63

25.2

Strongly Disagree

78

31.2

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 2.68, S.D=1.52

This item depicts the transparency of Election process and independence of Election
Commission, performing its role to conduct fresh/ interim or supplementary elections.

More

than the half of the respondents disagreed that election commission is independent in
maintaining transparency in the process of election. It is very eminently known in the society of
Pakistan that usually the elections are rigged either way. The example of it is that certain
political parties from opposition have leveled charges against the winning party of rigging and
maneuvering the final results of certain constituencies*.

A very small percentage remained
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neutral and response less whereas, more than one third of the respondents agreed and that the
election commission enjoys and independence in maintaining transparency during the process of
election.
The mean of responses is 2.68 which show disagreement with the statement indicating that
Election Process and electioneering is not transparent. The role of Election Commission is also
not independent rather it is biased under the influence of intelligence agencies or government.
*Imran Khan, Leader of an opposition Political party, Tahreek-eInsaf, has claimed rigging and maneuvering of results in favors of
Pakistan Muslim League(N) at Lahore and in favor of MQM at
Karachi.
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Table 11
Opinion about Election Commission’s Impartiality

Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

28

11.2

Agree

65

26.0

Neutral

19

7.6

Disagree

74

29.6

Strongly Disagree

64

29.6

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 2.67, S.D=1.40

This item was to determine the impartiality of Election Commission during the Election process.
Two third of the respondents disagreed with the statement that election commission maintained
impartiality during election. A very few respondents remained neutral. Whereas, more than one
third agreed to the statement that Election Commission remains impartial during the process of
Election. The mean 2.67 indicates disagreement with the statement in general reflecting that
Election Commission does not maintain impartiality during the Election days, neglecting the rule
of law and favoring one party.
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Table 12
Opinion about Political Parties’ Participation in Election
Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

56

22.4

Agree

55

22.0

Neutral

24

9.6

Agree

55

22.0

Strongly Disagree

60

24.0

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 2.97, S.D=1.52

This item about Hindrances in free participation of political parties in election was responded
with slight variation of agreement and disagreement, less than half percent of the respondents
gave opinion in favor and against the hindrances laid down by the election commission regarding
participation of political parties. Whereas,

less than ten percent of respondents did not respond

in favor or against and remained neutral. The people are well aware about political parties
participation in election and their activism. Parties politicize matters to attract more and more
people.
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Table 13
Opinion about Vigilance of E. C. Regarding Code of Conduct for Political Parties
Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

35

14.0

Agree

50

20.0

Neutral

37

14.8

Disagree

59

23.6

Strongly Disagree

69

27.6

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 2.68, S.D=1.43

This item depicts the vigilance of Election Commission regarding implementation of Code of
Conduct for Political Parties.

More than half percentage of the respondents disagreed that

election commission successfully implements the code of conduct, which is formulated for
smooth conduct of election and political parties had already agreed upon. This is quite in line
with the prevailing circumstances and role of political parties that agree to disagree*.

A little

more than one third of the respondents agree that E.C. successfully implement the code of
conduct during election in making the process free, fair and transparent. A little less than one
fifth respondents remained neutral in opinion making about election Commission‟s vigilance
about the implementation and persuading the responses of Political Parties and follow the Code
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of Conduct for the commencement of free and fair elections. The mean (2.68) shows a
disagreement on average which is near to neutral.

Table 14
Opinion about Registration of Political Parties with Election Commission
Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

101

40.4

Agree

37

14.8

Neutral

27

10.8

Disagree

42

16.8

Strongly Disagree

43

17.2

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 3.44, S.D=1.56

Under the law the registration of Political Parties to participate in election is compulsory and
mandatory. A question was asked to respondents to verify their opinion on it and they responded
as such more than one third disagreed that all the political parties got registered with election
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commission whereas

a little less than half percentage of the respondents agree that political

parties have got registered with E.C. About ten percent remained neutral.

The mean 3.44

indicates that Political Parties got registered themselves with the election commission before
participating in the elections.

Table 15
Opinion about Tolerance of Political Parties for Opposition

Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

35

14.0

Agree

38

15.2

Neutral

11

4.4

Disagree

72

28.8

Strongly Disagree

94

37.6

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 2.39, S.D=1.46
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This item depicts public opinion about the tolerance of Political Parties for opposite political
parties. More than two third of the respondents disagreed that political parties have tolerance for
other political parties, it depicts that tolerance for opposite political parties is enhancing. About
on third gave opinion that political parties have tolerance for opposite political parties. Whereas,
a very few respondents remained neutral and did not participate in opinion making. The mean
2.39 shows that in public‟s opinion Political Parties have less tolerance for their opposition
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Table 16
Opinion about Propagation of Political Parties’ Manifesto
Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

58

23.2

Agree

54

21.6

Neutral

25

10.0

Disagree

58

23.2

Strongly Disagree

55

22.0

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 3.01, S.D=1.51
This item is about the propagation of Political Parties‟ manifesto in their election campaign. Half
of the respondents are in favor that political parties propagate their manifesto as a part of election
winning campaign where as about similar percentage of respondents disagree that political
parties propagate their party manifesto to attract the voters for their party success. Ten percent
remained neutral and had not influenced the opinion making process. The mean 3.01 shows that
people agreed and disagreed on average about the propagation of manifesto. It depicts the
political scenario that works on Berardri basis, attachment of people to religious sects or
commonality of language etc. Voters show least interest in manifesto of party as they are aware
that political parties do not follow their manifesto. The parties function after attaining power in
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line with the bureaucracy and the priorities as lay down by the leadership. Political parties
propagate to achieve their objectives.
Table 17
Opinion about blaming the opposite parties
Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

118

47.2

Agree

35

14.0

Neutral

26

10.4

Disagree

38

13.2

Strongly Disagree

33

15.2

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 3.67, S.D=1.51
This item depicts the blaming of Political Parties on the opposites. About two third of the
respondents are of the opinion that political parties play a blame game as an election winning
tactics. Whereas, about one third respondents disagree that the political parties play a blame
game to win election. Only ten percent of the respondents remained neutral and failed to
participate in opinion making. The mean 3.67 shows that majority of sample population agreed
that political parties use blaming the opposite political parties to win election. The political
parties use technique of blaming opposition leaders to attract the public opinion in their favor.
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Table 18
Opinion about Voter’s Access to voter’s list
Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

39

15.6

Agree

50

20.0

Neutral

28

11.2

Disagree

59

29.6

Strongly Disagree

74

23.6

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 2.68, S.D=1.47
This item is about Voter‟s access to the voter‟s list. About one half of the respondents disagreed
that voters have an access to the voters list. Whereas, A little more than on third of the
respondents agree that voters have an access to voters list. This depicts that voters lists are kept
confidential and the general public have not easy access to these. Only a little more than ten
percent did not gave their opinion and remained neutral. Mean 2.68 shows that on average most
people think that voters do not have access to the voter‟s lists. “In the 1990 elections, 600 votes
of those registered on the address of a vacant plot of land in Lahore constituency were cancelled
by the Lahore High Court. In the same election, 8,000 bogus votes registered in Gujarat
constituency of the province of Punjab were cancelled by EC.”Mendis, 2008: p.247)
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Table 19
Opinion about Voter’s Free and Fearless participation in Election

Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

45

18.0

Agree

66

26.4

Neutral

9

3.6

Disagree

75

30.0

Strongly Disagree

55

22.0

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 2.88, S.D=1.47
This item shows the opinion of respondents about free and fearless participation of voters to
vote. A little less than the respondents agree regarding free and fearless participation of voters to
vote and more than fifty percent of the respondents disagree regarding free and fearless
participation of voters to vote. Very few respondents remained neutral. This denotes that in
respondents opinion voters participate in election to vote free and fearlessly and at the same time
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they have fear and do not vote freely. On average, the mean 2.88 shows, a neutralized point of
view that people are free and fearless to participate to an extent.
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Table 20
Opinion about Voter’s Interest in getting training to Vote

Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

26

10.4

Agree

49

19.6

Neutral

16

6.4

Disagree

73

29.2

Strongly Disagree

86

34.4

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 2.42, S.D=1.40
This table shows the opinion of the sampled population regarding training of voters to vote.
More than two third of the respondents disagreed that voters have any interest in getting training
for voting. Less than ten percent remained neutral. One third of the respondents agreed that
voters have interest to be facilitated to train them for voting. It is note worthy that consistency in
the process of election provides training to the voters. In Pakistan after Zia-ul-Haqs‟ marshal law
the Assemblies have been dissolved time and again and repeated process of election made the
public trained to vote. The mean 2.42 shows the opinion that less Voter‟s has interest in getting
the training to vote.
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Table 21
Opinion about Self Esteem of Voters after Voting
Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

54

21.6

Agree

83

33.2

Neutral

10

4.0

Disagree

59

23.6

Strongly Disagree

44

17.6

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 3.18, S.D=1.45
This item depicts the Voter‟s feeling of upraise in status after voting. More than half of the
respondents agreed that status of those who vote is up than those who do not vote. A very slight
no of respondents remained neutral. More than one third respondents disagreed; there is rise in
status of those who voted. The mean, 3.18, shows that on average people has the opinion that the
status of voter rises after participation in the voting process. As it is national responsibility of
every citizen to vote, after doing this citizens feel more responsible and gain esteem and honor
from other citizens and in the eye of law being obedient to law. “Democracy requires consent
(vote).

Consent

requires

legitimacy

(social

acceptability).

Legitimacy

requires

effective

performance (responsibility). But effectiveness may be sacrificed to consent. Elected leaders will
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always be reluctant to pursue unpopular policies, no matter how wise or necessary they may
be.”(Diamond, 2009:75).

Table 22
Opinion about Role of Media in Political Process
Frequency

Percent

Significant Role

79

31.6

Less Significant Role

70

28.0

No Role

24

9.6

Negative Role

39

15.6

Very Negative Role Disagree

38

15.2

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 3.45, S.D=1.45
This item is about the role of media men in political process.

More than one half of the

respondents agree that media men has a vital role in the political process, media men‟s ideology,
liberal, conservative or religious is reflected during interaction on media, such things has an
impact on audience, readers or viewers. Very few respondents remained neutral. About one third
of the respondents disagreed to the statement that role of media men in political process has
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some importance. The mean 3.45 shows that public in general agrees that role of media men in
political process is important. In Pakistan media played vital role emergency imposed by
Musharraf and reinstatement of Chief Justice by P.M. Gilani. High lighted problem of Thar
famine and there is much more role of media in democracy, in creating awareness, pin-pointing
problems etc.
Table 23
Opinion about Media Biases during Election

Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

26

10.4

Agree

48

19.2

Neutral

26

10.4

Disagree

72

28.8

Strongly Disagree

79

31.6

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 2.48, S.D=1.38
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This item is about impartial role of Media, while covering/providing information about different
political parties, during Election Process.

Two third of the respondents disagrees that media‟s

role is unbiased, impartial and treats all the political parties equally while reporting, one tenth
remained neutral, whereas, about one fifth of the total population agreed to the statement. The
mean 2.48 shows that Media‟s role is partial during the election process, it favors the political
parties one wing and vice versa. It is general perception of public that media works
commercially, so, accept monetary gains to propagate viewpoints in favor or against political
parties.
Table 24
Opinion about Media Trial of a Particular Political Party
Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

52

20.8

Agree

78

31.2

Neutral

14

5.6

Disagree

59

23.6

Strongly Disagree

47

18.8

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 3.12, S.D=1.46
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This item depicts the appraisal of a particular political party on media. More than one third of the
respondents

disagree that media projects a particular political party in election; very few

remained neutral,

whereas, a little more than half agreed that media projects certain political

parties. The mean 3.12 shows

that on average population has the opinion that media

do

appraise a particular political party. The concept of media trial is very common in countries like
Pakistan, political parties and persons are charged against certain un-lawful acts without legal
proceedings on media. It is just to obsess, malign them.
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Table 25
Opinion about Significance of Media in Promoting Democracy
Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

103

41.2

Agree

40

16.0

Neutral

20

8.0

Disagree

48

19.2

Strongly Disagree

39

15.6

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 3.48, S.D=1.55
This item shows the importance of public opinion based on media exploitation in favor of
democracy.

About two third of the respondents agreed that media has an important role to be

played for democracy. More than one third of the respondents disagrees that media‟s role is
important for democracy. Very few respondents showed neutrality on the subject matter. The
mean 3.48 shows that generally media has to play an important role for the democracy. Media
plays a vital role in disseminating generous work for projection of democracy, it socialize the
people, journalists and audience. In March 2007 attack on a TV channel, “seventy four percent
(respondents) suspected government involvement”.( Gilani,2010 :19)
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Table 26
Opinion about Societal Assistance / Philanthropy at the Time of Need

Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

23

9.2

Agree

37

14.8

Neutral

32

12.8

Disagree

68

27.2

Strongly disagree

90

36.0

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 2.34, S.D=1.34

This item shows the societal assistance available to the respondent at the time of need. More than
two third of the respondents agreed that they are provided with any assistance at the time of
need.

More than one tenth remained neutral, whereas, more than two third of the respondents

disagreed that societal assistance is available to them. The mean 2.34 shows that average public
has the opinion that they don‟t have the societal assistance at the time of need.
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Table 27
Opinion about Relative Deprivation Caused by Social Development
Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

63

25.2

Agree

50

20.0

Neutral

14

5.6

Disagree

58

23.2

Strongly Disagree

65

26.0

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 2.95, S.D=1.58
This item depicts the diminishing human dignity due to social development. Less than half
respondents agreed that human dignity is reducing with socio- economic development. Very few
respondents

remained neutral, whereas, more than one third disagreed that human dignity is

reducing or loosing value with development in society. The mean 2.95 shows that in general it
has neutralized opinion. Consolidated development program integrate social functions of society
with social institutions in such a way that society frames values and socially conducive norms.
Fabricated development made by NGOs create problems as it does not take care of public
interests, it works on its own objectives. So, it widens the gap between rich and poor etc. NGO‟s
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make development from their own point‟s views that can in contrast to public demand is a
fabricated development.
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Table 28
Opinion about Prestige attached to SES

Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

56

22.4

Agree

61

24.4

Neutral

21

8.4

Disagree

63

25.2

Strongly Disagree

49

19.6

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 3.05, S.D=1.48

This item is about paying respect to the people as regard their socio-economic status in society.
People in society enjoy respect and honor related age group. It usually said that old is gold, in
this respect the older people are more honored and respected as compared to the young‟s.
Culturally the older people are experienced and seasoned they have gone through hot and cold
with age so, they can advice the young‟s just in few words. Keeping this in view people are
respected in modern age just on the basis of SES. Less than on half of responded in affirmative,
this indicates change in values of society that have become materialistic. Whereas, nearly same
No. of people disagreed that our values are becoming materialistic. Reason of it can be rural and
urban social set-up, rural culture is less materialistic as compared to that of urban culture. Less
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than ten percent remained neutral. The mean 3.05 shows that average public have accepted
materialistic values, indicating a cultural change.
Table 29
Opinion about Honoring Human Dignity
Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

72

28.8

Agree

67

26.8

Neutral

21

8.4

Disagree

44

17.6

Strongly Disagree

46

18.4

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 3.30, S.D=1.50
Every human enjoys a dignity in comparison to other creatures, by dignity all human being are
equal. With the inception of modernity and materialism in society, it is considered that respect
for human dignity is on decline. More than one half of the respondents agree that human dignity
is on decline, and more than one third of respondents disagree that human dignity in society is
on decline.

The mean 3.30 shows that people posses the attitude of showing avoidance from

human dignity. Human being works to develop for the cause of humanity. He struggles, make
inventions, innovations, produce knowledge, and trying its best to dig out the hidden treasures of
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nature. He is busy in controlling and preserving the energy of sun for use. All this is increasing
dignity of man. “ An authoritative list of human rights emerges out of an ongoing series of
political struggles that have changed our understanding of human dignity, the major threats to
that dignity, and the institutions, practices, and values necessary to protect it.(Donnelly,2005:61)
Table 30
Opinion about being Poor is Shameful Act
Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

49

19.6

Agree

41

16.4

Neutral

21

8.4

Disagree

69

27.6

Strongly Disagree

70

28.0

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 2.72, S.D=1.51
This item is on feeling of shame on being poor. More than

fifty percent of the respondents

disagreed that they have a sense of shame due to poverty, this reflects that within the culture of
poverty, as all are equal, so no

such feeling develop.

Nominal percentage remained neutral.

More than one third of the respondents agreed that thy feel shame on being poor. The mean 2.72
shows a slight disagreement with the statement that people are shameful of being poor. The
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precarious living conditions of the poor let them feel less than the other. It induces a sense of
shame in them which makes them lethargic with passive attitudes towards development and they
fail to get rid of these perilous conditions. Poverty is not a natural phenomenon; it is created in
consequence of human interaction in the form of business dealings.
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Table 31
Opinion about Feeling of being Powerless

Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

33

13.2

Agree

53

21.2

Neutral

24

9.6

Disagree

61

24.4

Strongly Disagree

79

31.6

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 2.60, S.D=1.45

This item shows the opinion of respondents about the feeling of powerlessness with respect to
others.

More than half of the respondents disagreed that they feel being powerless in interaction

with others.

Less than ten percent remained neutral. More than one third of the respondents

agreed that that they have feeling of being powerless in respect to others. The mean 2.60 shows
that most of the people feel powerful in respect to others. Poor are voiceless and powerless
people. The rich never like to look them developing. Collectively perceived deficiencies of such
poor people can regenerate activity to make them powerful whose voices can be listened being
effective. Poor is considered as non-sense and fool in a society like Pakistan.
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Table 32
Opinion about Individual’s Inferiority Complex (Xenocentrism)
Level of Agreement Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

35

14.0

Agree

44

17.6

Neutral

26

10.4

Disagree

71

28.4

Strongly Disagree

74

29.6

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 2.58, S.D=1.43

This item indicates the Individual‟s feeling of inferiority while in the state of interaction with
others. More than half percent of the respondents disagreed that they have feeling of inferiority
in presence of others.

A little more than ten percent of respondents remained neutral whereas,

about one third of respondents agreed that they have feeling of inferiority in presence of others.
The mean 2.58 shows that population do not have the feeling of inferiority while they are with
others. Xenocentrism is opposite of ethnocentrism. In xenocentrism people develop outward
look, with the opinion that others are better, and are prestigious. It applies to ideas, lifestyle and
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for material gains, for example cocalization in Pakistan, people enjoy and feel proud by having
coca cola at posh areas.
Table 33
Opinion about being Egalitarian to Others

Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

67

26.8

Agree

53

21.2

Neutral

30

12.0

Disagree

59

23.6

Strongly Disagree

41

16.4

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 3.18, S.D=1.47
This item is about the feeling of being equal to other in all circumstances. About one half of the
respondents agreed that they treat others equal and have a sense that all human being are equal.
More than one tenth of respondents remained neutral, whereas, more than one third of
respondents disagreed that they have sense of being equal. The mean 3.18 shows that people in
general feels the equality with others in all circumstances. Theoretically it is claimed that all
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human beings are born equal. It is our social system that make them rich and poor, ruler and
ruled, officer and subordinate, master and servant etc.
Table 34
Opinion about Participant’s Awareness of Human Rights
Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

44

17.6

Agree

76

30.4

Neutral

22

8.8

Disagree

68

27.2

Strongly Disagree

40

16.0

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 3.06, S.D=1.39
This item depicts the participant‟s awareness about their Socio-Political Rights. About half of the
respondents agreed that they are aware of their rights, less than ten percent were neutral,
whereas, more than one third of the respondents disagreed that they have knowledge of their
rights. The mean, 3.06, shows that on average people are aware of their Socio-Political rights.
Human Rights make individuals equal; establish a culture of democracy in society. These make
individuals legally sound. Human rights are the back bone of democratic system of governance.
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A political struggles spread on the three centuries have proved that all poor, religious dissents,
women, ethnic groups and minorities have basic equal rights.
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Table 35
Opinion about Participant’s Serenity on Basic Rights
Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

25

10.0

Agree

54

21.6

Neutral

19

7.6

Disagree

73

29.2

Strongly Disagree

79

31.6

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 2.49, S.D=1.39

This item is about participant‟s serenity of basic rights. About one third of the respondents
agreed that they have serenity about their rights, less than ten percent remained neutral, whereas,
more than half percent of the respondents agreed that they have sense of serenity about their
rights. The mean 2.49 shows that average respondents denied the participant‟s serenity of basic
right. Protection of basic human rights make the members of society calm and tranquilize, they
live in peace.
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Table 36
Opinion about Participant’s Superiority complex

Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

39

15.6

Agree

86

34.4

Neutral

18

7.2

Disagree

63

25.2

Strongly Disagree

44

17.6

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 3.05, S.D=1.39

This item shows the participant‟s feeling of superiority.

Half percent of the respondents agreed

that they have feeling of being superior, less than ten percent remained neutral, whereas more
than one third of the respondents disagreed that they have feeling of being superior. The mean
3.05 shows that generally people have the feeling of superiority. This leads to ethnocentrism, all
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that belongs to me is better, above in status and quality. It gives a force to join segregated parts
of society to join together in such a way that they become integrated strongly.
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Table 37
Rights and Responsibilities give Dignity to the individual
Level of Agreement

Frequency

Percent

Strongly Agree

72

28.8

Agree

63

25.2

Neutral

33

13.2

Disagree

54

21.6

Strongly Disagree

28

11.2

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 3.39, S.D=1.39
This item is the opinion of respondents about the dignity to the individual due to rights and
responsibilities. More than half percent of the respondents agreed that rights and obligations/
responsibilities are the potential source human dignity ,on the one side all the human being have
dignity of being human along with this the social participation is a complexity of rights and
responsibilities, performance of these create a differentiation/ discrimination among the human
beings. More than one third of the respondents disagreed that performance of duty to society
gives dignity to human being. More than one tenth of respondents remained neutral. The mean
3.39 shows that majority of the respondents are of the opinion that dignity of the individual get
increased by meeting rights and responsibilities.
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Table 38
Respondents Opinion on Severity of Illness in their Families

Individuals

Frequency

Percent

0

90

36.0

1

88

35.2

2

33

13.2

3

38

15.2

4

1

0.4

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 1.09, S.D = 1.06

36% of respondents informed that there was no ill person in their families. 35%
responded that one person remains ill in family, 13.2% and 15.2% responded that 3 and 4
persons, respectively,

remains ill in their families, whereas only 0.4% told that 4 persons are

sick in the family. The mean indicates that in average there is one person ill in every family.
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Table 39
Check-up from a Qualified Doctor

Frequency

Percent

Yes

221

88.4

No

29

11.6

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 0.88, S.D. = 0.32

A little less than three fourth of respondents say „yes‟ in case of sickness they go to qualified
doctor for advice, whereas, a little more than ten percent did not visit the qualified doctor. They
are the traditional people, and use traditional method of treatment, they visit Hakeem or who so
ever is available like medical practitioner, otherwise they use house made „totkas‟.
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Table 40
Opinion about Following Doctors’ Advice

Frequency

Percent

Always

103

41.2

Mostly

84

33.6

Not at all

6

2.4

Rarely

37

14.8

Never

20

8.0

Total

250

100.0

Mean = 3.85, S.D. = 1.32

The respondents were asked regarding following doctor‟s advice. Less than one tenth told that
they least bother about doctor‟s advice, more than one tenth responded they follow doctor‟s
advice to some extent, very few respondents remained neutral, more than one third responded
they mostly act upon the advice of doctor and less than half of the respondents responded they
always act upon as the doctor advises. It is eminently clear from the above discussion that three
fourth of the total respondents were following the advice of the doctor.
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6.2

Preferential Tables

Table 41
Preferences Given by Respondents to Indicators of Democracy

Preference

Governance

F
First

%
129

51.6

Election

Political

Voters

Media

Commission

Parties

F %

F %

F %

F %

25 10

21

8.4

42

16.8

34

13.6

49

19.6

30

12

36

14.4

26

10.4

33

13.2

51

20.4

Second

25

10

110

44

Third

16

6.4

49 19.6

129

Fourth

23

9.2

36

14.4

37

14.8

104

Fifth

57

22.8

30

12

14

5.6

48

51.6

41.6
19.2

96

38.4

The respondents were asked to give preference on the basis of their own choice
to all the five indicators of independent variable i.e. Democracy having indicators as
Governance, Role of Election Commission, Role of Political Parties, Voter‟s role and the role of
media. A look on the table shows that majority of the respondents gave first preference to
governance, second preference to the role of election commission, third preference to the role of
political parties, fourth preference to the role of voters and fifth preference to the role of media.
It is prioritization of indicators as is considered important for democracy. Present day dilemma,
as pointed out by Sartori is government by discussion, “If this characterization is enlarged, it
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suggests that, as more democracies develop, more and more people discuss more and
more…This outcome is not surprising, and many reasons can explain it.” (Sartori, 1987:xi)
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Table 42
Preferences as Given by Respondents to the Indicators of Poverty

Preference

Living

Education

Health

Household Facilities

Standard
F
First

115

Second

30

%
46
12

Group

Sensing

Human

of Life

Cohesion

Individuality

Rights

F %

F %

F %

F %

F %

F %

F %

29 11.6

16 6.4

15 6.0

24 9.6

20 8.0

16 6.4

27 10.8

100

25 10.0

16 6.4

28 11.2

14 5.6

21 8.4

12 4.8

115

14 5.6

24 9.6

7

2.8

10 4.0

18 7.2

105

18 7.2

6

2.4

11 4.4

15 6.0

103 41.2

15 6.0

15 6.0

29 11.6

20 8.0

37 14.8

40.0
Third

29

11.6

40 16.0

46.0
Fourth

14

5.6

38

15.2

42 16.8

42.0
Fifth

13

5.2

18 7.2

20

Sixth

14

5.6

8 3.2

11 4.4

31 12.4

27

10.8

98

Seventh

10

4.0

7

16

17 6.8

23

9.2

29 11.6

127 50.8

16 6.4

Eighth

25 10.0

12 4.8

3

61 24.4

30 12.0

96

10

2.8
4.0

5

8.0

6.4
2.0

40

16.0

1.2

39.2

The indicators used for the measurement of poverty are eight in numbers, which are living
standard,

education,

health,

and

household;

facilities of life,

group

cohesion,

sensing
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38.4

individuality and human rights. The majority of the respondents categorically gave first
preference to standard of living, second to education, third to health, fourth to household, fifth to
facilities of life, sixth to group cohesion (we feeling), seventh to sensing individuality (personal)
and eighth to the pertinence of human rights. Amartya looks forward to availability of
opportunities and freedom of choice for development to eliminate deprivations. “It concentrates
particularly on the roles and interconnections between certain crucial instrumental freedoms,
including economic opportunities, political freedoms, social facilities, transparency guarantees,
and protective security.” (Sen,1999:xii).
6.3 INFERENTIAL STATISTICS/ BI VARIATE ANAYLYIS
Table 43
Relationship between Good Governance and Facilities of Life
Facilities of Life
Governance

High

Medium Low

High

11(4.4)

12(4.8)

Medium

30(12.0) 37(14.8) 15(6.0)

Low

75(30.0) 40(16.0) 26(10.4)

4(1.6)

N= 250, Pearson Chi-Square = 8.21 and P < 0.10
The table shows the relationship between quality of governance and the facilities of life made
available to respondents. A little more than one tenth respondents have high score regarding their
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opinion about quality governance and facilities of life; out of it very few gain score of opinion
about governance and facilities of life medium and low. This shows that quality of governance,
in the opinion of public does always has not become successful in providing facilities of life
equally, there exists a variation. A little more than one third of the respondents have medium
score for governance and facilities of life, out of this one tenth stand high, whereas, one
twentieth posse‟s medium and low score for facilities of life. More than one half respondents
have less scores for governance, whereas they have high, medium and low scores for facilities of
life is one third as high and more than one tenth as medium and low respectively. More than half
respondents have the opinion that the governance is of poor quality and less than half enjoy high
scores for provision of facilities of life. This indicates that despite of poor government less than
half of the respondents have high score for facilities of life. The relationship between governance
and facilities of life is statistically significant at the level of expectancy of error is 0.1%.
Table 44
Relation between role of Political Parties and Facilities of Life

Facilities of Life
Political Parties

High

Medium

Low

High

51(20.4) 23(9.2)

Medium

50(20.0) 36(14.4) 12(4.8)

16(6.4)
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Low

15(6.0)

30(12.0) 17(6.8)

N= 250, Pearson Chi-Square = 19.38 and P < 0.05

A relationship between the scores of political parties and facilities of life score has been
discussed. More than one third respondent‟s opinion about political parties is high whereas less
than ten percent have medium and a little more than five percent have low scores for facilities of
life. Less than forty percent posse‟s medium scores of political parties, whereas, less than one
fifth respondents have medium and low scores for facilities of life. About one fourth respondents
gained low scores for political parties; at the same they have high, medium and low scores for
the availability of facilities of life. The relationship between scores gained for political parties
and facilities of life is statistically significant with the level of error as 5%.Both variables are
strongly related to each other. The respondents expect the political parties with the objective to
upgrade the lifestyle of its countrymen can do it and they are hopeful.
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Table 45
Relationship between Role of Political Parties and Respect for Human Rights

Human Rights
Political Parties

High

Medium

High

13(5.2)

33(13.2) 44(17.6)

Medium

24(9.6)

56(22.4) 18(7.2)

Low

28(11.2) 28(11.2) 6(2.4)

Low

N= 250, Pearson Chi-Square = 43.09 and P < 0.001

The political parties take care of human rights and democracy is the license for the provision of
respect for human rights of all the members of society equally. Protection of human rights means
democratization. More than one third of the respondents are of the opinion that political parties
have high score in protecting human rights, whereas they opinioned that more

one tenth have

medium weight for human rights and less than one fifth have low scores for human rights. Less
then forty percent political parties gained medium scores whereas, they have high, medium and
low scores for human rights less than one tenth, more than one fifth and less than one tenth
respectively. Whereas, one fourth have low scores for political parties and a little more than one
tenth have high and medium, too less than one tenth have low scores for human rights.

The
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relationship between two variables is significant at the degree of freedom of .001 i.e; with 1 level
of error and 99% level of accuracy.
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Table 46
Relationship between Role of Political Parties and Feeling of Individuality

Feeling of Individuality
Political Parties

High

Medium

High

24(9.6)

42(16.8) 24(9.6)

Medium

42(16.8) 33(13.2) 23(9.2)

Low

31(12.4) 27(10.8) 4(1.6)

Low

N= 250, Pearson Chi-Square = 16.3 and P < 0.005

The table shows the relationship between political parties and the feelings of an individual
being member of a society. Less than forty percent respondents gain higher scores for political
parties and

less than one tenth have high score for feeling of individuality ,whereas, more than

one tenth have medium score of feeling of individuality, less than one tenth have high scores
for political parties and low scores for individual feeling. Whereas, one fourth respondents
posses low scores for political parties and out of these more than one tenth and less than one
tenth have high and medium

scores for

feeling of individuality respectively. Both for political

parties and individual feeling score is negligibly less. The relationship between political parties
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scores and scores for individual feeling is significant at 5% level of error. It reflects that
members of a society have attachment with political party.
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Table 47
Relationship between Role of Political Parties and Group (we) Feelings

Group(We) Feelings
Political Parties

High

Medium

High

21(8.4)

26(10.4) 43(17.2)

Medium

30(12.0) 41(16.4) 27(10.8)

Low

37(14.8) 15(6.0)

Low

10(4.0)

N= 250, Pearson Chi-Square = 31.49 and P < 0.001

This table shows the relationship between the scores for political parties and scores for group
(we) feeling, More than one third respondents opinion gain scores as high for political parties,
out of it less than one tenth, more than one tenth and about one fifth gain scores as high, medium
and low for group(we) feeling. About forty percent gained medium scores for political parties,
out of this about one tenth, more than one tenth and one tenth gained high, medium and low
scores for group (we) feelings respectively. Whereas, one fourth of respondents, got low scores
for political parties and out of these more than one tenth, about one twentieth and very few got
high, medium and low scores for group feelings respectively. The relationship between two
variables is statistically significant when applied Pearson Chi-square, with .001 level of error.
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The significance of relation between two variable the political parties‟ struggle can attract the
public in groups, whereas individual is also beneficiary of political activities.
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Table 48
Relationship between Voters Trust and Group Feelings

Group Feelings
Voters

High

Medium

Low

High

12(4.8)

18(7.2)

25(10.0)

Medium

31(12.4)

36(14.4)

32(12.8)

Low

45(18.0)

28(11.2)

23(9.2)

N= 250, Pearson Chi-Square = 12.77 and P < 0.05

The table represents relationship between voter‟s opinion and group feelings. As per table more
than one fifth voters‟ access and free will have higher scores whereas out of these few have high
scores for group feeling, less than ten percent have medium scores and one tenth posses low
scores for group feeling. More than one third respondents gained medium scores regarding
voter‟s access and free will; out of this each category have more than one tenth as high, medium
and low respectively for group feeling. About forty percent gained low scores regarding voter‟s
access and free will, out of this about one fifth, about ten percent and less than ten percent have
high, medium and low scores regarding group feelings. The relationship between voters access,
free will and group feeling is significant with 5% error. This is strong relation ship. Stronger the
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free will and better the access of voters to the election process and they will have strong relation
with group feeling.
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Table 49
Relationship between Voters Trust and Individual Feelings

Individual Feelings
Voters

High

High

14(5.6)

Medium

41(16.4)

43(17.2)

15(6.0)

Low

42(16.8)

37(14.8)

17(6.8)

Medium
22(8.8)

Low
19(7.6)

N= 250, Pearson Chi-Square = 10.68 and P < 0.05

The table shows a relationship between free will and access of voters to voters list with the
scores of individual feeling. More than one fifth of respondents gained high score for AFW and
out of it less than ten percent for each gained high, medium and low scores for individual
feelings. About forty percent have medium scores for AFW, out of it more than ten percent have
high, less than one fifth have medium and a few have low scores for individual feeling. whereas,
about forty percent have low sores for AFW of voters, out of it one sixth have high and medium
(each)

and few have low level scores for individual feeling. The relationship between two

variables is significant with 5 degree of error.
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Table 50
Relationship between Voters Trust and Human Rights

Human Rights
Voters

High

Medium

Low

High

7(2.8)

23(9.2)

25(10.0)

Medium

23(9.2)

49(19.6)

27(10.8)

Low

35(14)

43(17.2)

18(7.2)

N= 250, Pearson Chi-Square = 15.16 and P < 0.005

The relationship voters access to voters list, this builds voters confidence on election process,
consequently a better level of trust develops between the two. A relation in voters trust and
scores for human rights has been discussed. More than one fifth voter‟s opinion score is high,
and for human rights opinion scores is high for very few, less than one tenth has medium opinion
score and one tenth has low opinion score for human rights. About forty percent have medium
level score for access to voters list and the same has a bifurcation for human rights, less than one
tenth have high scores, about one fifth have medium score and a little more than one tenth
have low scores. Whereas, about forty percent have low scores for voters trust, bifurcation of
scores for human rights is more than one tenth as high, less than one fifth as medium and less
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than one tenth as low human rights. The relationship between the two variables is significant
with 5 degree of error. The voters trust deepens on the system of election when they have easy
access to voters list and it improves the level trust on the election process.
Table 51
Relationship between Role of Media and Amenities of Life

Amenities of Life
Role of Media

High

Medium

Low

High

51(20.4)

24(9.6)

15(6.0)

Medium

49(19.6)

28(11.2)

14(5.6)

Low

16(6.4)

37(14.8)

16(6.4)

N= 250, Pearson Chi-Square = 21.52 and P < 0.001

The relationship between scores of media and scores for amenities of life is discussed. More than
one third have high scores for role of media, bifurcation of scores for amenities of life is as about
one fifth has high score, about one tenth has medium scores and about one twentieth has low
scores.

More than one third posses medium scores for role of media, bifurcated as a little less

than one fifth have high, more than one tenth have medium scores and

one twentieth has low

scores for amenities of life. Whereas, less than one third has low scores for role of media
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bifurcated as less than one tenth is high, more than one tenth is medium and a little ore than one
twentieth is low for amenities of life. The relationship between two variables is significant with
one degree of error.

In modern age media is playing very important role in high lighting the

problems like provision of amenities of life to public.
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Table 52
Relationship between Role of Media and Human Rights

Human Rights
Role of Media

High

Medium

Low

High

16(6.4)

30(12.0)

44(17.6)

Medium

17(6.8)

57(22.8)

17(6.8)

Low

32(12.8)

30(12.0)

7(2.8)

N= 250, Pearson Chi-Square = 49.13 and P < 0.001

The relationship between media and human rights has been discussed in this table. More than
one third responses have high score for role of media and it has bifurcation for human rights as
about one twentieth has high score, more than one tenth have medium score and less than one
twentieth have low scores for human rights. More than one third responses are medium for role
of media bifurcated as about one twentieth has high, more than one fifth has medium and about
one twentieth has low score for human rights. Whereas less than one third have low score for
role of media, bifurcated as, more than one tenth have high score, also about same number have
medium scores and a very few has low score for human rights. The relationship between two
variables is significant with one degree of error. Role of media is to high light the problems faced
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by society, while doing this it also, take care of the human rights. Media have a deep look on
social activities of society and workability of government departments, any deviance of law or
procedure is pointed out just to protect the human rights.
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Table 53
Relationship between Roles of Media with Sense of Individuality

Individual Feelings
Media

High

Medium

Low

High

28(11.2)

36(14.4)

26(10.4)

Medium

38(15.2)

40(16.0)

13(5.2)

Low

31(12.4)

26(10.4)

12(4.8)

N= 250, Pearson Chi-Square = 7.80 and P < 0.10

This table shows relationship between Role of media and sense of individuality. More than one
third respondents gain high scores for role of media, out of it a little more than one tenth
respondents

have high score, more than one tenth have medium score and about one tenth

have low scores for sense of individuality. ore than one third respondents gain medium scores
for role of media, the same has bifurcated responses for sense of individuality as less than one
tenth as high, more than one tenth as medium and few have low scores for sense of individuality,
whereas less than one third gained low responses for role of media and these has bifurcated
responses for sense of individuality as more than one tenth has high score, about one tenth has
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medium and very few has low score sense of individuality. The relationship between role of
media and individual feeling is significant with error level as 10.
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Table 54
Relationship between Roles of Media with Group Cohesion

Group Cohesion
Role of Media

High

Medium

Low

High

20(8.0)

26(10.4)

44(17.6)

Medium

30(12.0)

36(14.4)

25(10.0)

Low

38(15.2)

20(8.0)

11(4.4)

N= 250, Pearson Chi-Square = 49.13 and P < 0.001

This table explains relationship between role of media and group cohesion. More than one third
respondents gained high score for role of media, bifurcated as less than one tenth achieved high
scores, above one tenth achieved medium scores and less than one fifth achieved low scores for
group cohesion. More than one third posses‟ medium scores regarding role of media, bifurcated
as more than one tenth received high scores, about one tenth received medium scores and few
achieved low scores for group cohesion. The relationship between two variables is significant
with one degree error. Media includes radio, television, internet and newspapers etc. Media is
working on the line of social development provoke new ideas in society that project group
cohesion to strengthen democracy in seventies like Pakistan.
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Table 55
Relationship between Role of Election Commission and Group Cohesion

Group Cohesion
Role of Election Commission

High

Medium

Low

High

12(4.8)

11(4.4)

31(12.4)

Medium

32(12.8)

43(17.2)

29(11.6)

Low

44(17.6)

28(11.2)

20(8.0)

N= 250, Pearson Chi-Square = 26.82 and P < 0.001

This table shows relationship between role of election commission and group cohesion. about
one fifth respondents have high scores for the role of election commission, bifurcated as less than
one twentieth have high, and medium scores for each separately and above one fifth have low
scores for group cohesion. More than forty percent have medium scores for election commission,
bifurcated as more than one tenth has high scores, less than one fifth have medium scores and
above one tenth have low scores for group cohesion. More than one third responses have low
scores regarding role of election commission, and for group feeling its responses less than one
fifth are high, about one tenth have medium scores and less than one tenth have low scores for
group cohesion. The relationship between two variables is significant with one degree of error.
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Table 56
Relationship between Role of Election Commission and Sensing Individuality

Sensing Individuality
Election Commission

High

Medium

Low

High

11(4.4)

26(10.4)

17(6.8)

Medium

41(16.4)

40(16.0)

23(9.2)

Low

45(18.0)

36(14.4)

11(4.4)

N= 250, Pearson Chi-Square = 14.70 and P < 0.01

This table shows relationship between role of election commission and sense of individuality.
More than one fifth responses are high for role of election commission, whereas less than one
twentieth are high, about one tenth are medium and more than one twentieth are low for sense
of individuality. More than forty percent responses for role of election commission are medium,
the same has a bifurcation as less than one fifth are high, about same percentage is medium and
less than one tenth are low for sense of individuality. Responses of more than one third are low
for role of election commission and these have a bifurcation of less than one fifth are high, more
than one tenth are medium and less than one twentieth are low for sense of individuality.

The

relationship between two variables is statistically significant with one degree of error.
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Table 57
Relationship between Role of Election Commission and Human Rights

Human Rights
Election Commission

High

Medium

Low

High

13(5.2)

22(8.8)

19(7.6)

Medium

24(9.6)

46(18.4)

34(13.6)

Low

28(11.2)

49(19.6)

15(6.0)

N= 250, Pearson Chi-Square = 8.94 and P < 0.10

This table shows that opinion of one fourth respondents have high scores for election
commission, out of it one twentieth, more than one tenth and less than one tenth have high,
medium and low percentage of scores for human rights respectively.

More than forty percent

of the respondents have medium scores for election commission and out of it about one tenth
have high scores, about one fifth have medium scores and ore than one tenth have low score for
human rights. Whereas, more than one third respondents have low score for election
commission, and out of it about one tenth have high scores, about one fifth have medium and a
little more than one twentieth have low scores for human rights. The relationship between scores
for election commission and human rights is significant with 10% error.
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6.4 Correlation
Table 58
RESULTS OF CORRELATION MODEL
Independent Variable

Dependent

Role

of Election Role

Variable

Commission

of Role of Voters

Role of Media

Political
Parties

Group Passion

-0.26**

-0.28**

-0.22**

-0.33**

Sensing

-0.26**

-0.24**

-0.16*

-0.15*

-0.41**

-0.24**

-0.42**

Individuality

Human

Rights -0.16*

Pertinence
*significant at 5%
**significant at 1%
The results in table 58 show a negative relationship between independent and dependent
variables. All the values in the above table are negative that show independent and dependent
variable are inversely related to each other significantly.
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The results shows that role of election commission is negatively related to group detachment,
individual partially and Human rights impudence. It shows the penetrating role of election
commission will reduce the group detachments, individual impartiality and Human rights
impudence in the society. The role of election commission in Pakistan has been severely
criticized in every election.

Partial approach of election commission leaves negative impact on

election process and electioneering that decreases public trust on the national institutions like
election commission which ultimately, weakens the new-natal democracy in the country.
Role of political parties imprints inverse relationship with group detachment, individual partiality
and Human rights impudence. It shows that impaired role of political parties and politician
creates a damaged impact on public. Public of Pakistan despite of their desires to achieve the
proximity of political parties of either wing, is not fulfilled rather it increases the gap between
parties and public. Consequently, it has a set back on new- natal democracy and that leads to
frustration causing an increase in the level of poverty in the society.
Voters are the important element in the establishment of democracy in the country. The results
reflected in the above table shows an inverse relationship between role of voters and group
detachment, individual partiality and Human rights impudence. Though voters are the citizens of
Pakistan and the above mentioned relationship of role of voter along with other dependent
variables indicates the mindset of the people of Pakistan which they have embarked through
participation in elections held in this country. It further invites attention to strengthen the
democracy by creating a respect for group attachment, personal impartiality and respect for
human rights. This changes the behavior of the voter creating a trust towards new government
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with the hope that this government will set the dimensions for personal and group attachment
along with respect for human rights.
Present is the age of media. The media plays a vital role in addressing the matters regarding
projection of democracy. It is considered a pillar that helps in strengthening and stream lining the
process of democracy in a society. The media also highlight the potentialities of the public in the
best interests of democracy and vice versa. The results in table 58 showed an inverse relationship
between role of media with group detachment, individual partiality and human rights impudence
as in the opinion of the respondents.
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CHAPTER NO. 7
Analysis, Conclusions and Suggestions
7.1

Descriptive Statistics

Table 59
Democracy and Poverty Correlation
N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

250

-34

26

-3.62

13.275

Level of poverty

250

-13

22

5.03

8.232

Valid N (list wise)

250

Strength

of

democracy

A significant negative correlation (r = -0.424, P<0.001) is found between Strength of Democracy
and Level of Poverty.
The data was entered and analyzed using SPSS-20 (SPSS-Inc., Chicago USA), the individual
score was expressed in frequencies and continuous variables (scores) were expressed as Mean,
Standard Deviation; Pearson‟s correlation coefficient was used to find the relationship between
scores. A P-value less than 0.05 were taken as Statistically Significant. This represents a negative
correlation between the strength of democracy and level of poverty. No sooner did the
democracy gets strengthened the level of poverty starts declining.
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Present is the age of technology, that modifies the human relation. The individual relationing
shapes the social structures, like groups, social institutions etc. It is human relationing that opens
the vistas of human development.
7.2

Graphical Analysis

Graph 1
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Graph 2

Fitted Line Plot
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Two variables correlation assessed the relationship between them. Simple correlation is used to
testify the level of association between democracy and poverty. The basic hypothesis was
considered as there is a negative association between strength of democracy and level of poverty.
The results of correlation are analyzed in the table above. It shows that there is a negative
correlation ship between strength of democracy and level of poverty. It explains that as
democracy in society gains strength, the poverty reduces to an extent. Furthermore, the
explanation of the above scatter diagram is based on the level of opinion from the opinion of
sample. In this context the term can be rephrased as in the opinion of people of Pakistan as the
economy of Pakistan is more driven towards democracy there is less likelihood of people to be
poor.
The Correlation shows that the values are significant at -0.49(significant at 0.01). The value of
„r‟ square is 25 percent (approx.). Which shows that in the opinion of people of Pakistan a well
established democracy could eliminate or at least reduce the poverty as there is a sufficient
relationship between poverty and democracy i.e. 25 percent (approx.)

7.3 Conclusions and Findings
Data collected was analyzed and following conclusions have been drawn:
1-The hypothesis of the present study was upheld, as using the statistical method
correlation between two variables of the study was significant at P value 0.05. The
correlation has inverse relation between variable, i.e. Strength of democracy and level of
poverty, it means stronger the democracy in a society weaker the level of poverty in that
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society. In the light of theoretical framework of the study, it was expected that strength of
democracy in a society reduces the level of poverty in that society. However, a look in
history of Pakistani society it is eminent that country developed economically rapidly
during military rule, whereas the growth rate during civilian or democratic rule remained
less than for the period of military rule. It is reiterated that in democracy rate of
development is slow, its benefits reach to the lower formations of society. During
military rule though growth rate is high, the benefits of this does not reach the poor,
money get accumulated in the hands of bigs. The effect of development in democracy is
slow, its effect is deep in society, and therefore, democracy is considered to reduce /
alleviate poverty in the society effectively.
In democracy participation of public plays an effective role in diminishing poverty. In the
period of democratic rule the government has a close liaison with the public, as it has to
get votes for next turn. The public representatives create a contact with the masses, listen
their problems/ voices and they force the government to design such policies which are
pro-poor. As number of votes are higher in poor communities, moreover, the voters turn
over of poor is higher than the people belonging to upper class. The poor vote for new
government with hope that it will do better for them, on the other side the rich has not
such desires and ambitions from the new government. The present study advocates
compatibility of democracy and poverty. Studies have definitely proved “democratization
represents an important element of hope and, amongst other things, an instrument for the
long-term improvement of economic and political relations. Greater personal and
political freedoms and legal protection of civil rights are acknowledged as valuable in
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their own right. Greater political competition and transparency can increase the efficiency
of the regimes.”(Berg-Schlosser, 2003: 222)
2-In present study role of election commission, role of political parties, role of voters and
role of media has been taken as indicators of independent variable i.e. democracy whereas
group cohesion, sensing individuality and human rights pertinence are the indicators of
poverty. A spontaneous and independent relationship between different indicators of
independent and dependent variables was found by applying Pearson correlation, the
correlation was negative showing inverse relationship between role of election commission
and group cohesion, sensing individuality and human rights pertinence. Similar correlation of
role of political parties, role of voters and role of media was observed with

sensing

individuality and human rights pertinence, that correlation is inverse in nature, reflecting that
increase in

values of indicators of independent variable causes decrease in

values of

indicators of dependent variables.
3- Strong impact of governance on the provision of amenities of life of masses is observed.
Weak governance fails to provide amenities of life to masses consistently, it has
disentangled approach with inconsistent direction to resolve the problems. For example,
the

irregular

and

inconsistent policies of government neglected

enhancement in

production of electricity and gas, consequently these became costly and in rear supply. It
has affected people from all walks of life. It has increased cost of production, that has
negatively affected the exports and foreign exchange. It is a stigma of the third world that
people work very hard without meeting the necessities of life. The government
institutions are functioning without power to work in benefits of masses. The individual
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remain attached with society having delicate relationship with the system of governance
including government, political parties, role of media etc.
4- In modern days democracy is a popular concept in public and the ruling people. It is
considered the publically approved system, which has roots in public and works for
public, this system is based on the public opinion and had a respect for it. A relationship
between role of political parties and provision of amenities of life, human rights,
individual in society, and group cohesion has been considered. The role political parties
is wider and multifaceted. They have to attract the voters on their side, train the voters to
vote and also provide them with easy access to polling stations. The political parties
struggle to have hold on public office. In this age of democracy independence o voters
,and political
levels i.e.

party
local,

have an important role of developing public program for different
provincial and

national.

The political parties have confronting

development agendas with compromising attitudes not to waste public hard earned
national capital and also work to make their manifesto a reality to win the voters support.
“ Political parties…. leadership is persuaded….supporting the issue…. Leaders may
insert statements of support into the party platform… or some may take your ideas and
propose them to legislators for consideration. In addition, the political party as a body of
influence can help you by providing organizational and publicity resources ____as well
as its many contacts in government and community.”(Garston, 2008:95)
Political parties need voters loyalty for its existence whereas interest groups use them for
their own interests, this contradiction weaken the organizational structure of political
parties.

Political parties being politically vibrant introduce new values in political culture

of society and prefer highlighting public issues with vigor and force. Therefore, role of
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such parties never reduce, they live in the hearts of people. This study proves that role of
political parties had a considerable

importance in protecting human rights, create a

relation with individual and groups, generating a sense of individuals importance in
society and significance of group cohesion in party system.
5-

Democracy has a structure based on the vote casted by voter. Vote creates a link
between politics, government and economy, which have a positive or negative impact on
social well being of a society. Voters trust on protection of human rights, group cohesion
and individual‟s attachment with society ultimately redirect individual‟s co-existence
with the political system. Economy of the nation and preferences, thereupon, of political
parties attract or deflect the voters. It is public approval of economic structure of a
society, which may be in contradiction to the preferences of the policy makers. “Voters
look back on the recent economic situation and a judgment on this, which will affect their
view of the incumbent.They also look at what the different parties running for
government are offering, and then calculate the likely effect of policies.”(Evan, 2004,
p.136). The voters evaluate past performance of political party and look at future plan,
prepare a balance sheet, determine his priorities, also employ forward- looking attitude of
the incumbent to vote. Voters give a second thought to the future claims made by party
leadership and available socio- economic promises that are made to attract the voter.

6- Media plays an important role in providing information in general and political opinion
making in particular. Taking the Pakistan in view, media played a vital role in elections
of 2008 and 2013. It covered the major political formations of country, the provocative
talk shows that boosted national status to anchors of different channels. They also
discussed and objected role of media in political process, highlighted public opinion,
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also, raised voices against restrictions imposed on media. This study shows that role of
media in provision of facilities, in creating awareness of human rights and inculcating
group cohesion is palpable. Media works as a pillar of democracy, and helps in
determining roadmap for newly generated democracy. It creates a link in government,
political leadership and public.
7- Time and again imposition of marshal law in Pakistan the public was deteriorating its
confidence on judiciary.

Chief justice‟s removal by a president of army origin was

shocking for public. This affected public trust on army and police, raised the status of
civil courts. The Supreme Court at earlier stage enhanced its respect in public but later it
was deteriorated. The election commission never enjoyed respect and honor in the eyes of
public, as the public views and analysis the role of this institution. The role of election
commission as envisaged by people in this research is not up to mark. Its role is inversely
related to protection of human rights and in creating group cohesion. Example of it is that
after election of 2013 the chief election commission of Pakistan has to resign on charges
of rigging.
7.4

Suggestions
1- The research points out that to alleviate poverty from society continuity and
consistency of election process, regularity of democracy in a country is a precondition.
“It has been observed throughout the nineteenth century,
theorists of democracy found it quite natural to discuss whether
one country or another was "fit for democracy." This thinking
changed only in the twentieth century, with the recognition that
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the question itself was wrong: A country does not have to be
deemed fit for democracy; rather, it has to become
fit through democracy. This is indeed a momentous change,
extending the potential reach of democracy to cover billions of
people, with their varying histories and cultures and disparate
levels of affluence.”( Sen, 1999:3-17)
2- The development projects should be completed, even if there is a change of
government, as a consequence of fresh election or otherwise. The bureaucracy, a
permanent mechanism of government may protect the public interests and with an
avoidance losses to state exchequer.
3- In all circumstances, on completion of tenure of government there must be an
election, honoring the results, and protecting the democracy, if required, transfer of
power under the law of country be completed.
4- Pro-poor economic policies may be designed, with an intention to carry on
development and industrialization in the country, to eulogize leaders and public.
5- Democracy may not be used as a device to achieve potential objectives, rather let the
democracy flourish as it has a solution for all socio-economic and political problems.
There is no need to protect democracy; it protects all others.
6- The opposition may play a role of shadow government and not of opposition to derail
government.
7- Continuity of democratic system is the surety to strengthen the nation.
8- Strong democracy in Pakistan can join other democracies of the region, that can
reduce tension between countries and can ensure peace in region.
9- Democracy in Pakistan is the license for regional development.
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